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 RE:MARKS FROM EAST TIMOR:  A Field Guide to East    
Timor’s Graffiti. 

By Chris Parkinson. 
 
       ABSTRACT.  
This thesis investigates the specific conflicts and contexts that produced East Timor’s 
fledgling graffiti between 2004-2008 to demonstrate links between its local lineage 

and a globally contextualised backdrop. 
 

It is a work that is advanced through the epistemological propositions of Southern 
theory. Primarily, it is concepts of the centre and the periphery and how graffiti 

negotiates movement between these positions that are the thesis’ main concerns. 

With this in mind, the central question of how East Timor’s graffiti contributed to the 
cultural expression of East Timor’s growth into nationhood from conflict is framed.  

 

In demonstrating graffiti’s contribution to the cultural expression of East Timor’s 

growth into nationhood from conflict, its location at the nexus of resistance and 

transformation is revealed.  

 

This thesis presents graffiti in East Timor as a hermeneutic, validating the 

expressions of marginalised actors in geo-political contexts of conflict, 

reconstruction and social relationships.  

 

       A NOTE ON THE PRESENTATION. 
 
The presentation of this thesis is an intertextual proposal that presents a cluster of 

related texts that quote, comment upon, amplify, and remediate one another. 
You will find stand-alone pages of an image and a quotation or field note that begin 

entering the thesis’s flow - as early as page 9 - in the COURIER font. These images, 
whilst linked to the broader narrative, should be understood as being independent to 

images acknowledged with a Fig. in the body of the thesis that have a more direct 

correlation to the narrative of the thesis they are nestled in.  A CAPITALISED 
guideword will appear upon the page, denoting that page’s entry with its 

corresponding image and quote or field note. Cross-reference pages at the end of 

each entry direct the reader to associated points of the thesis for provocation, 
consideration and resonance.  
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CHAPTER 1:      OPENING RE:MARKS. 
 

Finding one’s voice isn’t just an emptying and purifying oneself of the words of 

others but an adopting and embracing of filiations, communities, and discourses. 

Inspiration could be called inhaling the memory of an act never experienced. 

Invention, it must be humbly admitted, does not consist in creating out of void but 

out of chaos.  

 

- Jonathan Lethem, The Ecstasy of Influence; a Plagiarism. 
 

This thesis investigates the specific conflicts and contexts that produced East Timor’s 

fledgling graffiti movement between 2004-2008 to demonstrate links between its local 
lineage and a globally contextualised backdrop. 

 
It is a work that is advanced through the epistemological propositions of Southern 

theory, a body of ideas that seeks to redress a broad ignorance of cultures that 
originate in nations or territories that are located at the periphery by those who regard 

themselves as inhabiting the centre of a world-system that organises reality 
according to this criteria. 

 

Specifically, I look to the work of Portuguese social theorist Boaventura de Sousa 

Santos and his proposal of Epistemologies of the South, a field of epistemological 

challenges that proffer: 

 

New processes of production and valorisation of valid knowledges, whether 

scientific or non- scientific, and of new relations among different types of 

knowledge on the basis of the practices of the classes and social groups 

that have suffered, in a systematic way, the oppression and discrimination 

caused by capitalism and colonialism.1  

 

For this thesis, the South as metaphor has larger resonance than its literal 

geographical latitude.  This metaphorical understanding is “predicated on the 

concept of a vertical hierarchy, where value lies above.”2 It is a “metaphor of the 

                                                
1 Boaventura de Sousa Santos, “Public Sphere and Epistemologies of the South,” Africa Development, Vol. XXXVII:1 
(2012): 51. 
2 Kevin D. Murray, "South Ways: Art Undercurrents across the South," Artl@s Bulletin 5:2 (2016): 84. 
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human suffering caused by capitalism and colonialism at the global level, and a 

metaphor as well of the resistance to overcome or minimise such suffering.”3 
 
As such, this thesis investigates Southern theory as a theoretical approach to the 

broadening field of graffiti study and research.   

 
Graffiti in East Timor develops knowledge through its interpretation of memory, 

identity and history embedded in peripheral frameworks. As Jeff Oliver and Tim Neal 

argue for a broader recognition of graffiti’s historiography, East Timor’s graffiti 
demonstrates the “actors, times, spaces and concerns, which may not ordinarily be 

brought into dialogue other than through such inscriptive materializations.”4 

 

In this spirit of emerging dialogue, this thesis demonstrates graffiti’s capacity to 

make theoretical links. It proposes how Southern theory integrates with graffiti to 

build new knowledge and interpretations of East Timor. In a future focus, I wonder 

how it might contribute to understandings of other postcolonial and post-conflict 

contexts where graffiti is present, also?  
 

Primarily, this paper is concerned with concepts of the centre and the periphery and 

how graffiti negotiates movement between these positions. With this in mind, the 

central question of how East Timor’s graffiti has contributed to the cultural 

expression of East Timor’s growth into nationhood from conflict is framed.  

 
This centre-periphery proposal is nuanced and evidenced in varied ways. For this 

research, it plays out both through East Timor’s peripheral location in the world and, 
more directly, in relation to the centre location of Indonesia’s occupation; also, the 

shifting role and status of young people in East Timor’s history; the centralized, public 

expressions of graffiti deepened by dialogue with the offstage and private 
expressions found in the country; or graffiti’s shift from central concern to peripheral 

practice in my own - and those of the Animatism5 artist collective’s - creative 
experiences and practice. 

                                                
3 Santos, “Public Sphere and Epistemologies of the South,” 51. 
4 Jeff Oliver and Tim Neal, eds., Wild Signs: Graffiti in Archeology and History (Oxford; British Archaeological 
Reports, 2010), 1. 
5 Animatism is a collective of artists and curators from Australia, East Timor and Indonesia founded by the author. 
The collective is: Chris Parkinson, Chris Phillips, Amanda Haskard, Bryan Phillips, Michael Fikaris and Liam Barton 
(AUST), Etson Caminha, Alfe Perreira, Tony Amaral, Osme Goncalves, Mely Fernandes and Gil Valentim (East 
Timor), Djuwadi Awhal (Indonesia). 
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I propose, in accordance with Santos’s understanding of intercultural translation, that 

graffiti represents a form of translation,  

 
A collective intellectual and political work… engaged in political articulation 

across knowledges, practices and agents with the purpose of strengthening 
the struggles against capitalism, colonialism and patriarchy.6  

 

What the following account reveals, framed by Southern theory, are alternatives to 

the maligned and enduring narratives of the antagonistic role of young people, or 

the Geração Foun (lit., new Generation) in East Timor.7 What graffiti and creativity 

demonstrate is an active and considered narrative that counters this ongoing 

generalization of the role of young people in contemporary East Timor.  
 

In his introduction to this author’s book, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 

East Timor’s former President, Dr Jose Ramos-Horta observes that graffiti is an art 

form capable of transcribing the “ordinary and extraordinary work of sharing hopes, 

frustrations, triumphs, allegiances, joys, loves and hates… an act of therapeutic 

expression for young people.”8 Graffiti thus validates the expressions of 

marginalized actors in geo-political contexts of conflict, reconstruction and political 

relationships.  
 

Furthermore, graffiti demonstrates an aesthetic rendering of a shared language of 
state between the Republica Democratica de Timor-Leste (RDTL), the state 

internationally recognised since 2002, and non-state actors, “a language in which 
symbols and rituals imbued with local meaning play a key role”9 and where discourse 

between state and non-state actors can be antagonistic towards while also mutually 
                                                
Embedding the wild and the primal in contemporary artistic collaborations, their work explores the East Timorese, 
Indonesian and Australian relationship across shifting generations and political contexts that includes, directly, 
themes of containment, culture and conflict in the East Timorese and Australian relationship since World War II. 

Immersive video and projection works, burning drums, street art, experimental theatre, comic book conversations and 
folk music investigations bent through electronic production and design have proven the pivotal role of art in initiating 
dialogue on reconciliation, artistic resilience, peace and the creative articulation of contemporary, regional 
relationships. See: http://www.animatismart.com. 
6 Boaventura de Sousa Santos, Epistemologies of the South (New York: Routledge, 2016),  227. 
7 Members of the new generation are distinguished by two factors: firstly, they were not part of the original nationalist 
leadership in Portuguese times which formed the political parties, Fretilin (ENG: Revolutionary Front for an 
Independent East Timor. PORT: Frente Revolucionária de Timor-Leste Independente)  and UDT (ENG: Timorese 
Democratic Union. PORT: Unia ̃o Democra ́tica Timorense) and fought a brief civil war in 1975. Secondly, they grew 
up under Indonesian occupation and were educated mostly under the Indonesian system.  
8 Chris Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor (Melbourne: Affirm Press, 2010), 5. 
9 Henri Myrttinen, “Resistance, Symbolism and the Language of Stateness in Timor-Leste,” Oceania, 83:3 (2013): 
213. 
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reinforcing of this language of stateness. This thesis investigates this language and 

proposes that graffiti operates as a discursive grammar and script of knowledge that 
can negotiate  
 

A historically specific configuration of a range of languages of stateness, 
some practical, others symbolic and performative, that have been 

disseminated, translated, interpreted, and combined in widely differing ways 
and sequences across the globe.10 

  

In doing so, this thesis positions those whose expressions across the country’s walls, 

particularly in times of heightened social tensions, actively and consciously critique 
the development of the state and of the nation.  

 

The ensuing chapters outline the contribution graffiti has made to revealing a 
contemporary identity alive in East Timor that presents new knowledge as to the 

cultural expression of East Timor’s growth into nationhood from conflict. 
 

Chapter two, my methodological chapter, offers a narrative of the work I have 

undertaken to get to the point of knowledge required to critically engage with the 
broader topic. Through this chapter, I describe the experiences and practical 

elements that furnish the address of my thesis question. I outline the practice-led 
framework concerning my location as an Australian artist working between East 

Timor and Melbourne, and develop the theoretical framework that advances my 

reading of graffiti as it relates to East Timor.  
 

In this chapter, my aim is to present an account that explores the techniques and 

practice that have underpinned this broader study, the development of the Animatism 
artist collective and the application and justification of the theoretical decisions I have 

made.  
 

 

 

                                                
10 Thomas Blom Hansen and Finn Stepputat, eds.,States of Imagination. Ethnographic Explorations of the 
Postcolonial State. (Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), 6 - 7. 
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Animatism, Melbourne, Australia, July 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
       O T H E R. 

 
“I have been standing as if I was some privileged witness, 
outside the events I was observing…”11  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

10, 11, 28, 32 – 40, 67, 94. 
 

 

                                                
11 Timothy Mo, The Redundancy of Courage, (London: Paddleless Press, 2002), 9. 
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What I believe this approach demonstrates, in the context of the broader thesis, are 

the insights that arise from collaborative knowledge generation and sustained cross-
cultural exchange. These practices have created a space where the richness of the  

“localized global” of a particular graffiti and youth culture engage with the “globalized 
localism” of the western other.   

 

New ideas and understandings continue to emerge from this practice, presenting an 

enduring feedback loop of theory and art, dialogue and practice. Ideas about my 
place in these worlds (Australia, East Timor, ethnography, graffiti, art, the city, 

community) are particles of meaning that refract, coalesce and resonate my 
simultaneous insider/outsider location. Here, I am what Santos acknowledges as 

“part of a collective by being aware of how I separate myself from it in order to 
write.”12 

 

I am positioned, therefore, as a cultural translator of East Timor’s graffiti, fulfilling 

what Homi K Bhabha suggests is the foreign element that reveals the interstitial,  

 

A mode of meaning that insists through the textile superfluity of folds and 
wrinkles; and yet, crucially, becomes the ‘unstable element of linkage,’ the 

indeterminate temporality of the in-between, that has to be engaged in 
creating the conditions by which, in the words of Salman Rushdie’s great 

novel of migrant hybridity, The Satanic Verses, ‘newness comes into the 

world.’”13 

 
And there is certainly an ethical tension within this configuration. Realistically, I am 

the writer of this thesis, yet it is the Animatism collective that has authored it. This 
knowledge has been generated through relationships, not a strictly 

researcher/subject framework. The methodology has been the diverse art-making 
experiences we have pursued that create cross-cultural contact zones for us to delve 

deeper into one another’s practice and lives.  

 
And it has been thus that we have used video in such a fashion as a key 

methodological process. Video interviews and filming projects operate as both artistic 

                                                
12 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 7. 
13 Homi K. Bhabha, “Beyond the Pale: Art in the Age of Multicultural Translation,” Whitney Museum of American Art: 
1993 Biennial Exhibition. (New York: Harry N. Abrams Inc, 1993), 69 - 70. 
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outcome and active moderator, engendering the Animatism collective with an ethical 

process to developing knowledge that is built and approved by the collective; the 
process of collaboration, to debrief interview, to promotional video to video art is a 

cycle of imperative dialogue and collaboration where nothing is released without each 
East Timorese member of the collective involved in the process.  

 
Like Peace of Wall before it, the development and ideas presented in this thesis are 

part of a cycle of consultation between the Animatism collective.  
 

Thus framed, the methodological chapter represents an overview of an ethos of 

engagement that demonstrates a journey of time and trust, from documenting the 
country’s graffiti (2004 - 2008), to collaborative art practice (2010 - present), to 

recuperating these practices to apply them to the topic of the country’s graffiti with a 

deepened practical, philosophical and theoretically engaged perspective in this 
current thesis. 

 

Relationships within the collective of Animatism have sustained this journey and 
facilitated this opportunity for more nuanced, insightful and meaningful analysis. 

Without the knowledge generated through art-making between the Animatism 
collective my analysis, and the grounds for its deeper application, would necessarily 

have been more incomplete than it currently stands, thereby situating this work in a 

relational context that draws from Nicolas Bourriad’s Relational Aesthetics where its 
“theoretical horizon is the realm of human interactions and its social context.”14  

 

My third chapter, Passing Through Walls begins with a brief global review of graffiti. 
Despite the tension of graffiti’s shifting location along a centre-periphery axis (it was a 

peripheral cohort of young people - the ‘South in the North’ - that painted the first 
“tags”15 in Philadelphia and New York that begun the global practice of graffiti) the art 

form has moved from peripheral cultural concern to a central, internationally 

                                                
14 Nicolas Bourriaud. Relational Aesthetics, English edition. Translated by Simon Pleasance and Fronza Woods. 
(Dijon: Les Presses du Réel, 2002). 14. 
15 A tag is a stylized graffiti writer’s signature. Tagging means writing one's subcultural name.  
“A tag was a reply, a call to those who heard, like a dog’s bark understood across fences. A reply in moist purple. The 
letters dripped and stunk thrillingly.” Jonathan Lethem, The Fortress of Solitude. (United Kingdom: Faber and Faber, 
2005), 93. 
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significant context, synthesizing and circulating a “visual vocabulary and set of 

stylistic registers that have become instantly recognizable throughout mass culture.”16  
 

I don’t, however, linger in this specific history. I present a snapshot before I refer to a 

more practical context for the undertaking of this thesis, exploring graffiti as it 
intersects in interdisciplinary study, post-conflict and postcolonial contexts. This shift 

means I do not address significant international events - or artists - that propelled the 
culture internationally. This is a necessary diversion to offer better representations 

advancing graffiti’s understanding from a more Southern focused context.  

 
From this outline, I return to East Timor, providing a lineage that outlines the context 

of the work through first, a historical backdrop, followed by a theoretically informed 
conceptual lineage, linking historical practices of mark-making to the country’s 

contemporary graffiti.  

 
My historical lineage is not exhaustive, yet it is detailed. This is because the context 

that East Timor’s graffiti is located in is complicated. An appropriate historical 

rendering was required to provide context to the emergence of conditions that East 
Timor’s graffiti sprung from.  

 

I approach the historical overview as an artist exploring the convergence, from widely 
written accounts and realities, of threads that furnish my belief that creative activity 

has, through East Timor’s history, proved to be an act of recuperating oscillating 
moments of social and political tension, violence and conflict. 

 

The history, however, is partial. 

 
It is partial in the sense that it does not attempt to be a comprehensive or complete 

history that fully explains the developments of East Timorese history, from pre- 
Portuguese colonialism, through Indonesian occupation and into independence. 

 

                                                
16 Martin Irvine, “The Work on the Street: Street Art and Visual Culture,” in The Handbook of Visual Culture, ed. Barry 
Sandywell and Ian Heywood. (London & New York: Berg, 2012), 235.  
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It is partial in the sense, also, that it does not engage in wholesome political 

discussion. What better than the objectivity of the country’s walls to offer some 
insight into the deeply subjective reality of East Timorese politics?  

 
My understanding and knowledge of East Timorese political history serves no 

purpose other than to pigeon-hole the lived political experiences of the country’s 
walls. I have used the visual cues of these walls throughout this thesis to imply 

political reference rather than explicitly address political analysis. I trust that the 
reader of this thesis may understand a humble naivety that I know enough of the 

context of East Timorese politics to know that I don’t know. 
 

Furthermore, it is partial for its inability to take into account the roles played and 

sacrifices made by all parts of East Timorese society.  
 

I look at key stages of the country’s postcolonial and contemporary history as it 
pertains, predominantly, to young people.  

 

I do this because young people are the demographic engaged with the country’s 
graffiti and, as such, an analysis that focuses on their context and history is the 

structural and social reality inherent in addressing the topic of graffiti in East Timor. In 

this way, graffiti is a methodology to investigate the status of young people as valid 
historical actors and citizens whilst demonstrating the ways this demographic engage 

with public spaces in the country.  
 

My research of East Timor’s history focuses on young people in three key domains 

that reflect historical, social and creative chronologies. 
 

1. The role young people played in the resistance to Indonesian occupation 

(1975 - 1999). 
2. The role young people played in the country’s graffiti writing that developed 

during the rupture of the nation-building process in the 2006 crisis. 
3. The complicated relationship of young people and contemporary East Timor’s 

vision of nationalism, consciousness and imagination. 
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The difficult irony of my broader centre-periphery concerns, however, are that this 

thesis, through the historical reading needed to define the broader context of graffiti 
and young people in East Timor, contributes to the marginalization of women in the 

country through their absence across the ensuing pages. From a structural, cultural 
and political perspective, graffiti was not able to negotiate the tension of this enduring 

centre-periphery reality in the country. 
 

There are a couple of instances where this thesis has been able to shed light upon 

their status in East Timor. I remain sadly resigned, however, to the dominant 
narrative that weaves through this thesis and the broader contexts that designate this 

as such. 

 
From this historical lineage, I introduce a lyrical lineage that demonstrates how East 

Timorese have been writing on the surfaces of their immediate public and private 
environments for over 35,000 years. The compulsion for this mark-making changes, 

but the practice has a resonance; in times of upheaval the East Timorese use walls 

as a canvas for negotiating and demonstrating existence. They did it in ancient 
history, they did it during the resistance in both caves and in prison and they did it 

during the 2006 crisis on both public and private surfaces. It is an act that 
demonstrates the way East Timorese culture spaces. 

 

This is important, because it traces an act that has cultural heritage value and, whilst 
the caves and the prisons have received their due restoration and analysis,17 the 

walls have yet to receive more than a passing, academic glance.18 

 
Having outlined the historical lineage that address the origins of East Timor’s graffiti, I 

move to an analysis of the work upon the country’s walls through a series of 

                                                
17 For example, see: Michael Leach, “Difficult memories: The Independence Struggle as Cultural Heritage in East 
Timor,” in Places of Pain and Shame: Dealing with ‘Difficult Heritage,’ edited by William Logan and  Keir Reeves. 
(New York: Routledge, 2009); The Timor-Leste Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation (CAVR). Chega!: 
The Final Report of the Timor-Leste Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation. Jakarta: KPG in 
Cooperation with STP-CAVR, 2013; Sue O’Connor, “Nine New Painted Rock Art Sites from East Timor in the Context 
of the Western Pacific Region,” Asian Perspectives, 42:1, (2003); Sue O’Connor. &, Nuno Oliveira, “Inter- and 
Intraregional Variation in the Austronesian Painting Tradition: A View from East Timor,” Asian Perspectives, 46:2 
(2007);  Sue O'Connor et al, “Faces of the Ancestors Revealed: Discovery and Dating of a Pleistocene-age 
Petroglyph in Lene Hara ́ Cave, East Timor,” Antiquity, 84 (2010); Sandra Pannell and Sue O’Connor, “Toward a 
Cultural Topography of Cave Use in East Timor: A Preliminary Study,” Asian Perspectives, 44:1 (2005) 
18 The author would like to acknowledge  Catherine Arthur and Maria Goncalves for their insightful and robust 
discussions on East Timor’s graffiti post the publication of the author’s book, Peace Of Wall: Street Art from East 
Timor. 
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discussions about particular images and some broader ideas about the overall 

landscape of graffiti in East Timor. 
 

I make three categorizations here, moving through the analysis guided by general 

headings that evoke broad reference points to East Timor’s graffiti. These are: 
 

• IDENTITIES  

• INSCRIPTIONS 
• TERRITORIES. 

 

These headings present a revision of the categories that exist in my publication, 
Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, demonstrating how the early ethnographic 

experience of documenting the country’s graffiti between 2004-2008 has laid the 
foundation for a more detailed engagement with place, people and theory. 

 

As the thesis establishes the roots of East Timor’s graffiti, my concluding chapter is 
more provocation than it is closure. In it, I wonder if with the roots of East Timor’s 

graffiti established, others might explore the routes of its future.19  

 
I’d rather that ideas are elaborated upon. Perhaps even skewed? If “art is thought, 

not theory,” then the important resonance of this concluding chapter and, in turn East 

Timor’s graffiti is formulated to, consistent with Henk Borgdorff’s observations on 
artistic research, “re-route judgments, opinions and conclusions, and even delay or 

suspend them indefinitely.”20  
 

Quotations, journal entries, poems, text messages and other field related data 

including interviews, observations and visual ethnographies spool and consciously 
rupture the presentation of this work. The addition of this visual and archival rupture 

inside the body of the thesis requires a small outlining to demonstrate why and how it 
resonates the broader claims I make throughout.  

 

                                                
19 This terminology of “roots” and “routes” is indebted to John Lennon’s framing of graffiti from conflict as presented in 
his chapter: “Writing with a Global Accent: Cairo and the Roots/Routes of Conflict Graffiti,” in Understanding Graffiti: 
Multidisciplinary Studies From Prehistory To The Present, eds. Troy  Lovata, and Elizabeth Olton (California: Left 
Coast Press, 2015): 59. 
20 Henk Borgdorff, The Conflict of the Faculties: Perspectives on Artistic Research and Academia, (Netherlands: 
Leiden University Press, 2012), 71. 
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My interest is in presenting a paper that proposes the identification of graffiti in its 

natural environment (in this instance, East Timor); a field guide. 
 

Firstly, I wanted to elicit the same surprise inherent in searching East Timor’s streets 

and reference the historical, creative and cultural contexts that punctuated that 
search and experience.  

 

Secondly, if graffiti is understood as an act of transgression and defiance then it 
goes, in my thinking, that presenting work that somehow represents this should 

embody some of the principles of the study at play.  

 
My research interests in Gregory Ulmer led me to Jacques Derrida, where insights 

were gleaned that qualified this approach for me, specifically evident in Derrida’s 

work, Dissemination. Ulmer’s analysis of the work suggests Derrida advanced 
montage as a new mimesis “in which the text mimes its object of study.”21 

 

Through integrating a number of appropriated elements from various cultural and 

textual reference points, the mimesis of graffiti is what I am aim to achieve here, 
letting an element “radiate back toward the site of its removal,”22 or as Gregory Ulmer 

puts it: 
  

To lift a certain number of elements from works, objects, pre-existing 

messages, and to integrate them in a new creation in order to produce an 

original totality manifesting ruptures of diverse sorts.”23  
 

This visual and ethnographic rupturing represents an important link to this thesis’s 

negotiation of formal academic presentation and my quest to compose a narrative 

that listened to the echo of my experiences and creativity. My central interest in the 
composition of this narrative is to “mutually enrich” the varied cultural and textual 

reference points of my experiences of East Timor’s graffiti. As Santos cites Bakhtin, 
in Epistemologies of the South, on intercultural translation: 

 

                                                
21 Gregory Ulmer, “The Object of Post-Criticism,” in Foster (ed), The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Post-Modern Culture 
(Washington: Bay Press, 1983), 91. 
22 Jacques Derrida, Dissemination, (London: Athlone Press, 1981), 355. 
23 Gregory Ulmer, “The Object of Post-Criticism,” 91. 
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A meaning only reveals its depths once it has encountered and come into 

contact with another, foreign meaning; they engage in a kind of 
dialogue…Such a dialogic encounter of two cultures does not result in 

merging or mixing. Each retains its own unity and open totality, but they are 
mutually enriched.24 

 
It is intended to foreground the convergence of spatial, temporal, historical and 
cultural elements of East Timor’s graffiti and my own practice. As Ella Chmielweska 

offers in her article, Graffiti and Place:  

 

Here, the reader is therefore invited to contemplate as well the limitations of 
the forms of arguments, presentation, and indexing of the visual material and 

the difficulties with moving beyond the merely illustrative treatment of images 
and the accepted scopic regimes of academic discourse(s).25 

 

This approach represents my view of the broader thesis operating as a field guide, 

drawn from intertextuality, which I use as a methodology behind my form of 
presentation.  

 

Intertextuality represents an approach that presents a meeting and dialogue between 
different disciplines, developing theoretical categories of one through working with 

the ‘logic’ of the other.26 It underpinned my method of analysis in understanding the 
mobility and mutability of these contexts and their interface with East Timor’s own 

fluid movement between the spirit, the political and the social world.  

 
From the context of Southern theory, intertextuality represented a convergence of 

ideas that permeate textual analysis and are relevant to the hybridized postcolonial 
context. Theoretically, it instilled a confidence in my expression of the “proliferating 

co-presence of varied textual/cultural forms in all their mobility and mutability”27 that 
form a fundamental component of creative expression in East Timor and in my own 

practice. 

 
                                                
24 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 220. 
25 Ella Chmielewska, “Graffiti and Place,” Space and Culture 10:2, (2007): 148. 
26 Norman Fairclough, Analysing Discourse: Textual Analysis for Social Research, (London: Routledge, 2003), 225. 
27 Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar and Elizabeth A. Povinelli, “Technologies of Public Forms: Circulation, Transfiguration, 
Recognition,” Public Culture, 15:3 (2003): 391. 
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For a research and creative project that demanded a composite of methodologies 

that include photography, graffiti, art practice and video, intertextuality is an important 
overlay to this work as it allowed the important resonance of textual inspiration to be 

accommodated, revealing the layers of cultural and experiential reference points that 
are part of this work.  

 
The dialogic nature inherent in intertextuality is inherent in graffiti, the Animatism 

collective and in my presentation of this thesis, where my proposal is to accentuate 
the “dialogue between the voice of the author of a text and other voices”28 and how 

this can be presented in academic-based writing. 
 

The nature of this thesis is an intertextual proposal, then, presenting a “cluster of 

related texts that quote, comment upon, amplify, and remediate one another.”29  
 

Indeed I do reference myself and the events and publications that have sat outside 
the direct period of study for this thesis, for in order to deliver something academically 

rigorous and creatively vibrant, this thesis has had to go back in time, as the depth of 
this endeavour could never have been produced in the formal constraints of real time. 

It is a surveying, then, of the steps and processes and ideas that have gone together 
to create a decade of engagement between Australia and East Timor.  

 
Thus the thesis is a visual inventory of one way of approaching artistic research; an 

active ethnography and exploration of the conditions and events that propel this 

narrative, grown from the marks found upon East Timor’s surfaces. A place where 
images, in one sense, elaborate upon words, whilst in another way work as points of 

knowledge in and of themselves, not just visual cues to qualify critical thinking.  
  

It is intended to reanimate the dialogue and collaborations of a decade to re-present 
this work in a way that does not skew cultural practice. It is, at once, recuperation 

and detournment. 
 

These are my tags in the margins of academia, intertextually composed to present a  

thesis that is both yours, and mine.  

                                                
28 Fairclogh, Analysing Discourse: Textual Analysis for Social Research, 41. 
29 Katherine N. Hayles, “Translating Media: Why we Should Rethink Textuality,” The Yale Journal of Criticism, 16:2 
(2003): 278. 
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Yours, as it services the reader with a heightened engagement with the breadth of 
practice and experience that underpins this thesis, bringing components of the 

Animatism artist collective and East Timor’s graffiti into a visual feedback loop of 
practice and ethnography.  

 
It is mine, as it has allowed me to link life, art and research. 

 
I deploy these ideas through some of the readings and definitions I apply to graffiti 

terminology, included as footnotes. 
 

Additionally, you will find stand-alone pages of an image and a quotation or field note 

that begin entering the thesis’s flow in the COURIER font. A CAPITALISED 
guideword will appear upon the page, denoting that page’s entry with its 
corresponding image and quote or field note. Cross-reference pages at the end of 

each entry direct the reader to associated points of the thesis for consideration, 
provocation and resonance.   

 

Stand alone images throughout the thesis are placed to correspond with the 
paragraphs that both lead in and out of their placement.   

 

In the entry for RUMOUR, I reengage with a collection of “Security Tree”30 text 

messages I documented between 2006-2008 in the country. In Peace of Wall, I used 
them to imply an atmosphere of the conflict. In this thesis, I use a different series of 

them to highlight (comically in some points) the relevance to East Timor of an 
observation made by James C. Scott pertaining to rumour and resistance. 

 
Accompanying the written and visual components of this thesis is a series of videos. 

The reader may choose to view the accompanying media prior to, after or during the 
reading of the thesis as prompted by web links available in the footnotes. 

 
The content of these videos present exemplars of the evolving nature of video in the 

work of Animatism as a medium that is, at once, methodology and art. In her 

                                                
30 Through 2006 and 2007, both the United Nations and International and National Non-Government Organisation’s 
security staff coordinated what was known as a Security Tree: telephone text messages that branched out through 
varied networks, alerting people to problems or areas of conflict. 
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forthcoming publication Video as Method: Understanding Qualitative Research, Dr 

Anne Harris reflects upon Animatism’s video work as “performing multiple functions 
simultaneously.”31 

 

Importantly, also, these videos reflect the intercultural translation work of Animatism 
as the collective negotiates what Santos refers to as “the impossibility of collective 

authorship.”32 
 

Acknowledging other kinds of knowledge and other partners in conversation 

for other kinds of conversation opens the field for infinite discursive and 
nondiscursive exchanges with unfathomable codifications and 

horizontalities.33 

 
These videos are an important inclusion as part of this thesis for their capacity to 

demonstrate the growth and shift of practice within the Animatism collective’s 
collaborations. Further, these videos evidence the shifting nature of art in East Timor, 

demonstrating how different contexts command different approaches to 
representation and expression; particularly for the East Timorese members of the 

collective. 
 

The included videos as part of this thesis are: 

 

AUTHOR(S) VIDEO 

Chris Phillips and Etson Caminha Independence Day34  

Chris Phillips and Osme Goncalves Ita Nudar Ema35 

Animatism Gertrude Street Projection Festival 2014 

Projection Video36 

Animatism Gertrude Street Projection Festival Artist 

Interview37 
 

                                                
31 Anne M. Harris, Video as Method: Understanding Qualitative Research (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 
149. 
32 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 7.  
33 Santos, Epistemologies of the South,15. 
34 “Timor-Leste Independence Day Video,” Vimeo video, 4:34, posted by “Chris Phillips,” December 18, 2015, 
https://vimeo.com/149372828 
35 “Ita Nudar Ema,” Vimeo video, 3:26, posted by “Chris Phillips,” January 25, 2015, https://vimeo.com/117767404 
36 “Gertrude Street Projection Festival Judge’s Prize Winner: Animatism,” 16:50, posted by “Chris Phillips,” August 23, 
2014, https://vimeo.com/103676598 
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Animatism Animatism Teaser38 

Animatism On the Streets39 

Animatism Santa Cruz Memorial Video40 

Chris Phillips and Chris Parkinson East Timor Artist Profile: Alfe Perreira41 

Chris Phillips and Chris Parkinson Myths and Murals42 

Chris Phillips These Walls can Talk43 

 
This thesis documents and delivers a series of examples of young people seeking to 

assert, critique and contemplate a contemporary creative identity of East Timor 

countering the oft-portrayed understanding of the Geração Foun in perpetual conflict 
and crisis. 

 

To do this, I demonstrate graffiti’s - and by association as its primary practitioners, 

the Geração Foun - contribution to the cultural expression of East Timor’s growth 

into nationhood from conflict, positioning both graffiti and its practitioners at the 

nexus of resistance and transformation.  
 
I welcome you, then, to the RE:MARKS from East Timor. You will find “rumour, 
gossip, disguises, linguistic tricks, metaphors, euphemisms, folktales, ritual gestures, 

anonymity. For good reason, nothing is entirely straightforward here.”44  
 

 

 

 
 

 

                                                
37 “Gertrude Street Projection Festival Artist Interview,” Vimeo video, 2:23, posted by “Chris Phillips,” October 26, 
2014, https://vimeo.com/110096621 
38 “Animatism: Artistic Action in East Timor,” Vimeo video, 3:10, posted by “Chris Phillips,” June 30, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/99583684 
39 “Animatism On the Streets: with Michael Fikaris,” Vimeo video, 1:56, posted by “Chris Phillips,” August 23, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/99977733 
40 “Animatism Moments: Santa Cruz,” Vimeo video, 1:44, posted by “Chris Phillips,” August 23, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/99700341 
41 “Meet Alfeo: Profile of an East Timorese Artist,” Vimeo video, 2:56, posted by “Chris Phillips,” July 15, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/97991492 
42 “Myths and Murals Overview Video,” Vimeo video, 6:01, posted by “Chris Phillips,” July 1, 2013, 
https://vimeo.com/77190329 
43 “These Walls can Talk,” Vimeo video, 3:29, posted by “Chris Phillips,” August 14, 2011, 
https://vimeo.com/27683451 
44 James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1990), 137. 
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Baucau, East Timor, December 2007. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
 
        R U I N. 
 
“What counts in the ruin is what we find, not what we miss. 
The ruin repays us with what it is instead of depriving us of 
what it is not. It is not known by study in advance of a 
visit. It requires on-the-scene openness. The ruin is a field 
of happening, unlike the array of archaeological objects in a 
museum. The beauty of the ruin is not given. It is found.“45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

25, 82, 92, 96, 97, 99, 113, 133 - 136, 141, 154. 
 

 

                                                
45 Robert Ginsberg, The Aesthetic of Ruins, (Netherlands: Brill | Rodopi, 2004), 156. 
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CHAPTER 2:    METHODOLOGICAL RE:MARKS.  
 
Text in italics is text sourced from personal journals, published and unpublished 
articles, interviews or presentations written, conducted or presented by the author, 

between 2004 and 2016.  

 
2.1  O N   P R O C E S S 
 
Identifying my research as practice-led, arts based research, the following narrative 
of practice serves to define my location and presence in the process of the 

development of this thesis. It presents an explicit reflexive self-accounting46 that 
advances the representational form of this broader research. 

 

It is included to outline my journey from documenting East Timor’s graffiti to founding 

the Animatism artist collective and the activities that this thesis has grown from. 

Without its inclusion, the richness of life experience that informs this thesis would be 
missing.   

 

As such, this journey establishes the “relations between different modes of knowing 

which, though in dialogue…are not subject to commensurate criteria of validity but 
which might affirm each other by way of resonance.”47 Which is to say that my 

practice and research have been deepened by a syncopation of styles more 
concerned with interconnection than rigid qualification.  

 
The research and insights that are conveyed through the narrative of practice I 

present in this methodological chapter represent experiences that inform both the 
structure of this thesis and the dual function of graffiti as method and as generator of 

knowledge.  
 

                                                
46 Lisa M. Given, ed., Sage Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods, (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2008): 
34. 
47 Robin Nelson, Practice as Research in the Arts: Principles, Protocols, Pedagogies, Resistances, (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2013): 58. 
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It’s important that you know that the knowledge that underpins this thesis is derived, 

not just from academic research, but from said research in dialogue with twelve years 
of active participation in cross-cultural artistic practice and exchange. 

 

Whilst the immediate study is graffiti in East Timor, the modes of understanding this 
form and its contextual location have required multiple methodological approaches 

(photography, video, graffiti) to “contribute not just to the artistic universe, but to what 
we ‘know’ and ‘understand’”.48  

 

 
Fig. 1. Animatism, Melbourne, Australia, July 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 

Before I get to this account, however, it is useful to outline the overarching theory that 

anchors this work, beginning with the works of Boaventura de Sousa Santos and 
James C. Scott. 

  
In Santos, the broad philosophical premise of the valorisation of knowledge from the 

perspective of the global south positions the acquisition of this knowledge not in 

contest to western forms of knowledge, but in dialogue. In developing my own forms 
of understanding of East Timor, this plurality became a central tenant of this thesis. 

 

                                                
48Borgdorff, The Conflict of the Faculties: Perspectives on Artistic Research and Academia, 161.   
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Santos’s theoretical proposition, found in his publication Epistemologies of the South: 

Justice Against Epistemicide, sees colonialist and globalizing discourses that present 
themselves as the definitive understandings of global realities overwhelming 

alternative discourses that may challenge them; epistemologies drawn from the 
global South. 

 
During my participation in the University of Coimbra’s Centre for Social Studies 

Epistemologies of the South Master class in June 2016, of which Santos convened, 
these ideas were presented in a collaborative space that allowed them to percolate 

and develop to advance this thesis. More than just reading Santos’s theories, an 
applied context was presented to embody them. 

 

What developed, then, propelled the closing stages of research that constitute, not 
the finality, but the resonance of this thesis that advances graffiti as a grammar and 

script of knowledge in the competing domains of western hegemony; a door way into 
understanding the silent spaces that contribute towards an emancipatory 

transformation. 
 

The performances of resistance that James C. Scott outlines in Domination and the 
Arts of Resistance explore creative, concise and considered acts performed by the 

dominated that encompass cultural appropriation, silence, turns of phrase and the 
codification of meaning that demonstrate what Scott calls “a critique of power spoken 

behind the back of the dominant.”49  

 
These hidden transcripts, as Scott refers to them, demonstrate the “off stage” and 

furtive communications of the dominated amidst social sites that are concealed from 
more public performances of power.  

 
East Timor found itself caught in the vice of the disintegration of Portuguese 

colonialism and the expression of Indonesian expansionism, inventing various modes 
of resistance to occupation that included furtive forms of communication that, 

naturally, reflected a broader clandestine imperative. The lineage of graffiti is drawn 

from a series of practices, then, that embody the hidden transcript, developing 

                                                
49 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, xxi. 
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ideological resistance in contexts shielded from direct surveillance; “social sites at 

which resistance can be nurtured and given meaning.”50  
 

Some of the most powerful examples of East Timor’s graffiti occur in these contexts 
shielded from direct surveillance (Fig.2). As I will outline in chapter three under the 

sub heading Inscribing Places, this operates as a hidden transcript as an elaboration 
in both a theoretical and conceptual way.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Bairo Central, Dili, East Timor, April 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.51 

 

The demographic that propelled East Timor’s graffiti, of whom I will discuss more of 
in the next chapter, was young people.  

 
Central to aspects of East Timor’s clandestine resistance, young people in 

contemporary East Timor are blighted by the daunting legacy of the armed struggle. 

In this case, the category of history operates as another layer of domination because, 
in the new nation, young people teeter at the periphery of the national narrative, 

                                                
50 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 20. 
51 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 88. 
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“detached from the solidarity experiences of East Timor’s resistance era that is 

largely founded on the struggle for independence.”52 
  

 
Bidau Santana, Dili, East Timor, May 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
 
 
 
        E M E R G E N C E. 
 
 
“Transparency no longer seems like the bottom of the mirror in 
which Western humanity reflected the world in its own image. 
There is opacity now at the bottom of the mirror, a whole 
alluvium deposited by populations, silt that is fertile but, 
in actual fact, indistinct and unexplored even today, denied 
or insulted more often than not, and with an insistent 
presence that we are incapable of not experiencing.”53 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

6, 11, 17, 19, 25, 28, 61, 67, 68, 105, 135, 159. 
 

 
                                                
52 Matthew Arnold, “Who is My Friend, Who is My Enemy? Youth and Statebuilding in Timor-Leste,” International 
peacekeeping, 16:3 (2009): 380. 
53 Édouard Glissant, Poetics of Relation, trans., Betsy Wing. (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1997), 111. 
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Consequently, this subaltern group’s expressions of graffiti demonstrate a theoretical 

binding to Scott that “communities of fate create a distinctive and unified subculture 
by developing their own codes, myths, heroes and social standards.”54 Through an 

understanding of Scott’s theoretical analysis of domination and resistance, graffiti in 
East Timor demonstrates a generation’s negotiation of identity constituted in relation 

to forms of power, forging “an understanding of themselves outside the tropes of 
either ‘hero’ or ‘villain’”.55  

 
Conceptually, Scott’s hidden transcripts resonate as a textual elaboration of varied 

reading’s of graffiti as “subjugated narrative,”56 “narratives of the self,”57 
“unsanctioned urban text,”58 “poetic structures”59 and “a diminutive form, ‘little writing’, 

a minor genre, one made up of short-lived ‘textlets’”.60 

 
In this guise, walls and the city become “living historical palimpsests,”61 “a new space 

where the margins have a voice,”62 and “a place where speech can become ‘savage’ 
and, by escaping rules and institutions, inscribe itself on walls”.63  

 
Graffiti, then, is a cultural product in East Timor that reveals challenges that arise 

from the performances of power in nation-building through its capacity to “identify 
with, and simultaneously critique, the dominant culture of the post-independence 

state established by the older generation.”64 It demonstrates the hidden transcript “as 
a condition of practical resistance rather than a substitute for it”65 revealing the 

ongoing power of historical, urban and regional identities in contemporary East 

Timor. 
 

                                                
54 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 135. 
55 Angie Bexley and  Nuno Rodrigues Tchailoro, “Consuming Youth: Timorese in the Resistance Against Indonesian 
Occupation,” The Asia Pacific Journal of Anthropology, 14:5 (2013): 407. 
56 Veronica Sarah Saydak, “Street Art as Narrative,” (Master of Art, San Diego State University, 2011), 25. 
57 Mackenzie Sheldon, "Urban Art and Uneven Development: the Geography of “Artwashing” in Miami and 
Philadelphia,” Open Access Theses, 582 (2015): 12. 
58 Victoria Carrington, “I Write Therefore I Am: Texts in the City,” Visual Communication, 8:4 (2009): 410   
59 Regina Blume, “Graffiti”, in Discourse and Literature: New Approaches to the Analysis of Literary Genres, ed. Teun 
A. Van Dijk, (Amsterdam: John Benjamins B.V, 1985): 146. 
60 Russell West-Pavlov, Transcultural Graffiti: Diasporic Writing and the Teaching of Literary Studies, (Netherlands, 
Rodopi, 2005) 13. 
61 Irvine, “The Work on the Street: Street Art and Visual Culture,” 243.  
62 Myrto Tsilimpounidi and Aylwyn Walsh, “Painting Human Rights: Mapping Street Art in Athens,” Journal of Arts and 
Communities 2: 2, (2010): 114.  
63 Henri Lefebvre, The Urban Revolution, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2003) 19. 
64 Catherine Arthur, “Writing National Identity on the Wall: The Geração Foun, Street Art and Language Choices in 
Timor-Leste,” Cadernos de Arte e Antropologia, 4:1 (2015): 1. 
65 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 191. 
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Before I arrived at Scott and Santos, I took inspiration in my approach to this thesis, 

and to reconciling aforementioned tensions in space, time and practice, from the 
work of Henri Lefebvre and his concept of Rhythmanalysis, a composite of Lefebvre’s 

writings that illustrate the interrelationship of understanding space and time on the 
comprehension of everyday life. 

 
“In order to analyse a rhythm,” Lefebvre states, “one must get outside it. Externality is 

necessary; and yet in order to grasp a rhythm one must have been grasped by it, 

have given or abandoned oneself ‘inwardly’ to the time that it rhythmed.”66 
 

This idea presented what I felt was an appropriate panoptical allegory for the location 
of my self in the broader context of East Timor, grappling with the rhythms of the 

socio-political context of the country’s graffiti and the ongoing geographical and 

ethical considerations occurring in the shifts between representation and experiences 
of the centre, the periphery and the participatory.  

 
As I deepened my analysis and application of experience to theory, however, it was 

resonance, as opposed to rhythm, that constituted what I felt presented a more 

erudite reflection of the task I had set myself in developing historical, theoretical and 
cultural connections to East Timor’s graffiti.  

 

With this in mind, intertextuality became the theory I identified to best present the 

convergence and resonance of a theory of generating knowledge (Santos) with a 
theme and theory of resistance (Scott) to my own creative practice and graffiti. 

 
Intertextuality provides a theoretical lineage, from post structuralism to 

postmodernism, for the recontextualisation of written language, of text, across texts. 
As Graham Allen argues in Intertextuality, 

 

Accounts of intertextuality reflect visions of society and human relations… 
It foregrounds notions of relationality, interconnectedness and 

interdependence in modern cultural life…Every artistic object is so clearly 
assembled from bits and pieces of already existent art. Intertextuality, as a 

                                                
66 Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life, (London: Continuum, 1992), 88. 
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term, stands at the centre of such contemporary conceptions of art and 

cultural production generally.67  
 

Appropriation and adaptation of intertextuality by “non- literary art forms so that it is 
not—despite the embedded word ‘text’—exclusively related to works of literature or 

other written texts”68 contributes to a broader application of its theoretical 
appropriateness for this thesis.  

 
The basis of study is graffiti, an art form whose contemporary expression is 

underpinned by the breaking down and reconfiguration of letters. This art form has 
grown to encompass an expansion of characters, symbols and abstractions through 

the 1980’s, manifesting in the broad umbrella term for artistic urban intervention that 

is widely used today, street art, “synthesizing and circulating a visual vocabulary and 
set of stylistic registers that have become instantly recognizable throughout mass 

culture.”69  
 

The concept of intertextuality scaffolds my recognition of writing about graffiti as part 
of a larger creative practice where the subject matter determines the form of 

presenting knowledge. As I suggest in my introduction, the visual and ethnographic 
rupturing in this thesis, which represents an applied approach of intertextuality, is 

important for its broader advocacy of Southern theory, graffiti and their negotiation of 
formal academic presentation as it foregrounds the convergence of spatial, temporal, 

historical and cultural elements of East Timor’s graffiti and my own practice. 

 
For this thesis, intertextuality translates the linking of research, practice and 

presentation on the topic of graffiti. 
 

In the adaptation of graffiti’s global form to a local East Timorese aesthetic, cultural 
and socio-urban experience (Fig.3), graffiti is a form of intercultural translation, 

demonstrating what Bill Ashcroft defines as an alternative modernity, where “the 
most characteristic alternative modernities…are ones that appropriate and transform 

global cultural forms to local needs, beliefs and conditions.”70  

                                                
67 Graham Allen, Intertextuality, (2nd Edition) (Oxford: Routledge, 2011), 5-6. 
68 Elaine Martin, “Intertextuality: an Introduction,” The Comparatist., Vol. 35 (2011): 149. 
69 Irvine, “The Work on the Street: Street Art and Visual Culture,” 235. 
70 Ashcroft, “Alternative Modernities: Globalization and the Post-Colonial,” 84. 
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Fig. 3. Vila Verde, Dili, East Timor, May 2008. Image: Arte Moris (used with permission). 

 

Says Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar: 
 

To think productively along the lines suggested by the idea of alternative 
modernities, we have to recognize and problematize the unavoidable dialectic 

of convergence and divergence…An alternative modernities perspective 

complicates this neat dichotomy by foregrounding that narrow but critical band 
of variations consisting of site-specific “creative adaptations” on the axis of 

convergence (or societal modernization).71 
 

The overlay of alternative modernities to this thesis structured the way I approached 

researching East Timor’s history and the context of its public sphere, while leading 
me towards the postcolonial theories, particularly from literature, that drew the 

connection of poetry to graffiti through acts of resistance and Southern theory. 

 
The underlying principles of alternative modernities enabled something of a cognitive 

justice where the dominant Eurocentric framework of globalisation and the public 
sphere was able to recede somewhat, and, hopefully, alternative perspectives and 

narratives were able to surface to better reflect context and better address balance.  
 
                                                
71 Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar, “On Alternative Modernities,” Public Culture, 11: 1 (1999): 16.  
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In a fitting symmetry that demonstrates the discourse graffiti reveals between 

alternative modernities and Southern theory, Santos reflects Gaonkar’s perspective 
when he says, 

 

I prefer to conceive of the in-between space that makes translation possible 
as a contact zone, the translational contact zone. In general, contact zones 

are social fields in which different cultural life worlds meet, mediate, negotiate 
and clash. Contact zones are therefore zones in which rival normatives, 

ideas, knowledges, power forms, symbolic universes and agencies meet in 
usually unequal conditions and resist, reject, assimilate, imitate, translate and 

subvert each other, thus giving rise to hybrid cultural constellations in which 
the inequality of exchanges may be either reinforced or reduced.72 

 

Furthermore, alternative modernities enabled me to better frame globalisation’s 
impacts in East Timor, assisting my understanding of the contextual and cultural 

roots and performances that counter the dominating narrative of the world drawn 

from the global north and how this relates to graffiti.  
 

With the theoretical dimensions of this thesis presented, I invite you to now consider 

the translational contact zone East Timor’s graffiti developed. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
72 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 218. 
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2.2  O N   P R A C T I C E 
 
2004 - 2005:      East Timor. 
Time offers as good a point as any as to the entry of my self in the context of East 
Timor. The following chronology of activity and experience constitutes both formal 

and informal methodological components of field work that underpin the pursuit of my 
central question: How did East Timor’s graffiti contribute to the cultural expression 

of East Timor’s growth into nationhood from conflict? 

 
In September 2004 I had been living in the central Ermera district of East Timor for 

four months, documenting the oral traditions of the district. A series of circumstances 

led me from there to Dili, the country’s capital, in October. 

 

I became enchanted by the diversity of marks driving their way through the crumbling 
concrete of the city.  

 

Rudimentary, stencilled advertising mingled with jarring representations of human 

forms. Political and conceptual expressions crept across un-rendered cinder blocks; 
lines and letters crawled across vacated homes and crumbling facades. 

Even the most fleeting attention given to this vine-like scrawling could elicit humour, 

horror (Fig.4) and wonder.  
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Fig. 4. Marconi, Dili, East Timor, April 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.73 

 

At the time, I was working with British journalist, Max Stahl, and an audiovisual 
archive he, along with a collective of young East Timorese, had founded, Centro 

Audiovisual Max Stahl Timor-Leste (CAMSTL).  

 

Our roles were varied, but centred on the collection and categorisation of stories, 
through film, that might offer insight into the day-to-day existence and concerns of 

being East Timorese. From culture, to politics, to health, to environment, to conflict, 
CAMSTL housed the largest audiovisual record of East Timor’s path to and beyond 

independence.  

 

Anchored by Max’s famous footage of the 1991 Santa Cruz massacre that compelled 
the world to take note of the plight of East Timor (an event which receives greater 

detail in chapter three), CAMSTL provided an avenue into understanding East Timor 
through archival and film-based practices, collecting and documenting the country’s 

contemporary realities through a medium that had had a role in transforming its 

history. 
 

                                                
73 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 114. 
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As a photographer working in a film archive, the transferral of my formal training from 

one medium to another was a task made easier by the optimism and energy of my 
colleagues at the time. 

 

Yet I remember a yearning, as I became more and more concerned with filming and 

training around film, documentation and preservation, to be true to the thirst of 
transmitting stories through still photography.  

 

So in moments between projects I trained my lens upon the walls that constantly 

gripped my line of vision. As I began developing an archive of walls, CAMSTL 
became a bastion of my intent; an archive that breathed life into stories. As I 

continued to train my camera upon the country’s walls, more than anything, it was 
stories that revealed themselves and unravelled in surprising ways. 

 

This first vignette is to demonstrate the early interface and introduction I had with 

poetry in East Timor and the artists from East Timor’s former free art school Arte 
Moris,74 who would become members of Animatism and my teachers in East Timor. 

 
At around 8:30pm on a Friday in October 2004, a heavy pre-wet season sky teasing 

rain yet delivering none, I entered the Café Alpha Omega, behind East Timor’s 
Palácio do Governo (Government Palace). A smattering of predominantly East 

Timorese sat silently in the abiding circle formation. 

 
Francisco Borja da Costa was a revolutionary poet of East Timor who died at the 

hands of the Indonesians in 1975. Tonight, a group of Timorese ranging from 20ish 
to 40ish was delivering interpretations of his work in Tetun, English and Portuguese.   

 
Jil Jolliffe wrote of Borja Da Costa, in her 1976 book Revolutionary Poems in the 

Struggle Against Colonialism.  

                                                
74 Established in Dili in February, 2003, by Iliwatu Danebere, Gabi Gansser and Luca Gansser, Arte Moris (Lit: Living 
Art) is the first fine arts school, cultural center and artists’ association in East Timor. It is based in the capital, Dili. 
Founded following the violent Indonesian occupation, Its primary aim was to use art as a building block in the 
psychological and social reconstruction of a country devastated by violence, with special emphasis on helping its 
young citizens. 
Arte Moris provides art classes to local East Timorese, sponsors advanced students, and manages the sale of 
artwork, both at their on-site gallery and at two up-scale hotels in Dili. The art center is housed on the former 
premises of the National Museum in Comoro, near Dili. 
Artwork produced at the school is wide-ranging, but is often surrealist in style, and exhibits cultural aspects from the 
varied regions of the country. 
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Fransisco Borja da Costa was not a military man; he was like a gentle deer, 
the bibi rusa (goat) which the Timorese love to hunt in the mountains. As 

Secretary for Information of FRETILIN’s Central Committee his task was to 
propagate ideas. After independence he hoped to study ‘ethnology and 

linguistics’…On December 7, 1975, just nine days after East Timor had 
declared itself independent, Indonesian regular forces landed in Dili, the 

capital…On that day Fransisco Borja da Costa, the poet who wrote of all the 
beautiful things of Timor, of the spiraling mountain peaks, of the chickens in 

the knuas (villages), of the rivers which divided and re-united endlessly…was 
mutilated and murdered by Indonesian paratroopers.75  

 

Coordinating and hosting this event was Abe Baretto Soares, a contemporary East 
Timorese poet. Though I didn’t know it at the time, the impact of Abe’s perceptions 

and experiences over the next four years endowed me with a unique knowledge. Abe 
and I translated one another’s poetry and spoke often of resistance and creativity. I 

wrote reviews of his spoken word performances and he approved or rejected my 
naïve enquiries into poetry in the context of East Timor and the poetics I felt was 

occurring on the country’s walls. 
 

This same evening was the first time I would enter the grounds of Arte Moris, East 
Timor’s free art school. On this night, I met Etson Caminha (Fig.5). In an ongoing 

way, Etson has been a central point to my understanding of East Timor’s 

contemporary visual voice.  
 

                                                
75 Jill Joliffe, ed., Revolutionary Poems in the Struggle Against Colonialism: Timorese Nationalist Verse, (Sydney: 
Wild and Woolley, 1976), 16 - 17. 
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Fig. 5. Etson Caminha, Melbourne, May 2010. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

In late 2005, Etson’s friend, Alfe Perreira, moved from Tutuala, on the country’s far 
eastern tip, to Arte Moris. Along with Abe and the additional characters of Mely 

Fernades and Osme Goncalves, these contemporary East Timorese artists 
advanced the education of East Timor’s contemporary creative expression I received. 

 
The rhythm of the humid capital, at that point the world’s newest nation, amplified my 

curiosity. 

 
My journals through 2004 and early 2005 reflect my naivety as this quest to nurture 

this curiosity began. Snippets of observations, stanzas and reflections of the 
experiences of photographing the country’s graffiti, my time at CAMSTL and the 
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social and political concerns of life in Dili render a picture of a time that continues to 

produce significant memories.  
 

I hear all these stories 
Floating in breaths,  

Whispered on  winds,  
Stranglingthesky; 

Peppered by raindrops coaxing their growth  
Like a flower (Fig.6).  

 

 
Fig. 6. Atauro, Dili, East Timor, March 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
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On May 28, 2005, the contexts of my extra-curricular pursuits, namely poetry and 

graffiti, began coalescing more. Around this time, my writing, too, began shaping 
itself better to my experiences as a foreigner trying to make sense of the complexity 

of life in Dili, East Timor. 
 

On the particular evening of May 28th, Abe Baretto Soares and Dili-based Indonesian 
artist Yahya Lambertz collaborated together on the event, Sanak Barak Suli Ba Ida 

(Many Branches Flowing into One).  
 

Abe read 19 different poems from his repertoire, each in Tetun, Indonesian and 
English, whilst Yahya’s frantically applied paint to 19 different 2 metre by 2 metre 

canvases held by two bruised and paint splattered apprentices mirroring the rhythms 

the poetry evoked. 
 

The texture of the evening reminded me of the country’s walls; powerful and 
distraught, yet resistant to repeated physical incursions, open to lashings of colour. 

 
My prose here is as soupy as the Dili evening, but an extract of a review I wrote of 

this particular performance is an appropriate addition to this broader narrative for the 
early signs of the artistic interface and inspiration that would be a thread of my 

practice and work with East Timorese artists for the next decade. 
 

There are some things that drift in and out of our lives that provide us with 

lasting impressions of bliss. Others manifest themselves as a launch pad to 
greater imaginings; greater realities. When the two forces collide, 

overwhelming possibilities ensue. 

 
Sanak Barak Suli Ba Ida (Many Branches Flowing into One) existed as a 

realistic representation of this idea. Its opening evening, on the 28th of May, 
provided an insight as to where, after the devastating past, Timor-Leste 

stands as a creative entity.  

 

Put simply, a burgeoning cocktail of passion, tradition, history and grace. 
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Abe’s cadence clung and breathed in and out of Yahya’s landscapes, 

fostering the value and intrigue of his three linguistic reconstructions into an 
ethereal accompaniment to Yahya’s vigorous presence. Abe told me once of 

the battles between his Indonesian voice and his Tetun identity. It was 
reassuring to see the two co-exist like dependent allies in this context, whilst 

English renditions coaxed another level of understanding from his 
proclamations.  

 

Some intimidating; some heroic; some hopeful. 

   
What a night like this represents within their blossoming independent identity 

is difficult to gauge in these early days of independence. Perhaps the 
scattered tears that welled in the audience’s eyes will water the continuity of 

this fertile creativity.  

 
The results of their combined creative spirits reflected their stance at the 

evening’s end; hands held high in collective salute, pronouncing, as Abe did 

and Yahya reconstructed in the poem Dili Seaport, 
   

Here I am. 

Here I exist. 

 
2006 - 2008:      East Timor. 
In April 2006, four years into East Timor’s rippling vision of independence, paradoxes 
of its postcolonial and post-conflict history manifest themselves in a conflict that 

scattered the country’s nascent optimism; 150,000 people became internally 
displaced across the country resulting from communal conflict that “opened multiple 

fracture lines in East Timorese society, pitting neighbour against neighbour, friend 
against friend and family against family.”76 

 

                                                
76 James Scambary, “Anatomy of a Conflict: The 2006–2007 Communal Violence in East Timor,” Conflict, Security & 
Development, 9:2 (2009): 265. 
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Based, in part, upon historical and contemporary divergences of identities,77 the 

crisis, as it became so potently referred to, scattered the country’s burgeoning 
nationhood. 

 
Where graffiti works had previously intrigued me for their reference to history or as 

curious reminders of broader contexts of place, from the shadows of an energetic 
skirmish upon the aspirations of independence they emerged as something vital, as 

much as they were historical. 
 

They multiplied. The messages diversified. Contemporary expressions vied with the 
vestige of history lived upon the country’s walls. 

 

Symbols of peace, depictions of unity, messages of development, hopes and 
anunciations of harmony began adorning East Timor’s walls, in particular the capital, 

Dili, through the crisis.  
 

Young artists from East Timor’s free art school, Arte Moris, who had been, until this 

time, painting educational or demonstrative works as part of their mural practice (Fig. 
7) at the school, deepened their engagement with political, social and cultural 

aspirations and conditions in the country.  
 

                                                
77 See Scambary, “Anatomy of a Conflict: The 2006–2007 Communal Violence in East Timor,” 2009; Scambary, A 
Survey of Gangs and Youth Groups in Dili, Timor-Leste, 2006; Arnold, ”Who is My Friend, Who is My Enemy?” 2009; 
Wigglesworth, “The Growth of Civil Society in Timor- Leste: Three Moments of Activism,” 2013; Bexley, “Seeing, 
Hearing and Feeling Belonging: The Case of East Timorese Youth,” 2007; Bexley and Tchailoro, “Consuming Youth: 
Timorese in the Resistance Against Indonesian Occupation,” 2013. 
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Fig. 7. Estado, East Timor, April 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson.78 

 
The country’s then President, Dr Jose Ramos-Horta, invited them to “produce a 

graffiti campaign promoting peace, unity, mutual tolerance and friendship.”79  
 

Impassioned sedition, however, countered this peaceful projection. Markers of 

political and gang allegiance, ethnic identity and fundamental frustrations of 
subsistence conflicted with the proliferation of actively peaceful murals. The hidden 

articulations of members of the population - both peaceful and hostile - spooled into 

the public realm. 
 

 
 

                                                
78 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 189. 
79 Dr Jose Ramos-Horta in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 4.  
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              Los Palos, East Timor, March 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson.80 
 
 
 
        I D E N T I T Y. 
 
“An identity and a history cannot be obliterated with a switch 
of a name or the stroke of a pen.”81 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

27, 68, 75, 76, 79, 82, 94, 96, 97, 100, 104, 106, 111, 116 – 130, 159. 
 

                                                
80 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 66. 
81 Timothy Mo, The Redundancy of Courage (London: Paddleless Press, 2002), 446. 
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Graffiti’s response to East Timor’s complicated local and geo-political context 

demonstrated a consistency with thematic concerns of graffiti internationally, 
particularly those drawn from circumstances where conflict had germinated or indeed 

defined broader socio-political and historical contexts, of which I will address in the 
following chapter. 

 

In East Timor, it existed in a context reflecting East Timor’s own cultural, historical 
and socio-urban experience as it tipped its hat to international influence. Importantly, 

its acts of subversion were both in and grown out of a convoluted paradigm of 
domination, resistance, colonialism and occupation (Fig. 8). 

 

 
Fig. 8. Taibessi, Dili, East Timor, May 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
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When walls whisper and mirror the desperate chants of society, we should 

stir. These are the voices countering that which remains stagnant in our social 
order. These voices should demand our undivided attention. 

 
They are an invitation to seek.  

 
How well do we know ourselves without the expressions of another 

reshuffling our expectations? (May 20, 2006). 
 

And thus it was, that in addition to photographing the works, I began asking 
questions, working broadly within an ethnographic frame and drawing primarily from 

interview, photographic and other visual materials and encounters.  

 
The first questions I developed were the following: 

• What does the freedom of this expression represent for you? 
• How do you feel this art helps to heal wounds? 

• How does this art reflect your values?  

• How does this art reflect the values of your community? 
• What role does graffiti have to play in reconciliation in East Timor? 

In recognition? 
In justice? 

In truth? 
• What is the message you think your graffiti communicates and why is this 

important? 
• Does graffiti give you a way to share your thoughts about democracy and 

freedom in East Timor? 
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    Fig. 9. The author, Gleno, East Timor, June 2006. Image: Wend Lear.  

 

I recognised early that my proficiency in Tetun, East Timor’s national language, and 

my unique experience - relative to the context - of photographing graffiti gave me 
points of access into pivotal contexts, networks and, at times, information. What 

these skills didn’t do, however, was make interviewing subjects any easier; my 
process was challenged by the subtleties stemming from East Timor’s oral traditions 

that wove their way through contemporary contexts.  
 

The linear formality of the question and answer format didn’t gel with the fluidity of 

knowledge transmitted through stories. When I structured questioning to try 
accommodate, better, the elucidation of information through story, trading, to a 

degree, veracity and conclusion with threads of further enquiry and lyricism, I was 
able to better locate myself within a culturally appropriate space that better reflected 

the inherently gregarious East Timorese disposition.  

 
The ceremonial began punctuating these field lessons and, more than learning about 

the walls and the paint upon them, the country’s personality began revealing more of 

its tenacity and more of its interconnectedness. 
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My conversations became guided by a desire to understand where and how the 

country’s walls were linked, if at all, to a consciousness of developing nationhood. I 
felt that graffiti in East Timor represented a method of building (Fig. 10) a body of 

knowledge about the country.  
 

 
Fig. 10. Kuluhun, Dili, East Timor, January 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
The responses that I received revealed that graffiti was linked to developing 

nationhood and did present a method into building knowledge about place.  

 
What continues today is the growth of these questions and the demonstration of this 

early line of enquiry as a dialogical underpinning of work that, in 2016, still finds me 
collaborating with Alfe and Etson, the East Timorese artists I introduced earlier. This 
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references, it seems, a time in our life that coaxed us to a broader dialogue with each 

other, with East Timor and with art. 
 

But I’ve skipped ahead a decade. We’re still in 2006. 
 

As the year drew to an end, I remember a lot of time spent in analysis. The anatomy 
of a conflict, as James Scambary titled one of his enquiries into the details of the 

crisis, remained a complex phenomenon, fluidly shifting theories, contexts, history 
and hearsay across the country. 

 
Truth in East Timor, as it can be anywhere, was a slippery and sometimes subjective 

realm. 
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      R U M O U R. 

 
“Rumor thrives most, an early study emphasized, in situations 
in which events of vital importance to people's interests are 
occurring and in which no reliable information or only 
ambiguous information-is available.”82 
 
 
Sec Tree: Following is UN Advisory: Increased possibility of violence in dili tonight. All staff advised to avoid 
movement by night. 
 
Sec Tree: A flower laying ceremony in Balide Caicoli area this afternoon following on from last weeks gang murder 
funeral. Possible trouble. No details. 
 
Sec Tree: //08:47// man killed at airport this morning. body has just been returned to area. potential for further 
violence as a result. 
 
Sec Tree: //09:00// Serious fighting at Comoro markets and bebonuk. anti Australian crowd at jardin. 
Sec Tree: //09:05// Serious fighting at Comoro markets and bebonuk and Malaysian embassy. at least one dead. no 
problems at jardin. that was error. 
 
Sec Tree: //10:07// 3 people killed maybe four possibly last night. area still very tense. GNR in area. KNACK rumour is 
that Australian security forces killed them. Not true. Witnesses saw locals carrying out killings. Possible anti Australian 
feeling. 
 
Sea [sic] Tree: //07:55// house burning near airport IDP camp. possible disturbance. 
 
FYI: //1pm// – Report of fighting in Bairo Pite IVO medical clinic around noon. Police attended. Also report of fighting 
last night in area. May flare up again. 
 
6023 – Australian Embassy: TA upgraded to L5. Do not travel to ET at this time. Please read full version. in Dili, avoid 
unnecessary  movement. use extreme caution if you must move around. 
6023 – Australian Embassy: Please disregard advice about upgrade to Level 5. other information remains current. 
 
Sec Tree: //12:45// Demonstration is going past cathederal now. heaps of GNR. Lotsa motorbikes, microlets n trucks 
of pple. GNR seem to hve thngs undr cntrl. 
 
Sec Tree: //14:20// Reports of two deaths in Audian. Do not move around at this time. 
Sec Tree: //15:20// Message from Un says movement around dili fine now. Glad to say witness report re: deaths in 
Audian was wrong. (The funeral for the 2 dead people in Audian, not 2 more deaths).  
 
Please be advised that i am closing this sms list. you will not receive further security updates from me. good wishes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

                                                
82 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 144.  
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As December neared, I thought a contribution I could make to countering a biased 

and scare-mongering media - particularly from Australia - reporting of the crisis, was 
to begin publishing photos of the country’s graffiti online; a demonstration of one 

peaceful enterprise that, like many others in the country, failed to find focus in the 
broader narrative of East Timor’s fledgling nationhood. 

 
My Flickr site was named Maleye83, a play on the Tetun word for foreigner, Malae.  

 
There, I posted samples of my growing archive, reaching an intrigued and active 

audience, engaging networks and dialogue on the topic outside of East Timor. 
 

This seemingly simple process of publishing a visual ethnography online allowed me 

to see the conceptual underpinnings of the work anew and, more importantly, in 
dialogue with a small number of collections of photographic documentations of graffiti 

from similar contexts around the world. 
 

Of particular intrigue to me at this time were images from the late photographer Tim 
Hetherington in Liberia, fresh from that country’s own internal and convoluted conflict. 

In some of his pictorial records, the renderings of humans had an eerie resonance 
with that which could be found on the walls of East Timor, as Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 

demonstrate. 

  
Fig. 11. Liberia, 2004. Image: Tim Hetherington.84 Fig. 12. Becora, East Timor, January 2005, Image: Chris Parkinson.85

     

                                                
83 See http://www.flickr.com/photos/maleye 
84 Tim Hetherington, War Graffiti Left During the Various Part of the Liberian Civil War, Liberia, 2004. © Tim 
Hetherington/Magnum Photos. https://pro.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=SearchResult&ALID=2K1HRGQEEWW. 
85 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 105. 
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It was highly unlikely that either the graffiti in Liberia or the graffiti in East Timor was 

referencing one another. Highly unlikely, also, that transnational exchange played 
any role. What was happening here evidenced how domination compelled people to 

scrawl warped depictions of humanity upon walls. Art and context struck a pose that 
was jarring. I found further resonance of this characteristic of mark-making and war in 

Milan Kundera’s novel, Life is Elsewhere, where the strange forms of war entangled 
themselves in art, something akin to the figure represented in Fig. 13. 

 
“Art doesn’t have its sources in reason,” Kundera writes.  

 
Jaromil’s impulse to draw people with dog’s heads or to draw headless 

women came to him spontaneously. I’m sure he had no idea how these things 

dawned upon him. His subconscious whispered these shapes to him – forms 
which are strange, yet far from senseless. Don’t you think there is a kind of 

mysterious link between Jaromil’s visions and the War? The War which 
shakes us and makes us tremble every hour of the day and night? Didn’t the 

War rob man of his face and his head? Aren’t we living in a world full of 
headless men longing for torsos of headless women? Isn’t a so-called 

realistic view of the world the greatest illusion of all? I ask you – isn’t there 
more truth and reality in your son’s drawings?86  

 

                                                
86 Milan Kundera, Life is Elsewhere. (London: Faber and Faber, 1987), 38. 
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Fig. 13. Marconi, Dili, East Timor, April, 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

Broadly speaking, the graffiti in East Timor was an interesting counter discourse to 
the growing international graffiti and street art sub-cultures as it demonstrated an 

informal commemoration of experience during and after times of conflict. The 

aesthetic of the work was distinctively different to that which the world was 
celebrating. The intricacy of line and letter work, a hallmark of international graffiti, 

was not as developed. The sense of urban play inherent in street art was not as 
pronounced in East Timor. These distinctions, in addition to other sub-cultural trends, 

invariably meant that the work from East Timor was not part of a growing, networked 
graffiti and street art world.  

 

What the collection may have lacked in mainstream and aesthetic appeal was made 
up for by graffiti’s capacity to advance the cultural value of graffiti for public 
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expression. With this premise in mind, I began cataloguing and thematically 

partitioning the archive. Until 2008, I had always stored the work geographically; my 
filing system for the documentation and associated field notes and interviews had 

thirteen folders representing the thirteen districts of East Timor. As I continued to 
deepen my critical engagement with both the visual and interview dimensions of the 

ethnography, thematic overlays became an important device in embedding 
something of a narrative (Fig. 14) and categorical arc into the collection.  

 

 
Fig. 14. Bairo Pite, Dili, East Timor, September 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

By April 2008, two months before my departure from the country, I had worked my 
themes into the following categories based upon a literal reading of the predominant 

visual representations the collection demonstrated: 

 
• PEACE 

• SKULLS 

• WORDS 
• SCRIBBLES 

• CHE (named so for the proliferation of Che Guevara as subject matter) 
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• COMMISSIONED (named so for those graffiti produced with the backing of 

President Ramos-Horta and International Non-Government Organisations) 
• PRISONS 

• MURALS 
• DISTURBANCE. 

 
2009 - 2010:      Melbourne. 
I presented five images to each theme and a series of quotes to Martin Hughes, the 

editor of the Melbourne-based publisher, Affirm Press, in April 2009.  

 

In June of that year, I met with Martin for the first time. Upon the condition of having 
more images and interviews for consideration, Martin and Affirm Press agreed to 

publish the collection. My first task was to tighten the categories, but, in Martin’s 
words, “let the walls speak for themselves and constitute the narrative.” 

 

By the middle of August, the categories had been re-worked, reflecting a more 
conceptual approach I was taking to presenting the images: 

 

• VOX POP 
• SKETCHES 

• WORDS 
• NATION BUILDING 

• SAMPLED 
• PRISON 

• DISTURBANCE 

• SKELETAL  
• PEACE 

• BEYOND WORDS. 
 

With a pagination schedule due on September 1, 2009, I settled on what would be 

the final thematic headings, and order, for Peace of Wall.87 These final headings 
better reflected the visual narrative I tried to impart through the book, embedding a 

flow that, I hope in hindsight, presented the surprising juxtapositions of the country at 
the time.    

                                                
87 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 3.  
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The final headings for Peace of Wall were: 

 

• SAMPLED 
• WORDS 

• BEYOND WORDS 
• SKETCHES 

• SKELETAL 
• DISTURBANCE 

• PRISON 
• PEACE 

 

I include this process as part of this chapter as it is one that I have re-engaged with 
to present this thesis.  A deepened critical engagement with the subject has 

compelled me to revise these categorisations to develop a thematic analysis of the 
work that, I feel, benefits from an ongoing scrutiny and augmented rigour. For this 

thesis, they are presented as the subheadings Identities, Inscriptions and Territories 

within chapter four, Passing through Walls and as text-based themes that fill out the 
visual and intertextual interjections in this thesis. 

 

An initial, unpublished writing endeavour that accommodated this process is useful 
here to identify the gestation of my written application to this work. 

 

Like littered secrets of life, the images and words adorning walls – crumbled, 
constructed, forgotten, forlorn - throughout Timor-Leste, endow the current 

social landscape with a rawness of truth and sentiment that many other media 
within the country’s communicative structures, seemingly, do not allow. 

 

The aesthetic of the capital, Dili, is utterly fractured. Destruction litters the 
urban landscape like a prodding finger at your chest. All at once it projects 

itself as a chaotic clash of the past with the very nature of the everyday. 
Around it, however, a creative perseverance exists; the voices of the 

voiceless echo around this environment in scrawls, simple truths, territorial 

assertions and naïve enquiries. 
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Graffiti survives here. Indeed it thrives here. Theoretical underpinnings mould 

many enquiries into Timor-Leste’s culture, political climate and history. When 
it comes to graffiti, though, the idea of the broken window theory could not be 

more evident. Nor more grave. It is not as simple as a rock thrown through 
glass inciting an augmentation of vandalism. The vandalism was genocide; 

the vandalism was a scorched earth policy; the vandalism engulfed the 
nation.  

 

The streets are everyone’s playground. They are everyone’s antagonist or 
protagonist. At once, they act as either refuge or tormentor. The response to 

this environment can be as convoluted or as simple. A boldly proclaimed 
assertion towards political allegiance – a loaded territorial pissing – can be 

off-set with colours moulded into messages of development; of harmony; of 

peace; 
  

“It’s Time to Build Not Destroy.” 

“We are One Timor.” 

“Stop Violence” 
“We want peace” 

“Love is the road to destiny.” 

 

The messages serve as a beckoning finger towards the possibility of 
tomorrow, severing a perpetual smouldering environment that balances itself 

through mis-information, whippet like rumours styled as fact, hope, 
anticipation and a value system forging forward through a plethora of 

challenges.  

 
Through graffiti, rival gangs exist in the same impoverished condition, albeit 

now transcending the sinister trappings of violence and unemployment. 
Indeed, through the shared appreciation of their graffiti, they share a moment 

in time that assists in their self-determination in the tapestry of Timor-Leste’s 
history. Gone are the once coded words on a wall stemming from the 

clandestine movement of Timor-Leste’s resistance to Indonesian occupation. 

The bold markings of today’s movement hints at the fruits of that resistance; 
existence. 
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The impetus for this creation and expression remains fascinating. It is 
inspired; it is sincere; it is reactionary. On occasion, though, it represents itself 

as driven by a projected struggle of identity, formulated through a perceived 
association with others. The conflicts of 2006, for example, between the 

people from the east of the country and those from the west, that then 
reignited myriad dormant frustrations, became a catalyst for the strange 

likening of these Timorese ethnic groups to Iran and Iraq. Those from the 

east, firaku, through abbreviation became representative of Iraq. Those from 
the west, kaladi, became Iran. The written taunts took on this identity, so that 

walls in certain areas of the city, specifically, were adorned with countries 
foreign, yet a strange symbiosis into Timor-Leste’s identity of those specific 

countries occurred. 

 
In its most simplistic manifestation, the graffiti in Timor-Leste is the powerful 

annunciation of emotion in a space that exists to a population with numerous 
imagined and geographical borders.  It is the work of a youth; at times 

peaceful and hopeful, at other moments fiercely territorial and frustrated, 
splashing proud markings of existence over the country’s landscape, hoping 

their words, murals and thoughts may incite a permanence of recognition and 

truth over a nation that has struggled, for so long, to transcend the multitudes 
of ambiguity that colonialism and conflict enacts.  

 

This small essay was what I first sent my supervisor and mentor, Dr Lachlan 
MacDowall. After an initial meeting in his office talking about the collection and about 

the Centre for Cultural Partnerships, we maintained an email exchange that led to 
Lachlan asking me to consider applying for the Postgraduate Diploma in Community 

Cultural Development (CCD) being offered through the Victorian College of the Arts 
Centre for Cultural Partnerships (CCP). 

 

This was an enriching educational experience for me and, as Peace of Wall built 
momentum, the pedagogical concerns of the CCP became an important companion 

in mine, and the East Timorese artist’s ambitions, in presenting the work. 
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As the date of a proposed publication launch for Peace of Wall neared, the constant 

observations and commentary around cultural exchange in East Timor rung in my 
head. So often during the time I resided there, my friends would pass comment on 

what they perceived as the one-way system of cultural exchange. Many, many 
foreigners came to East Timor for varied engagements. Few East Timorese beyond 

the political sphere left East Timor. Mely Dias (Fig. 15) could be particularly acerbic 
about this. The point he continuously made was that “malae (foreigners) coming to 

East Timor isn’t fucking cultural exchange. If we don’t leave, there’s no exchange.”88 

 

 
Fig. 15. Mely Fernandes, Dili, East Timor, 2007. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

My first two semesters in CCD had charged me with ambition but also provided me 
with some fundamental lessons and processes in seeing those ambitions materialise.  
                                                
88 Mely Fernandes, in conversation with Chris Parkinson, February, 2007. 
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And so it was that as the date for publishing Peace of Wall neared, partnerships were 
brokered, potential exchanges materialised and funding was secured. Etson 

Caminha, Alfe Perreira and Xisto Silva (Fig. 16) landed in Australia to launch the 
book and exchange some of their culture outside of East Timor. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Alfe Perreira, Etson Caminha and Xisto Silva, Melbourne, Australia, May 2010. Image: Chris 
Parkinson. 
 
This first experience89 proved a fruitful foundation for things to come.  

 

Placing myself, Etson, Alfe and  Xisto at one of the centre’s of Melbourne’s street art 
scene at the time, Hosier Lane, was both a daunting and exhilarating proposition; it 

was my first solo exhibition and the first time that Etson, Alfe and Xisto had painted 

walls outside of their homeland.  
 

Etson, Alfe and Xisto’s mural transformed a significant piece of wall opposite Movida 

restaurant with an enduring ode to their homeland (Fig. 17). In it, signifiers of animist 
traditions and gender representations of cultural artefacts jut from a hastily applied 

                                                
89 During this time, the support of Fiona Hillary from SIGNAL and Andy Macdonald from the Until Never Gallery was 
indispensable. Fiona provided us with belief whilst Andy housed that belief.  
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“buffing”90 of the wall’s former array of tags, demonstrating the freshness of the 

painting experience outside of East Timor for them; as opposed to covering the “buff”, 
Alfe, Etson and Xisto painted amongst its marks, transforming the “buffs” forms into 

representations of the country’s textile, Tais. Arte Moris nurtured this act of 
representing the Tais through painting and many of the school’s artists would 

oftentimes utilise the Tais as canvases; a signature of the school’s aesthetic, homage 
to cultural traditions, and a reflection of a poverty of resources. 

 

 
Fig. 17. Etson Caminha, Alfe Perreira and Xisto Silva, Melbourne, Australia, May 2010. Image: 
Chris Parkinson. 
 
 
Our collaborative, mixed-format approach to the exhibition at Until Never Gallery 

responded as much to spontaneity as it did to an initial curatorial framework (Fig. 18). 

Narratives and our collaborative curiosity wove between images and paint. Dialogue 

                                                
90 To “buff” is to cover a surface with a flat or base colour, oftentimes used by authorities to conceal tags. “Graffiti, in 
case anyone missed the point, is a marking on a surface. Graffiti eradication is typically the application of paint over 
the marking of the surface. In terms of ‘damage,’ there is no evidence that one layer of paint is less destructive than 
the one beneath it. In the course of painting over graffiti, the eradicators create a unique marking of their own that 
writers call ‘buffmarks.’ The story is this: One person wrote a name to show he was there. Another person was 
threatened enough by the declaration of existence that he painted over his name. The splotch of paint that covers the 
name becomes a tag itself. It sits on the wall and testifies to the presence of two people. One person is a so-called 
criminal, one person is a so-called activist, and both are equal in their need to be recognized. One person has fame 
but faces jail; one person gets support and accolades from the community but wants fame. The wall couldn’t care 
less about either of them; It just gets fatter with paint.” (“Community Service [2002],” Steve “ESPO” Powers, The Art 
of the Prank, last modified March 25, 2007, http://artoftheprank.com/2007/03/25/community-service-2002/).  
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between photographic documentation and representation anchored itself in recurring 

motifs.91  
 

 
Fig. 18. Xisto Silva, Alfe Perreira and Etson Caminha, Melbourne, Australia, May 2010. Image: 
Chris Parkinson 
 

We reflected upon the experience using a Fataluku92 word, Asarini, which translates 
to a word one uses to explain an inexplicable beauty. This word would recur and 

became synonymous with our experiences together and the aesthetic we shape 
through dialogue and encounter.  

 

As this thesis developed and my research broadened, I found fond alliance in a 
question about art’s role in response to and despite conflict posed by Michaela 

Crimmin in her introduction to the Culture and Conflict Organisation’s publication, Art 
and Conflict.  “How firmly should lines be drawn between graffiti or cartoons on the 

one hand, and video installation within a gallery context on the other?”93  

 

                                                
91 Maris Beck, “For Timor Artists the Brush is Mightier than the Sword,” The Age, May 9, 2010, 
http://www.theage.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/for-timor-artists-the-brush-is-mightier-than-the-sword-
20100508-ul32.html 
92 Fataluku is a Papuan language spoken in the most eastern district of East Timor, Lautem. 
93 Michaela Crimmin and Elizabeth Stanton, eds., Art and Conflict, (London: Royal College of Art, 2014), 10. 
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This operating ethic, where the boundaries of our mediums blur, is our Asarini (Fig. 

19) and, more than just explaining an experience or aesthetic, offers a framework as 
to the methodological development of our collaborations; structure and ideas emerge 

from a practice that is more concerned with trust than it is with artistic categories. 
When trust is established, the mediums of our practice are then shaped.  

 

Etson Caminha views it as thus: 
 

The first thing about the art is that it’s experience. Sometimes we have no 

alphabet to say the expression of the art. We have to be sharing and the one 
thing that I really have to say is communication. We have to really trust each 

other. We have to have the really good communication, not the really good 
plan but communicate, trust each other. That’s the really important thing. 

Trust each other to do something.94  

 
  

                                                
94 Etson Caminha, in conversation with Chris Parkinson, July, 2014. 
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Fig. 19. Dili, East Timor, November 2013. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
2011 - 2013:      Melbourne and East Timor. 
In late 2011, a grant application to the Australian International Cultural Council was 

met favourably, providing the first funding block to a broader project entitled Myths 
and Murals. 

 

As I had been striving to develop the resonance of Peace of Wall through grant 
applications to seed cross-cultural creative projects, Martin Hughes and Affirm Press 

had leapt from their first East Timorese focused book into another project. 

 
The Boy and The Crocodile, a parable about kindness and a foundational myth in 

explaining how East Timor got its shape, was published by Affirm Press in November 
2011. 
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Artists from Arte Moris guided children from the Familia HOPE Orphanage in Gleno 
as to the pictorial aspects of the book to be accompanied by the story in Tetun, East 

Timor’s national language or lingua franca. The objective was to respond to a dearth 
of relevant and local school-aged educational material. 

 

Four thousand books were published and the Myths and Murals project was 
developed to distribute, for free, 1,500 of these books across the country with a 

series of murals, drawn from the book, to accompany the process. 

 

The intent of Myths and Murals had two aims; to engage East Timorese youth in 
literacy and to promote a common sense of national identity through art and story. It 

was intended to directly address key issues of East Timor’s economic and cultural 
development through a focus on issues of youth unemployment and participation, 

gender and intergenerational friction around cultural practice. 
 

In reflecting on the project, Arte Moris director, Iliwatu Danebere, said that “this kind 

of work is part of our mission in Arte Moris. To be able to paint art in the districts and 
share our skills with the youth in the hope that one day they may continue.”95  

 

Filmmaker Chris Phillips joined me in East Timor in July 2012 for the third distribution 
and mural painting leg of the Myths and Murals project. 

 

During this trip, Chris, Alfe and myself (Etson was busy at the time making the 
moving and Australia-wide toured theatre piece, Doku Rai) conceived of future 

projects and identified ways of transmitting the ongoing creative expression coming 

from the country. Graffiti and street art were part of that conversation, but so too was 
video, installation and illustration. We interviewed Alfe96 (Fig. 20) during this trip to 

begin the process of building video-profiles of the artists we were working alongside 
in East Timor, seeking angles and platforms to diversify the broader narrative and 

audience of our creative exchanges. 
 

                                                
95 “Myths and Murals Overview Video,” Vimeo video, 6:01, posted by “Chris Phillips,” July 1, 2013, 
https://vimeo.com/77190329  
96 “Meet Alfeo: Profile of an East Timorese Artist,” Vimeo video, 2:56, posted by “Chris Phillips,” July 15, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/97991492 
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Fig. 20. Alfe Perreira, Dili, East Timor, July 2012. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
We asked, in the event of securing funding, what art forms Alfe and Etson would 

most like to work with so we could better pair Australian artists to the project as per 
their educational and practice-based requests. 

 

Graffiti, street art, video, music and illustration was the response. 

 
Towards the end of 2012, my ongoing association with the University of Melbourne’s 

Centre for Cultural Partnerships found me in a meeting with JJ Richardson, a young 

Melbourne-based, Florida-bred breakdancer and physicist and Bryan Phillips, a 
Chilean bred, Melbourne-based musician. 
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Successful receipt of a University of Melbourne Dreamlarge grant enabled us to 

deliver the FLIGHT project that brought dance, photography and music production 
together in February 2013 (Fig. 21). For this project, we were joined by curator 

Amanda Haskard and, in East Timor, the Endure breakdance collective.  
 

 
Fig. 21. Aeria Branca, Dili, East Timor, February 2013. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

This testing ground of new members of the collective and the brokering of new 
partnerships in East Timor laid the foundation for a small cultural festival in Dili in 

November 2013.  

 
Producing a week-long series of workshops and showcases across Dili in graffiti, 

poetry, breakdance, theatre, video and music, the project demonstrated a growing 
community of younger East Timorese energetically engaged and exposed to a variety 

of creative forms.  
 

Honour and reverance for the past was never far away.  Contemporary expressions 
referenced traditional practice, demonstrating a culture of vibrant and considered 

creativity that affirmed pride and primacy in enduring traditional practices re-explored 
through contemporary means.  
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This was represented through the way that musical components of the project 

oftentimes reimagined songs drawn from the resistance, such as O Hele Le, one of 
the most widely recognised and recited East Timorese resistance songs, or the way 

that theatre would embed signifiers drawn from animist traditions, or the way that 
components of breakdance would weave East Timor’s traditional Tebe-Tebe dance 

between moments of “breaking”, “popping” and “locking”. 
 

During this iteration of our collaborations, a series of interviews were compiled to 
transmit further insight into the projects we were working on and our developing 

outputs.  
 

That this developing contemporary identity shared amongst young East Timorese 

was tethered to creativity was articulated through a series of interviews conducted 
with members of the Animatism collective during this trip. The perceived importance 

of art in rupturing legacies of conflict and generational tension in the country were 
encapsulated through the words of Alfe Perriera and Mely Dias during these 

interviews. 
 

I think it’s time to change the weapon. Before we would use machete or stone 
or something to express. But now we are getting independence, we don’t 

need more of that stuff.97 
  

So we are going to build a bridge to connect this generation, with that 

generation. If these things happen, if you keep creating art and unite the 
youth, then I think we will minimize the problem, the troubles, in our country.98 

 

These emboldened perspectives of contemporary East Timor’s relationship to art re-
routed the philosophical dimensions of the Animatism project, revealing clearer 

patterns of linkages in the dialogue and production of the work, tethering our mission 
to the idea of researching life, through art. 

 

                                                
97 “Animatism: Artistic Action in East Timor,” Vimeo video, 3:10, posted by “Chris Phillips,” June 30, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/99583684 
98 “Animatism: Artistic Action in East Timor,” Vimeo video, 3:10, posted by “Chris Phillips,” June 30, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/99583684. At the end of this quote during the interview, Mely paused then refined his reference to 
the ‘troubles’ in his country saying,  “Actually, it’s not a troubled country. It’s only the media that goes out and says 
that East Timor is like Afghanistan. Bull shit.” Be that as it may, Mely still sees art as an important part of the nation’s 
development. 
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Suai, East Timor, December 2007. Image: Chris Parkinson.  
 
 
 
        R U P T U R E. 
 
“The most explosive realm of politics is the rupture of the 
political cordon sanitaire between the hidden and the public 
transcript.”99 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

16, 21, 77, 96, 99, 105, 115, 120, 134. 
 

 

                                                
99 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 19. 
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Video components of Animatism - in this instance as documentation and 

ethnographic enquiry being transmitted through short teasers - demonstrated video 
as a creative tool and a way of theorizing and considering these developing linkages. 

Video furnished the project with a creative and ethical focus to ethnographic 
research. It became part of a cycle of collaboration that functioned as debrief, 

dialogue and reflection, locating art as the central point of this process.   
 

2014:       Melbourne and East Timor. 
As the due date for Australian grant applications100 in 2014 approached, Chris 

Phillips, myself, Alfe Perreira and Etson Caminha began developing a proposal for 
extending our broadening repertoire of work across video, art, performance and 

music into a more defined product.  
 

A successful concept was accepted by Arts Victoria (now Creative Victoria). Our 

focus for this concept was to develop a creative platform where artists challenge their 
practice and move into new artistic territories, both geographically and 

metaphorically. This funding enabled us to realise a significant moment in the 
collective’s narrative arc - the presentation of new work in the 2014 Gertrude Street 

Projection Festival. 

 
In acknowledging lessons from previous exchanges, particularly aspects of trust and 

structure, we defined roles and collaborations that would propel the development of 
work that aspired to a greater aesthetic unity.  

 

As Etson Caminha suggested during an evaluation interview of the 2013 iteration of 

Animatism:  
 

Doing the collaboration - everyone has to be a part of that - the first thing we 

do is that we sit together… It’s really interesting even if something happened 
between us we have to find out how to resolve things, only the solution will 

make it easier to be together in the future and have more understanding.101  
 

                                                
100 Annual Australian arts funding supports projects by artists across a range of disciplines with small pools of either 
local, state or federal grant funding. A culture of corporate philanthropy for the arts is yet to be fully realised in 
Australia, meaning that a strong dependency upon government funding is part of many artistic endeavours. 
101 Etson Caminha , in conversation with Chris Parkinson, November 2013.  
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Creative workhouses allowed us to feel out each other’s ideas and present broader 

conceptual threads before we divided ourselves into collaborations; Etson Caminha 
focused on live electronic sound-scapes with Bryan Phillips and Liam Barton that 

helped close the Festival;102 Alfe Perreira worked with Australian comic-book artist 
Michael Fikaris towards illustrative components of our final video work; Tony Amaral 

worked with myself, Amanda Haskard and Chris Phillips within a curatorial framework 
that would see our final projection piece nestled in a 20 metre mural (Fig. 22). 

 

 
Fig. 22. Animatism, Melbourne, Australia, July 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 

We identified themes of connection and dreams as core creative considerations of 
the work. Connection conceptually underpinned through a narrative and conceptual 

application of the mural with the motif of the Tais illustrating this. As Tony Amaral 
said of the piece:  

 

The Tais, in our traditional culture, is to bring people together. So we did the 
Tais here (Melbourne) with the same reason; to bring people together. To 

bring people to see what is Timor.103 

                                                
102 Bryan Phillips, Liam Barton and Etson Caminha, Animatism Sound System - Live @ Gertrude Street Projection 
Festival, July 18, 2015, https://soundcloud.com/animatism-music/animatism-sound-system-live-gertrude-street-
projection-festival-2015 
103 “Gertrude Street Projection Festival Artist Interview,” Vimeo video, 2:23, posted by “Chris Phillips,” October 26, 
2014, https://vimeo.com/110096621 
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With a building legacy of video being a documentation platform, we were challenged 
by how to present this artistically in a festival environment. We deduced that a 

window into our collaboration was the best way and, as such, filmed and painted the 
process of developing the final work on transparent acrylic. 

 

Each artist re-worked a palette of colours drawn from East Timor’s flag - red, yellow, 
black and white - as a painting performance upon the surface of the acrylic that was 

then documented (Fig. 22). With our final projection being a rear projection from 

inside a shop streaming onto the street, the representation of each artist working in 
the video lead many to wonder whether or not we were painting live inside the 

shop.104  
 

 
Fig. 22. Animatism, Melbourne, Australia, July 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

Grappling with articulating the contemporary East Timorese dream during this 
collaboration, Alfe Perreira spoke to me of his conflict of dreaming. “Sure we have 

our dreams, but somebody else holds the key to them.”105 

 
                                                
104 “Gertrude Street Projection Festival Judge’s Prize Winner: Animatism,” 16:50, posted by “Chris Phillips,” August 
23, 2014, https://vimeo.com/103676598 
105 Alfe Perreira, in conversation with Chris Parkinson, July, 2014. 
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His series of drawings depicting this quandary drove our conceptual intent of 

dreaming (Fig. 23), anchoring the mystique of the overall projection to a lived reality 
of contemporary East Timor. 

 

 
Fig. 23. Animatism, Melbourne, Australia, July 2014. Image: Alfe Perreira. 

 

What was revealed through this process demonstrated a growing poetic of 

performance and practice for Animatism as a collective, but particularly for Chris 
Phillips, who used the platform of East Timor’s first Public Art festival, Arte Publiku!106 

(of which Animatism had a role in delivering and supporting) to develop this idea.  
 

                                                
106 The work of Arte Moris, Elizabeth Adams, Alex Ben-Mayor, Thomas Henning, Milena York, Yohan York, Annie 
Sloman, Etson Caminha and a long list of incredible others made Art Publiku! the unique and successful festival that 
it was. 
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The festival environment of Arte Publiku! brought together hundreds of artists, 

artisans and performers from across East Timor to work with visiting international 
artists in the country’s capital, Dili. The festival enabled an eruption of creative energy 

to re-imagine Dili’s streets, bringing peaceful gatherings of people swarming through 
the city (Fig. 24).  

 

For three consecutive days and nights music, visual art, video projection, sculpture, 
tattoo, theatre, dance and traditional forms of cultural expression saturated the DIli 

waterfront, delivering an ambience of creative enterprise encompassing public space.  

 

 
Fig. 24. Arte Publiku! Dili, East Timor, August 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

Responses from young and old East Timorese artists during the festival shared 

commonality in their analysis of art and imagination in contemporary East Timor; that 
it negotiated tensions in the past, present and future tenses that converge in the new 

nation.  
 

As one workshop participant suggested: 

 

I think actually it’s hard to think about the future but I think our imagine [sic] is 
also important to us because when we think about the future we have some 
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planning, we think about the future, but we start with the planning, how to go 

step by step to the future. I know it’s hard to think about the future but if we 
don’t we can’t move. The future is not only the good thing but also the bad 

thing, so if we do some good planning then maybe we can have better in the 
future.107 

 

Chris Phillips and Osme Goncalves elaborated upon this future focus to create the 
video poem Ita Nudar Ema,108 a moving art-work and, simultaneously, documentation 

of Arte Publiku! Ita Nudar Ema exemplifies the evolving nature of video in the work of 
Animatism as a medium that is, at once, methodology and art.  

 

Widely viewed by East Timorese and international audiences alike (Facebook views: 
19, 735. Vimeo views: 1,862. Screenings at – St. Kilda Film Festival and Festigious 

International Film Festival), Ita Nudar Ema demonstrated a key component of 
aligning Animatism’s work within a recognised policy context in East Timor, by 

reflecting East Timor’s National Cultural Policy’s desire to “use existing audiovisual 

and new technology means towards the democratization of access to culture.”109  
 

Ita Nudar Ema demonstrated the interconnectedness of art and everyday life for East 

Timorese, galvanising the Animatism  mission to bridge creative platforms and 
present works that respond to the creative conditions of contemporary artists in the 

country. 
 

Ita Nudar Ema, remains something of a centrepiece of the collective’s work to date, 
demonstrating a snap shot of a generation’s voice in the country circumnavigating 

the expectations of history’s influence upon identity through daring to connect with an 
alternative narrative, echoing Jill Bennett’s own observation of video’s “complex 

interplay of temporal and spatial unfolding, touch[ing] the event by extending 

outwards, That is to say it connects, rather than reveals.”110   
 

“Save your grief,” Osme intones in the poem.  

 

                                                
107 Interview with Arte Publiku! participant Dili, August 2014. 
108 “Ita Nudar Ema,” Vimeo video, 3:26, posted by “Chris Phillips,” January 25, 2015, https://vimeo.com/117767404 
109 Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste State Secretariat and the National Directorate of Culture, National Cultural 
Policy, 6. http://www.cultura.gov.tl/sites/default/files/National_policy_culture_english.pdf 
110 Jill Bennett, Practical Aesthetics: Events, Affects and Art after 9/11 (London: I.B. Tauris, 2012), 153. 
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Hide your sadness. Create laughter. That’s what we need. That is what we 

must feel. Because that is good for our dreams. That is good for our spirit. Tell 
your dream when you wake that you, as an individual, can tell your dream’s 

story that comes from your mind.111 
 

Osme (Fig. 25) is no stranger to being the focus point of people’s attention. His 

embodiment of culture has been critically addressed in the past by Angie Bexley, 
whose paper, Seeing, Hearing and Feeling Belonging: The Case of East Timorese 

Youth, spoke of Osme “express[ing] through speech, song and bodily movements the 
postcolonial predicament that many younger East Timorese face in regard to 

belonging in independent East Timor.”112  

 
 

                                                
111 “Ita Nudar Ema,” Vimeo video, 3:26, posted by “Chris Phillips,” January 25, 2015, https://vimeo.com/117767404 
112 Angie Bexley, “Seeing, Hearing and Feeling Belonging: The Case of East Timorese Youth,” The Asia Pacific 
Journal of Anthropology, 8:4 (2007): 287 - 288. 
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Fig. 25. Osme Goncalves, Dili, East Timor, August 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
This ‘postcolonial predicament’ pertaining to young people and belonging is what, 

evidently, has driven this research, these experiences and the findings that reveal the 
conflicts and contexts that produced East Timor’s fledgling graffiti in the period 

between 2004 - 2008.  
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Palácio do Governo, Dili, East Timor, April 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        C E N T R E. 

“There is a tendency towards a globalizing domination of 
centres (capital cities, dominant countries and cultures, 

empires) which attacks the multidimensionality of peripheries, 
which in turn perpetually threatens unity.”113 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

6, 13, 43, 68, 106, 113. 
 

 
                                                
113 Henri Lefebvre, Writing on Cities, trans., Eleonore Kofman and Elizabeth Lebas. 
(Massachusetts and Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), 239. 
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CHAPTER 3.     PASSING THROUGH WALLS. 
 
3.1  G L O B A L  R E : M A R K S 
 
Graffiti, derived from the Italian graffiare, meaning to scratch, is intertwined with the 

beginnings of mankind.  

 

Tens of thousands of years ago, humans had the instinct to make art in order to 
represent the world around them. Paleolithic cave paintings inside the Chauvet Cave 

in southern France, dating back to around 30,000 BCE reveal the presence of the 
modern human soul. 

 

The original history of Ancient Egypt was derived from its inscriptions. These 
inscriptions have helped expose the interrelationships of the ancient Mediterranean 

world across an extensive historical period. 
 

Further, indigenous cultures the world over have relied upon their drawings in caves 
to make meaning and animate the world around them. It goes, then, that graffiti 

signifies a point in evolution where consciousness emerges.  

 
Destabilizing the legacy of its historical epigraphic appeal, graffiti as a tool for 

propaganda took root during the 1920’s in Italy, where it advanced Italy’s then fascist 
agenda through the mass-spread of propaganda, employing the term “bombing”114 to 

explain the proliferation of printed matter and stencilled symbols of fascist ideology 
upon walls in Italy. 

 
Through World War II, the Nazis used writing upon the country’s walls to elicit hatred 

towards Jews and dissenters of their terror.115 In co-opting this trend, ‘The White 
Rose’ movement used graffiti as a counter hegemonic form of resistance to Hitler’s 

reign, demonstrating the early seeds of graffiti’s capacity to voice “the unending 

process of social conflict and state formation.”116 

                                                
114 “Bombing” is to paint many surfaces in an area. “In the mid-1970’s, the New York subways were like total works of 
art. Every square foot of the trains’ surfaces, inside and out, was bombed with tags and throw-ups. Riders were 
blasted by the beats coming from boom boxes. A subway trip could be an immersion into utter urban anarchy or a 
shot of explosive artistic energy - it was probably both.” (Jeffrey Deitch, “Art in the Streets,” in Art in the Streets, The 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles [New York: Skirra Rizzoli Publications, 2011], 10). 
115 Nicholas Ganz, Graffiti World: Street Art from Five Continents, (London: Thames and Hudson, 2004), 8. 
116 Lyman Chaffee, Political Protest and Street Art: Popular Tools for Democratization in Hispanic Countries, 
(Westport: Greenwood Press, 1993), 4. 
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The spread of missives from the battlefield, most famously by US troops writing 
“Kilroy was here”117 during World War II advanced a growing inscription of existence 

in times of battle, demonstrating a “frightening pscychological geometry where lines 
drawn on walls inscribe a kind of conquest and domination.”118 

 
This theme of inscribing existence shifted from battlefields of war to battlefields of 

socio-economic blight in America in 1965, where Darryl Alexander McCray’s nom de 
plume, Cornbread, began spreading across the walls of his reform school in 

Philadelphia before spilling onto the streets.  
 

In 1969, in the shadows of economic and political challenges engulfing the city of 

New York, a young Greek immigrant merged the diminutive form of his name, 
Demetrius, with the street he lived on in New York, 183rd Street, writing TAKI 183.  

 
As a keenly contested climate of ghettoization, poverty and power encased New 

York, TAKI 183, himself taking cue from the parochial neighbourhood markings of 
JULIO 204119, began spreading the evidence of his existence throughout New York 

by hastily ‘tagging,’ his name.  
 

As the slums of Harlem overlapped with the glamour of Broadway,120 the practice of 
writing names became broadly absorbed by a growing cohort of urban youth 

demonstrating what CAY161 would cite as ‘the faith of graffiti,’121 sparking inspiration 

drawn from an “artistic battle against the power brokers in society, and a breakaway 
from poverty and the ghetto.” 122 

 

                                                
117 This little sketch, often found in the bulkheads of military ships, originated in the United States during World War II, 
and was quickly adopted as the mascot of the armed forces. Kilroy’s little fingers gripped a wall as he peered over, 
his bald head and long nose inquisitive, proclaiming ‘Kilroy was here.’ He soon became “. . . a morale booster: While 
it was not the stars and stripes, it represented the United States. KILROY graffiti in any war thereafter let successive 
waves of soldiers know that they were not stepping on unknown ground.” (Roger Gastman and Caleb Neelon, The 
History of American Graffiti, [New York: Harper Design, 2010], 41). 
118 Carlo McCormick, “The Writing on the Wall,” in Art in the Streets, The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles 
(New York: Skirra Rizzoli Publications, 2011), 20.  
119 Julio was a young Puerto Rican who lived on 204th Street in the Inwood neighborhood of Manhattan who’s tag, 
which he began writing in 1967, never left the boundaries of his neighbourhood. “Julio was a territorial graffitist…Julio 
was the first to add his street number after his name…His tag may have seemed cryptic to outsiders, but the street 
number identified his turf, and its codelike appearance must have appealed to others, because they quickly picked up 
the practice.” (Jack Stewart, Graffiti Kings: New York City Mass Transit Art of the 1970’s. [New York: Melcher Media, 
2009], 22-23).  
120 Ganz, Graffiti World, Street Art from Five Continents, 8. 
121 Norman Mailer and John Naar, The Faith of Graffiti, (New York: Harper Collins, 2009), 8. 
122 Ganz, Graffiti World, Street Art from Five Continents, 8. 
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…It is not enough to think of the childlike desire to see one’s name ride by in 

letters large enough to scream your ego across the city, no, it is almost as if 
we must go back into some primeval sense of existence, into that curious  

intimation of how our existence and our identity may perceive each other only 
as in a mirror.123 

 
Jeff Ferrell’s enduring, criminological-focused research on graffiti provides the 

important proposition that “graffiti not only shape(s) resistance to existing 
arrangements but construct(s) alternative arrangements as well.”124 This spirit 

propelled the art form’s nascent expression as its application in public began 
innovating new forms and alternative arrangements to the experience of the city. 

 
From the underused and dilapidated tunnels of New York City’s Metropolitan 

Transport Authority and the city’s neighbourhood walls, the faith - the names - began 
sprouting from the subway stations and onto subway cars, innovating the movement, 

both conceptual and literal, that the subculture quickly began advancing. 

 

‘Wild Style’,125 an elaboration of the ‘tag’, demonstrated graffiti and its practitioner’s 

flair for the deconstruction of letters, transforming the names and pseudonym’s of 
artists into colourful bouquets of urban typography known as ‘throw-ups’126 across the 

city. 

Graffiti's highly stylized depiction of the name, its central entity, disturbs the 
structures that comprise language itself. Graffiti is an art of letters. Letters are 

symbols of written language. Pieces work to reinvent, through distortion, the 
appearance of these letters. In reinventing the appearance of these symbols, 

graffiti reinvents written language itself.127  

 
                                                
123 Mailer and Naar, The Faith of Graffiti, 31. 
124 Jeff Ferrell, “Urban graffiti: Crime, Control, and Resistance,” Youth and Society, 27:1 (1995): 33. 
125 “Wild Style” is a letter style that features highly fractured forms that bounce off one another at oblique angles. 
“You’re standing there in the station, everything is grey and gloomy and then all of a sudden one of those graffiti 
trains slides in and brightens up the place like a big bouquet from Latin America.” (Claes Oldenburg quoted in Craig 
Castleman, Getting Up: Subway Graffiti in New York, [Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982], 142).   
126 A ‘Throw Up’ is a large graffiti tag designed for quick execution. It generally consists of a one-colour outline and 
one layer of fill-colour. Easy-to-paint bubble shapes often form the letters. “Throw ups occupy, both technically and 
aesthetically, the middle ground between tags and pieces…Sometimes when you’re just in the mood to do 
something, or if you don’t have enough time or enough paint you can only do a certain amount of work. It’s usually 
something that’s not all that great, that you don’t want to brag about, or bring all your buddies out and ‘yeah, I did this, 
look at this,’ you know. But then again, sometimes you can do a quality throw up; it just depends on the mood and 
how things are flowing at the time.” (Jeff Ferrell, Crimes of Style: Urban Graffiti and the Politics of Criminality, 
[Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1996], 85).  
127 “Graffiti: Inscribing Transgression on the Urban Landscape,” Sarah Giller, Art Crimes: The Writing on the Wall, 
1997 https://www.graffiti.org/faq/giller.html 
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Framed by the developing culture of hip-hop, “an expansive ever proliferating 

synthesis of word, sound and image in a subculture which embraces painting, poetry, 
music, dance and fashion,”128 graffiti exploded, leading to a cultural phenomenon 

that, today, still develops and defies categorisations, re-shaping and re-imagining the 
public and the public’s understanding of art, transgression and deviance.129   

 
Legibility, however, remained predominantly determined by participants with the 

necessary sub-cultural nous to decipher the faith and participate in a developing 

cultural movement.  
 

By painting their names on subway cars in distinctive styles, artists from the 

Lower East Side became known to artists in Brooklyn and the Bronx and vice 
versa. Wild style graffiti became the image of New York. It unified the city, 

creating a common outlaw culture.130 
 

The growth of this act, with it’s own language and intercultural communication, is 

framed nicely by Southern theory.  Santos, in advancing his proposition of 
Epistemologies of the South, suggests that peripheral communities make a 

conscious effort to speak a language of difference. 

 
The oppressed do not need to negate the past in the way the colonisers do, 

but they do need to learn how to resist and to be resisters. One of the ways 

this can occur is by learning a different type of conversation, a conversation 
not among the same, but among the different.131  

 

                                                
128 Ferrell, Crimes of Style: Urban Graffiti and the Politics of Criminality, 7. 
129 Carlo McCormick’s evocative summary of this period in New York is worth noting here: “It is easy to conjure the 
flavour of mid-70’s New York, the atmosphere of wide-open lawlessness like a miasma in the air - the garbage strikes 
and blackouts; the first beats of the Hip Hop Nation sounding from the school yards as Kool Herc, Afrika Bambaataa, 
and other pioneers hot-wired their systems into public service for spontaneous parties. Of course, the pervasive scent 
of Krylon paint was also in the air as the subway system was conquered by bold young turks with self-dubbed and 
fantastical names, speaking a postlinguistic language in their hyperstylized way of writing that defied all sociologies of 
youth, subculture, or deviance.” (Ethel Seno, ed., Carlo McCormick, Marc & Sara Schiller Trespass: A History of 
Uncommissioned Urban Art, [Germany: Taschen, 2010], 22). 
130 Jeffrey Deitch, Art in the Streets, 11.  
131 Alison Phipps “Other Worlds are Possible: An Interview with Boaventura de Sousa Santos,” Language and 
Intercultural Communication, 7:1, (2007): 99.  
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Tibar, East Timor, September 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson.  
 
 
 
        D E F I A N C E. 
 
 
 
“The wall can only be attractive for artists who do not have 
to live with its results.”132  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 
99, 115. 

 
 

                                                
132 Rebecca Gould, “The Materiality of Resistance: Israel’s Apartheid Wall in an Age of 
Globalization,” Social Text, 32:1 (2014): 12. 
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With this introduction of Santos into graffiti’s history, and the proposal of a 

conversation not among the same, but among the different, I’m compelled to move 
beyond the central, standardized history of graffiti to present the different voices of 

the art form’s contemporary history that have a firmer correlation to East Timor’s 
graffiti. 

 
Within this framing, graffiti operates as a “witness to human experience that rarely 

coincides with dominant cultural narratives.”133   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
133 Troy Lovata, and Elizabeth Olton, “Introduction,” in Understanding Graffiti: Multidisciplinary Studies From 
Prehistory To The Present, ed. Troy Lovata and Elizabeth Olton, (Walnut Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2015), 13.  
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3.2  A L T E R N A T I V E   R E : M A R K S 
 

Can we even talk of graffiti as a singular phenomenon, or could we say that different 
forms of graphic marking interact with their urban contexts in ways that are shaped by 
their linguistic, iconic, and territorial significations and, in turn, inflect their specific 
context with different meanings? 

 
- Ella Chmielewska, Graffiti and Place.  

 
Themes of voice, resistance and transnationalism underpin contemporary readings of 

graffiti deployed in contexts of conflict. I use this section to frame my analysis of East 
Timor’s graffiti by demonstrating similarities of intent between East Timor’s graffiti 

and works that appear on the walls of, predominantly, Palestine and Egypt. 
 

My interest here is to bring into dialogue the similarities - and distinction - of graffiti 
from these contexts with my own research and analysis of East Timor. 

 
       Voice. 
 

The vitality of graffiti as a form of resistance and voice developed in Palestine during 
the height of the intifada - the uprising of 1987/1991 in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territories - where the graffiti observed by Julie Peteet, “encoded a wish to be 
recognized where existence had been denied.”134 Such an act empowered 

participants to intervene in relationships of power,135 demonstrating graffiti as a 
polysemic voice “that acted to record history and to form and transform 

relationships.”136 
 

In this period, graffiti writing grew as it became the quickest method to spread 

news,137 circumventing the denial of voice through an anti-official and transgressive 
presence of “marginalized meanings.”138 

 
A theoretical proximity to Santos and Southern theory demonstrates how forms of 

cultural understanding and intercommunication can, as Santos suggests, “bring into 
                                                
134 Julie Peteet, “The Writing on the Walls: The Graffiti of the Intifada,” Cultural Anthropology, 11:2 (1996): 153.  
135 ibid, 140. 
136 Peteet, “The Writing on the Walls: The Graffiti of the Intifada,” 140. 
137 Pascal Zoghbi and Don Karl, Arabic Graffiti. (Berlin: From Here to Fame Publishing, 2011): 58. 
138 David Hanauer, “The Discursive Construction of the Separation Wall at Abu Dis: Graffiti as Political Discourse,” 
Journal of Language and Politics, 10:3 (2011): 306. 
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contact radically different human horizons, traditions or cultural locations in order to 

achieve a true dialogue.”139 This space where dialogue develops between the 
margins and the centre, or radically different human horizons,  is an important one 

regarding Hanauer’s “marginalized meanings”, as it is within these margins that hope 
percolates, binding Santos’s assertion of the absorption of difference as hope in the 

tendencies of the future (the Not Yet), a:  
 

Sociological imagination with a double aim: on the one hand, to know better 
the conditions of the possibility of hope; on the other, to define the principles 

of action to promote the fulfilment of those conditions.140  
 
The alternatives that reveal themselves through Palestine’s graffiti demonstrate its 

capacity to enable reclamation of voice through a reimagining of public space that 
challenged the monopoly of powerful and militarized occupiers.141 This fostered a 

discursive public that sat at the “nexus of competing nationalizing and historicizing 
discourses”142 where, central to the reimagining of alternatives sat graffiti, 

transforming contested space into a “communicative arena in which directives were 
sent and visions of a future were encoded.”143  

 
In linking these observations to East Timor, I will show in the analysis of East Timor’s 

graffiti that follows this section how graffiti revealed the vitality of voice through 
publishing emergent and alternative visions of identity, history, memory and 

aspiration.  This analysis, paired with our understanding of voice from graffiti in the 

Middle East, renders graffiti as part of a tangible visualising of “political complexity 
embodied by those inhabiting the street”144 and part of a revolutionary conversation 

founded on principles of resistance.   
 

 
 

 
 
                                                
139 Santos, Epistemologies of the South,  220. 
140 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 184. 
141 Charles Tripp, “The Art of Resistance in the Middle East,” Asian Affairs, 43:3 (2012): 398.  
142 Hanauer, “The Discursive Construction of the Separation Wall at Abu Dis: Graffiti as Political Discourse,” 302. 
143 Peteet, “The Writing on the Walls: The Graffiti of the Intifada,” 149. 
144John Lennon, “Writing with a Global Accent:  Cairo and the Roots/Routes of Conflict Graffiti,” in Understanding 
Graffiti: Multidisciplinary Studies From Prehistory To The Present, ed. Troy Lovata and Elizabeth Olton, (Walnut 
Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2015): 62. 
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       Resistance. 
 
In Egypt, graffiti’s growth during the Arab Spring presents what John Lennon refers to 

as an “intense discourse forming from the deadly material conditions in which the 
writers find themselves living.”145  Graffiti is therefore tethered to a specific time and 

place, a framing that propels its capacity as an act of resistance occurring, as it does 
in Palestine, in a “constellation of resistance tactics to intervene in relations of 

domination.”146 
 

Graffiti were the silent narrative accompanying acts of resistance yet were 
themselves an act of resistance. They encouraged resistance, cajoled, 

demanded, critiqued and provided running political commentary on the 

progression of the uprising. At the same time, they were an act of civil 
disobedience. They made dramatically visible and public an action, writing 

without censorship, deemed illegal by the occupying forces.147 
 

In Scott’s Domination and the Arts of Resistance, the experimental spirit inherent in 
resistance must tread a fine line between the ambiguities, silences, loopholes and 

lapses evident in domination. Says Scott: 
 

It means somehow setting a course at the very perimeter of what the 
authorities are obliged to permit or unable to prevent. It means carving out a 

tenuous public political life for themselves in a political order that, in principle, 

forbids such a life unless fully orchestrated from above.148  
 

David Hanauer implies some of Scott’s nuanced visions of resistance when, in writing 
about Palestinian graffiti, argues that graffiti demonstrates three functions:149   

 
1. It allows entry into public discourse of messages regarded as marginal by 

other media. 

                                                
145ibid, 60. 
146 Peteet, “The Writing on the Walls: The Graffiti of the Intifada,” 143. 
147 ibid, 143. 
148 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 138 - 139. 
149 David Hanauer,  “Silence, Voice and Erasure: Psychological Embodiment in Graffiti at the Site of Prime Minister 
Rabin’s Assassination,” The Arts in Psychotherapy, 31 (2004): 30. 
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2. Provides individuals with opportunities to express controversial contents 

publicly and; 
3. Offers marginal groups the possibility of expressing themselves publicly.  

 
What is thus presented through graffiti is its role as an imperative part of resistance 

narratives in the Middle East (and beyond), situated at the intersection of public and 
private discourse. As it is in East Timor, graffiti here demonstrates actions engaged 

in a fugitive communication that defy and challenge power relations as part of its 
claim as an act of resistance. The socially embedded networks that promulgate this 

resistance in peripheral communities and contexts, where graffiti can be understood 
as a hidden transcript, seek to “assert one’s right to place and self-determination.” 150  

 

In the context of the Middle East, graffiti is thus an important creative form of 
sustained collective action that can appear opaque to authorities and, in line with the 

hidden transcript, “does not merely shed light on (resistance) behaviour or explain it; 
it helps constitute that behaviour.”151Ashley Toenjes reflects upon such a 

phenomenon in Palestine, where graffiti’s duality of expression subverted authority to 
re-author its practical meaning to Palestinians: 

 
Without access to a national media, political assembly, or other elements of 

self-determination, graffiti was a way for Palestinians to transgress the 
censors and to express political messages, sometimes encouraging the 

continuance of the intifada and its tactics of civil disobedience, sometimes 

asserting the dominance of a particular political faction in an area, and still 
other times expressing Palestinian national identity.152  

 
Through such an address, the vitality of graffiti as a form of resistance and voice that 

is presented in Palestine and Egypt bears similarity to that in East Timor, where the 
expressions of marginalized actors in contexts of postcolonialism, conflict, 

reconstruction and social relationships are validated through the hidden power 

                                                
150 John Lennon, “Assembling a Revolution: Graffiti, Cairo and the Arab Spring,” Cultural Studies Review, 20:1 
(2014): 243. 
151 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 189. 
152  Ashley Toenjes, “This Wall Speaks: Graffiti and Transnational Networks in Palestine.” Jerusalem Quarterly, 61: 
(2015): 57.  
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structures of meaning that exist in what Santos refers to as the interstices, rhythms, 

silences and partners of conversation.153 
 

The departure point for this conversation, however, can be found in the overtly 
transnational aspects of graffiti in the Middle East where, as markedly different to the 

graffiti in East Timor, graffiti is understood through new layers of meaning where the 
“narratives of dispossession are inscribed on the wall, but these visual renderings are 

heavily interpolated by the perceived expectations of a globalized public sphere.”154 
 

       Transnationalism. 
 

Graffiti in East Timor, conversely to graffiti in Egypt and Palestine, never intentionally 

strove to implicate a constellation of international audience expectations nor did it 
benefit, as graffiti did in Egypt, from being “ubiquitous as a visual lexicon of protest in 

newspaper and journal articles” 155 that were then disseminated, predominately 
through twitter, to a worldwide audience. Regarding East Timor, Etson Caminha 

suggests the following: 
 

In Timor, because of the Indonesian occupation, we never did anything like 
this. For us that enjoy painting – we didn’t see foreigners doing it. No one 

came and said this is good work coming from Timor. This expression simply 
came from us and it was something that we wanted to express, like an 

expression of liberty.156 

 
Between 1975 - 1991, transnational activism, however, played a crucial role in 

maintaining East Timor’s visibility in the Western media and in pressuring Indonesia 
to allow a referendum on the territory’s independence in 1999.157  This activism did 

not translate into a movement of transnational exchange that resulted, like it did in 
Palestine, for example, in “international political tourists writing inscriptions dealing 

with human rights issues.”158 

                                                
153 Alison Phipps, “Other Worlds are Possible: An Interview with Boaventura de Sousa Santos,” Language and 
Intercultural Communication, 7:1 (2007): 93.  
154 Rebecca Gould, “The Materiality of Resistance: Israel’s Apartheid Wall in an Age of Globalization,” Social Text, 
32:1 (2014): 8. 
155Lennon, “Assembling a Revolution: Graffiti, Cairo and the Arab Spring,” 242. 
156 Etson Caminha,,in conversation with Chris Parkinson, April 2007.  
157 Brad Simpson, “Solidarity in an Age of Globalization: The Transnational Movement for East Timor and U.S. 
Foreign Policy,” Peace and Change, 29:3&4 (2004): 453. 
158 Hanauer, “The Discursive Construction of the Separation Wall at Abu Dis: Graffiti as Political Discourse,” 310. 
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Geo-political concerns were certainly outlined on the country’s walls (Fig. 26), 

particularly in the lead up and aftermath of the country’s referendum in 1999 and 
again during the internal crisis of 2006 (of which more will be discussed in the 

following section), yet the transnational impulse of these articulations is opaque, 
beyond probing - oftentimes in English (which hints at a proposed transnational 

audience of address) - for answers to a legacy of patently obvious questions aimed 
at geo-political oppression. 

 

The Portuguese came, then the Japanese came, the Australians and later the 

Javanese (Indonesia). What have they brought unto us? Nothing but 
destruction. We should allow no more outsiders to come and interfere in our 

lives again.159 

 

 
Fig.26. Arte Moris, Dili, East Timor, November 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson.160 

 
What is understood from the Arab Spring is the way technology advanced the 

transmission of the revolution and the way graffiti was tethered to this transmission, 
creating a global phenomenon out of a localised context through transnational 

exchange.   
 

                                                
159 Dionísio Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk: East Timorese Perceptions of Nationalism in Transition” (PhD, 
Australian National University, 2003): 94. 
160 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 37. 
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Saskia Sassen’s reflection upon the Middle East uprisings proposes that 

globalization’s impact on cities create a complex domain of transformational power 
where “the powerless can make history.”161 This proposal sees Sassen challenging 

the idea of the public sphere with her idea of the Global Street, a contemporary urban 
domain that offers promise to evolving the Eurocentric tradition of the public sphere, 

located in institutions before its split from the royal court to literary salons, and from 
literary salons into public coffee houses. Habermas qualifies the foundation of his 

enduring structural premise of the public sphere where the early idea of the public 
sphere was found,  

 
In the world of letters whose institutions were the coffee houses, the salons, 

and the Tischgesellschaften (table societies). The heirs of the humanistic- 

aristocratic society, in their encounter with the bourgeois intellectuals (through 
sociable discussions that quickly developed into public criticism), built a 

bridge between the remains of a collapsing form of publicity (the courtly one) 
and the precursor of a new one: the bourgeois public sphere.162 

 
For Sassen, the Global Street is “conceived as a space where new forms of the 

social and the political can be made, rather than a space for enacting ritualized 
routines,”163 embedding re-configured signification in the performative purpose of 

publics where rituals are usurped by action. Possibility, argues Sassen, resides in 
this contemporary construct where “powerlessness can become complex, by which I 

mean that it contains the possibility of making the political, or making the civic, or 

making history.”164  
 

Through graffiti in Palestine and Egypt, Sassen’s broader claim of globalization’s 
development of the idea of the Global Street is animated by the transnational 

exchanges that mediate graffiti in these locations, helping form a “fluid civic 
community that is materially based in particular city streets but conceptually linked to 

other streets throughout the region and the world.”165  
 

                                                
161 Saskia Sassen,  “The Global Street: Making the Political,” Globalizations, 8:5 (2011): 574. 
162 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois 
Society, trans.,Thomas Burger. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989), 30. 
163 Sassen,  “The Global Street: Making the Political,” 574. 
164 ibid, 574. 
165 John Lennon, “Assembling a Revolution: Graffiti, Cairo and the Arab Spring,” 240. 
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In Palestine, the separation wall in the contested space of Abu Dis transcends its 

fixed geographical location through transnational exchanges that spawn global 
networks, allowing artists to “obtain information and artistic inspiration from a variety 

of transnational sources and contribute to the fragmentation of traditional structures 
of Muslim authority within new global landscapes.”166  

 
Ashley Toenjes elaborates upon this by suggesting that,  

 
Palestinians are connected transnationally not through their own connections 

to communication technologies, but through their connection to the Apartheid 
wall. Their voice, through graffiti on the wall, gets connected to whoever can 

access their images and text on the wall.167  

 
This transnationalism reflects the diverse positioning of graffiti in the changing 

location and structure of publics, where as much is invested in the digital 
transmission of an artwork as it is in the artwork’s context.  

 
A nice illustration of this is presented in the work of Banksy. 

 
When Banksy painted a cat (Fig. 27) on the ruined vestige of a home in Palestine in 

February 2015, he accompanied the image on his website with the following 

reflection:  
 

A local man came up and said 'Please - what does this mean?' I explained I 
wanted to highlight the destruction in Gaza by posting photos on my website 

– but on the internet people only look at pictures of kittens.168 
 

                                                
166 Hugh Lovatt, “The Aesthetics of Space: West Bank Graffiti and Global Artists.” Masters Thesis, University of 
London, School of Oriental and African Studies, 2010: 20. 
167 Ashley Toenjes, “Graffiti, Walls, and the Creation of a Palestinian Transnational Public,” Critique: A Worldwide 
Student Journal of Politics.  (Fall 2013 / Spring 2014): 12. 
168Banksy, www.banksy.co.uk. Accessed 26 February 2015. 
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Fig. 27. Banksy, Gaza Cat, Banksy, www.banksy.co.uk. Accessed 26 February 2015. 
 

Banksy’s motivation behind this gesture illuminates the transnational aspects of 
graffiti in the changing location of publics, particularly as they are found in the Middle 

East. In Banksy’s rendering of a cat upon the ruined vestige of a home in Palestine, 

he demonstrates the events that shaped the artwork and comments on the 
transnational principles and connections that give this image life.  

 
In the diminishing relevance of a public sphere offset with the broadening sphere of 

the global public, the transnational trajectory of graffiti, particularly with regards to 
contexts of conflict, re-defines the reading and writing public that understandings of 

the public sphere are predicated upon. 
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3.3  L O C A L   R E : M A R K S 

 
It is traditionally believed that because of the existence of the past, the future can be 
established. 

 - Dionísio Da Costa Babo Soares, Branching from the Trunk:  
East Timorese Perceptions of Nationalism in Transition.  

 
       Historical Lineage. 

 
December 1975 (part 1)    December 1975 (part 2) 

  
Dili trembled      My dignity was stepped upon 
Dili frightened      My dignity was handcuffed 
Dili doubtful      I stared 
Dragging its steps     In fear 

Chasing the footprints of freedom   I mumbled 
       I stammered 

 
- Abe Barreto Soares, December 1975. 

 
Archetype to colonialism’s trace, East Timor was born from the havoc of violent 

struggle. 
 

With limited exposure to means and methods of transmitting history to the outside 
world, the country sat upon the periphery of the world’s interest throughout much of 

its colonial history.  
 

The 24-year occupation of East Timor by Indonesia, from initial strategic incursions 

coinciding with the Carnation Revolution in Portugal in late 1974, became a full scale 
invasion on December 5, 1975, when Indonesia capitalized upon a vague global 

gaze and the disintegration of Portuguese colonialism.  
 
This vice-like enmeshment between two unrelated yet fateful events denoted the 

country’s particular tragedy, caught in the slipstream of one country’s hegemonic 
collapse and another’s ruthless expansionism.169  

 

                                                
169 Simon Philpott, “East Timor’s Double Life: Smells Like Westphalian Spirit,” Third World Quarterly, 27:1, (2006): 
139. 
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Over the course of the next 24 brutal years, hallmarks of the Indonesian occupation 

included rampant counter-insurgency campaigns, rape and torture, famine, public 
displays of corpses and violent resettlements. East Timor’s Commission for 

Reception, Truth and Reconciliation (Comissão de Acolhimento, Verdade e 
Reconciliação de Timor-Leste, or CAVR) Chega! Report estimates that between 

102,800 to 201,600 deaths occurred during this occupation;170 one of the worst acts 
of mass violence in the twentieth century.  

 

The profusion of violence paired with Indonesia’s explicitly hegemonic agenda 
nevertheless deepened a national consciousness. This consciousness was tethered 

to commonality in the experience of suffering that began before Indonesia’s 
occupation, under the ‘colonial gaze.’171 As Dionísio Babo Soares suggests, 

 
East Timorese believe that their sense of nationhood (nacionalismo) evolved 

from the time of their ancestors and gathered momentum when outsiders 
began arriving in East Timor at the beginning of the sixteenth century.172  

 

Indonesia’s occupation developed the complexity of this nationalism, however, as life 

within the construct of their hegemony developed in a contradictory manner; in one 
sense, Indonesia’s occupation “accelerated development in order to legitimise the 

occupation, yet on the other hand violently suppressed the East Timorese resistance 
to its rule.”173  

  

This example of East Timor’s uneven development has meant that the 
consciousness of being East Timorese has spread rapidly since 1975 precisely 

because of its opposition to the state's expansion.174 

 
In 1989, then Indonesian President Suharto partially opened East Timor to investors 

and tourists. Resistance groups, activists, journalists, students, international aid 

                                                
170 The Timor-Leste Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation (CAVR),  
Chega! The Final Report of the Timor-Leste Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation,  (Jakarta: KPG in 
cooperation with STP-CAVR, 2013): 488. 
171 Benedict Anderson, “Imagining East Timor,” Arena Magazine, 4 (1993): 25.  
172 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 301. 
173 Ben Moxham, “State-Making And The Post-Conflict City: Integration In Dili, Disintegration In Timor-Leste,” 
Development Studies Institute, London School of Economics, 2:32, (2008): 8.  
174 Anderson, “Imagining East Timor,” 25. 
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agencies and human rights groups, among others, exploited this window and 

advanced communication between East Timor and the outside world.  
 

Notwithstanding the country’s own dogged resistance, the window of transnational 
activism that opened at this time proved crucial to augmenting East Timor’s visibility 

to Western media,175 transmitting communiqués from within the armed resistance’s 
jungle hideouts176 and documenting human rights abuses enacted upon its people.177  

 
On the 12 of November 1991, the media merged with the horror of an assault on life 

to propel the trauma and tenacity of the East Timorese resistance narrative further. 
 

Several thousand mourners marched from the Moatel church in Dili to the Santa Cruz 

cemetery in honour of slain student, Sebastião Gomes. The Indonesian military 
herded the group of mourners inside the cemetery and opened fire.  

 
Popular history sees this event, and the ensuing documentation of the tragedy by 

British journalist Max Stahl, as a catalyst in informing the world of East Timor’s 
suffering, substantiated with images of death and wounded bodies.178  

 
This harrowing event galvanized an already growing student - and international 

activist - movement, that would go on to signal a changed focus of East Timor’s 
resistance from one fought as an armed resistance in the jungles of the country to an 

urban and internationalized resistance that “envisaged a new and distinct role for 

youth and students as the centre of the urban based clandestine struggle.”179 
 

 

                                                
175 Brad Simpson, “Solidarity in an Age of Globalization: The Transnational Movement for East Timor and U.S. 
Foreign Policy,” Peace and Change, 29:3&4 (2004): 454.  
176 Este ̂va ̃o Cabral and Marilyn Martin-Jones, “Writing the Resistance: Literacy in East Timor 1975–1999,” 
International Journal of Bilingual Education and Bilingualism, 11:2 (2008): 159.  
177 Anthony Mccosker, “East Timor and the Politics of Bodily Pain: A Problematic Complicity,” Continuum, 18:1 
(2004): 68. 
178 ibid, 66. 
179 Ann Wigglesworth, “The Growth of Civil Society in Timor-Leste: Three Moments of Activism,” Journal of 
Contemporary Asia , 43:1 (2013): 54. 
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Manatuto, East Timor, April 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
 
 
        P E R I P H E R Y. 
 
“This space of the translation of cultural difference at the 
interstices is infused with that Benjaminian temporality of 
the present which makes graphic a moment of transition, not 
merely the continuum of history; it is a strange stillness 
that defines the present in which the very writing of 
historical transformation becomes uncannily visible. The 
migrant culture of the ‘in-between,’ the minority position, 
dramatizes the activity of culture’s untranslatability.”180 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

77, 106, 113, 159. 
 

                                                
180 Homi. K Bhabha, The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), 229. 
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Public awareness, advocacy and nascent diplomacy developed and diversified the 

country’s ongoing resistance through the better part of this decade, where a plethora 
of international solidarity groups and NGO’s galvanized with broadening student and 

diplomatic networks to counter Indonesia’s occupation.  
 

On August 30, 1999, in the face of widespread intimidation and Indonesian-backed 
militia violence,181 the East Timorese, watched now by the world, voted 

overwhelmingly for independence from Indonesia’s occupation. 
 

Raging Indonesia-backed militias retaliated, and in the guise of a backlash against 

the vote for independence, a "scorched earth" policy in East Timor ensued, under the 
direction of the Indonesian military.182 
 

From the ashes of this occupation, the resilient East Timorese stepped from a three 
year United Nations Transitional Administration (UNTAET) and, on May 20, 2002, 

East Timor was declared the world’s newest nation.  
 

“Independence,” new President Xanana Gusmão announced, is “like a blank piece of 

paper where we can write our dreams, and dreams of happiness for our children.”183 

 

The lived experience of the early glow of independence brought paradox. As hopeful 
and as generous as projections might have been, history clung to the physical and 

psychological complexity of the nation’s independent trajectory.   
 

Post-independence East Timor has witnessed the return of different interest 

groups, including the Timorese diaspora, those who fought to keep the East 

Timor issue alive internationally during the years of struggle. In addition, old 
political parties which were active in the 1970s also returned to the political 

arena with leaders with different ideological orientations. To this social 
situation must be added the home- stayers such as former guerrillas, former 

clandestine activists and new university graduates educated in Indonesia who 
feel that they have a critical stake in independence. Thus, differentiation is not 

                                                
181 United Nations, Report of the Security Council Mission to Jakarta and Dili, 8 to 12 September 1999, 9. 
182 ibid, 9. 
183 Cheong Suk Wai, “Interview with Xanana Gusmao: Don’t Call me Asia’s Nelson Mandela,” The Straits Times, 
2003. 
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based only on political orientation, geographical origin, generational 

allegiance and level of education but also on competition between home-
stayers and returnees and on the demand for recognition of individuals and 

groups in the struggle.184  

 

A neo-colonial narrative promulgated analysis of the UN role in East Timor, where a 
dual economy generated a gulf between East Timorese - many who lived in the 

remnants of their destroyed homes - the United Nations and aid workers. Shops, 
restaurants and other offshoots of western need serviced international expatriates “at 

prices that Timorese could not afford, creating a dual economy.”185  

 

The twin ambitions of independence and state-building, constituent parts of a broader 
nation-building ambition, converged in the city, housing a “complex mix of forces: 

from the reconstruction industry and its associated boom to those escaping 
conflict.”186 

 

The privileging of Dili, the country’s capital, and assumptions of the delivery of aid 

predicated on ‘‘the systems and institutions that function best [being] those created in 
the image of those dominant in Western countries’’187 furthered a narrative of 

disenfranchisement in the active participation of East Timorese in their own nation 
building.  

 

Xanana Gusmão, in his newly formed role of President of the Democratic Republic of 

Timor-Leste accused UNTAET staff of cultivating neo-colonialist attitudes, which he 
and others believed resulted from UNTAET’s unfettered political power and the 

economic inequality apparent between Timorese and UNTAET staff.188  

 
The competing agendas and ideologies behind the country’s development created 

cultural friction. A dearth in the dividends of the country’s new found freedom 
compounded the lived absence of an ideological expectation of recompense 

 

                                                
184 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 303. 
185 Wigglesworth, “The Growth of Civil Society in Timor-Leste,” 61.  
186 Moxham, “State-Making And The Post-Conflict City,” 4. 
187 Ann Wigglesworth, “Partnership in Crisis: Lessons from East Timor.” In Aid in Conflict, edited by Matthew Clarke 
(New York: Nova Science Publishers, 2006), 174. 
188 Philpott, “East Timor’s Double Life: Smells like Westphalian Spirit,” 145 - 146. 
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Caicoli, Dili, East Timor, November 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson.189 
 
       P A L I M P S E S T S. 
 
“What are you doing?” a man asked. 

With camera in hand, I had shuffled as close as I could get to a 

wall, composing the painted marks upon it in my viewfinder.  

“I’m photographing the wall and the words upon it,” I replied.  

“I like this wall,” the man smiled.  

“Why do you like this wall?” I asked, withdrawing my face from my 

camera’s viewfinder to revisit the broader context.  

Bullet holes, smears of human excrement, limb like wires protruding 

from flaked rendering, glass concreted into the top of cinder blocks, 

etchings of history singed by the relentless sun upon its surface, 

rubble gathered at the ground around my feet, a molten fan hanging in 

the hot air. 

 

“Because it reminds me of what we endured to find peace. I will never 

fix it”190 

 

 
SEE ALSO 

22, 26 (Fig. 2), 34 (Fig. 4), 43, 52 (Fig. 13), 82, 92 (Fig. 27), 96, 99, 
113, 132, 135 (Fig. 36 & Fig. 37), 137 (Fig. 39), 138 (Fig. 40), 141 (Fig. 

42), 147 (Fig. 46), 149 (Fig. 47), 150 (Fig. 48), 154, 159. 
 

                                                
189 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 73. 
190 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 186. 
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that included justice and “some redistribution of material and symbolic assets on the 

basis of contribution to the liberation struggle”191that bubbled beneath the surface of 
the independent aspiration.  

 

A cultural proposition of the Mambai192 presented by Elizabeth Traube demonstrates 
this cultural tension in the transition to independence. A belief persisted that:  

 
Good things would come with nationhood… neither simple ignorance nor a 

product of lazy, ‘magical thinking’. It is sustained by an ideology of reciprocity 
in which those who suffer are entitled to be recompensed.193 

 
In December 2002, six months after the dream of independence, riots broke out in 

Dili against the use of force by the police against a student. 

 
As the centralised location of dialogue, politics and development, Dili moved beyond 
being a purely administrative representation of the country, ceding to global 

economic restructuring that increased the city’s relevance194 to nation building, not 
merely just the development of the state.  

 
This heralded a bloated population growth that was both generational and gender 

focused.  
 

Imbalance in rural-urban development which resulted in large numbers of 
rural youth moving to Dili to seek opportunities… led to a dramatic youth 

bulge and an urbanisation trend which saw far more males than females 

moving to Dili.195  

 
As a city mediating external global economies and the trajectory of its own internal 

territory,196 naturally, questions of citizenship and identity demonstrated the sensitivity 

                                                
191 Wigglesworth, “The Growth of Civil Society in Timor-Leste,” 63. 
192 East Timor’s largest ethno-linguistic group. 
193 Elizabeth G. Traube, “Unpaid Wages: Local Narratives and the Imagination of the Nation,” The Asia Pacific 
Journal of Anthropology, 8:1 (2007): 18.  
194 Sassen, “The Global Street: Making the Political,” 575 - 576. 
195 Ben Moxham and Jovana Carapic, “Unravelling Dili: The Crisis of City and State in Timor-Leste,” Urban Studies, 
50:15 (2013):  3124.  
196 ibid, 3118. 
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inherent in Dili’s uneven development, signifying the “defamiliarizing enormity of 

national citizenship and the exhilaration of its liberties.”197  

 
As James Holston and Arjun Appadurai’s Cities and Citizenship traces the rupture 

and reconciliation (or lack thereof) inherent in globalisation’s impact upon cities 
(particularly those of a postcolonial or post-conflict nature) they demonstrate the 

city’s capacity to embody performances of citizenship - that can include violence - 
revealing the city as “pretext and context, form and substance, stage and script”198 of 

the competing demands of nation-building and citizenship. 
 

With the recompense of independence aligned as cultural belief eroding, and the 

tumult of citizenship and identity expanding, the deeper wedge of violence being 
driven into East Timor’s pathway to independence, beyond the enduring trauma of a 

hideous occupation, became an inherent aspect of the contested city; an elliptical 
arena of citizenship growing into a symbolic site of resistance where “people use 

violence to make claims upon the city and use the city to make violent claims.”199  

 
Before becoming East Timor’s Defence Force, F-FDTL (Falintil - Forças de Defesa 

de Timor Leste) grew from the Fretilin200 party’s guerilla army - known as Falintil 
(Forças Armadas de Libertação de Timor-Leste or Armed Forces for the Liberation of 

East Timor) - during the country’s resistance. 
 

On March 16 2006, F-FDTL’s then Commander (now East Timor’s President), 

Brigadier General Taur Matan Ruak (Two Sharp Eyes), responded to a strike by 591 
soldiers from the military claiming discrimination between senior officers from the 

east (lorosae) of the country against western (loromonu) members of the force by 
sacking the aggrieved soldiers.  

 
On April 28, 2006, demonstrators supporting the “petitioners,” as the sacked soldiers 

came to be referred to, stormed the country’s Palácio Do Governo (Government 
House) (Fig. 28), foreshadowing an internal conflict that escalated and resulted in: 

                                                
197 James Holston and Arjun Appadurai, “Cities and Citizenship,” Public Culture, 8 (1996): 188. 
198 ibid, 202. 
199 Holston and Appadurai, “Cities and Citizenship,” 202. 
200 Fretilin (Frente Revolucionária de Timor-Leste Independente. ENGLISH: ︎The Revolutionary Front for an 
Independent East Timor) is a leftist political party in East Timor. The party began as a resistance movement that 
fought for the independence of East Timor, first from Portugal and then from Indonesia, between 1974 and 1998. It 
was originally called the Timorese Social Democratic Association (ASDT). After East Timor gained its independence 
from Indonesia, Fretilin became one of several parties competing for power in a multi-party system. 
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the internal displacement of some 150,000 people across the country; triggered 

ethnic violence, mostly perpetrated by gangs of young men identified as being from 
the east (Lorosae) or the west (Loromuno) of the country; ousted a Prime Minister; 

swapped a President and a Prime Minister; shot a President; shot and killed a rebel 
leader; and advanced a narrative of a “poorly defined national identity, particularly in 

the absence of a common enemy post-1999.”201 
 

 
Fig. 28. Palácio do Governo, Dili, East Timor, April 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
An unpublished personal reflection from April 28 is provided here as a witness 

account. 

Surrounded By Silence. Dili, April 28 2006. 
 
 

The sound penetrates Dili’s potholed roads, echoing through the emptiness. 
Usually, at this time, there would be activity. The chuckles of children, the 
humming of conversation and the sounds of Dili’s night time traders preparing 
for another evening of sale.  

 

                                                
201 Josh Trinidade and Bryan Castro, “Rethinking Timorese Identity as a Peacebuilding Strategy:  
The Lorosa’e – Loromonu Conflict from a Traditional Perspective,” The European Union’s Rapid Reaction 
Mechanism Programme, Dili (2007): 14. 
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Another ambulance whizzes by, lights flashing, alarm bells ringing. 
Surrounding the silence.  

 
The stand off between Ema Loromonu  (East Timorese from the west of the 
country) and the RDTL (República Democrática de Timor Leste) government 
reached its climax today, 28th of April 2006. After days of animated, yet 
peaceful protesting in regards to the 591 military deserters from the west of 
the country who were not reinstated by their superior officers, civil division 
became pronounced. An F-FDTL (Falintil- Forças de Defesa de Timor-Leste) 
commission of enquiry had been established to address the issue of a 
perceived discrimination within the military. A peaceful resolution was the aim.  

 
Just after one o’clock, however, something tweaked the highly-strung chord 
that holds the East Timorese psyche together and the gathered 
demonstrators forced themselves into the sweeping entrance of the 
Government building, burning cars and lobbing rocks at the building’s 
frontage. “Viva Timor Loro Monu,” (Viva the West) they chanted. Destruction 
they wrought. 

 
Once the Police dispersed the crowd with tear gas, they reformed and moved 
towards Taci-Tolu, on the outskirts of the city towards the west. A similar 
objective followed here, as houses burned, cars were torched and gunfire 
echoed through the mountains behind Taci-Tolu. When 43-year-old Jaime 
Soares found his smouldering house, his shrug and the penetrative sadness 
sketched across his face articulated a strange hybrid of fear and resignation.  

  
“They burnt my house here. I don’t know what to feel or think about this. It is 
not up to me to know anything. It is for the government to decide. I am not 
angry about this. I was just scared. I am scared now to think or say anything.”   

 
The day yielded two deaths and more than 30 critical injuries, as well as the 
perpetuation of a fear that ceases to subside. 

 
As the evening deepened, the absence of anything other than apprehension 
upon the streets of Dili became more pronounced. Clusters of people peered 
furtively from houses and shadows. Communication was barely more than a 
whisper. The silence was profound. Some, though, chose to negate the 
purpose of the demonstration by gathering together. Small pockets of people, 
from both the east and west of the country, sat and comforted one another, 
abolishing the notion that the country is on the brink of a civil disharmony. 

 
Josh Trinidade and his family were one such group. Their community is off 
Dili’s main, Comoro road, and a group of 15 younger members sat at the 
cobble-stoned entrance, warding off the potential of intrusion. “In here, we are 
from everywhere. We are just Timorese,” he said. “I have been in fucking 
worse situations with the Indonesians. This is Timorese you know. I am not 
afraid. They don’t just come and shoot you, which the Indonesians did. We 
were afraid then, but we survived, you know.” 

 
But the fear is still high. Various members of the family dart in and out of the 
gathering. Mobiles incessantly beep with information being transmitted 
amongst the people. Conversation is interjected with updates, warnings and 
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suggestion. But like so much in East Timor, it’s almost just a required 
speculation. Something akin to a heightened sense of unease simply because 
of darkness. An articulation, essentially, of the unknown. 

 
“Maybe we should go inside,” a family member suggests in a manner that 
borders upon panic and common sense. Shots fired nearby support such a 
suggestion. But Josh scoffs at it. “It’s nothing. Its fucking nothing man. 35 
shots means nothing to the Timorese…” His wavering, however, between 
blasé assurance and an acknowledgement of safety is pronounced when the 
layers of the current climate are peeled back and history rears its stalking 
head.  

  
“It’s related to the long history of what we go through. And then what the 
Indonesians did, and the current situation, and all these things, put together, 
and it’s a fucking mess. There are so many layers…”   

 
A peeking sunshine is coaxed by the greetings of crowing roosters. 
Permission is granted by the family to return home with care. As a long 24 
hours concludes, the perpetuation of a lifetime of struggle for the East 
Timorese continues.  

 
“At the moment there is a big wound amongst the people and it’s going to 
take a long time to heal…this issue is leaving a wound in people’s heart. You 
need to find something that will make people feel united again,” Josh 
exclaims as he exhales the final drag of his cigarette. Resolution remains the 
aim. 

 
 

 
Tension in the uncertainty about the role of cultural identities defining natural 
membership,202 particularly evident in Dili, belied the oft-held belief that a common 

national identity would develop organically from the identity base of resistance to 

colonial rule.203  
 

Soares’ elaboration of this is illuminating:  
 

Thus, national unity flourishes only when a nation is resisting a common 

enemy. Once the main purpose of nationalism has been attained, as the 
common enemy has gone, the sense of nationalism may be disregarded and 

political groups will pursue their own interests. Forces within the once strong 
nationalist alliance may renew old fights and feuds, and this can serve to 

fracture a society that has long been united resisting colonial rule.204  

 
                                                
202 Holston and Appadurai, “Cities and Citizenship,” 188. 
203 Trinidade and Castro, “Rethinking Timorese Identity as a Peacebuilding Strategy,” 14. 
204 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 47. 
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These conflicting negotiations of alliance within the postcolonial and post-conflict city 

shed a succinct reflection of the challenge in the formulation of a unified East 
Timorese identity and proposal of citizenship that permeated this period. Holston and 

Appadurai illuminate this tension when they observe that 
 

The nation may maintain the envelope of citizenship, but the substance has 
been so changed or at least challenged that the emerging social 

morphologies are radically unfamiliar and force a reconsideration of the basic 
principles of membership.205 

 
Some of the basic principles of this membership highlighted the enduring difficulty in 

reconciling a suite of differences that included generational challenges, divisions on 

the basis of language acquisition and other past legacy-related conflict.206  

 
As this crisis deepened, a particular demographic in the country found themselves 

moving from the centre to the periphery of the nation building narrative, yet squarely 

central to the resultant analysis of the cycle of violence in East Timor.  
 

Where once venerated, young people were now maligned.  Their central role in the 
country’s resistance and ‘hope for the nation’,207 was, in the contemporary guise of 

the new nation, a peripheral agitation to an emerging national narrative and post-
independence politics that excluded, 

 
The veterans, the rural population and the urban youth, meaning that a large 

part of the population was not integrated into the newly constructed forms of 

governance that dominated the post-conflict period.208 
 

This detachment from a unifying national narrative compelled the Geração Foun to 
create  

Alternative versions of history that do not align with the national narrative of 
unity pertinent to the nation-building project and instead focus on the 

coercive, conflicting and often violent nature of the resistance movement.209   

                                                
205 Holston and Appadurai, “Cities and Citizenship,” 188. 
206 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 303. 
207 Bexley and Tchailoro, “Consuming Youth: Timorese in the Resistance Against Indonesian Occupation,” 407. 
208 Moxham and Carapic, “Unravelling Dili: The Crisis of City and State in Timor-Leste,” 3125. 
209 Bexley and Tchailoro, “Consuming Youth: Timorese in the Resistance Against Indonesian Occupation,” 406. 
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Animatism, Melbourne, Australia, July 2014. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
        M A R K S. 
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E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M 
A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N 
I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  
R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T 
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S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T 
W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  
A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R 
E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M 
A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N 
I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  
R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H 
Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T 
H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M 
S  O F  T H E  P A S T 

W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A 
R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M 
A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  
R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T 
H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  
O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T 
H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P 
A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W 
E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R 
E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A 
N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  
R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T 
H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  
O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T 
H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P 
A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W 
E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R 
E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A 
N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  
R H Y T H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T 
H M S  O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  
O F  T H E  P A S T W E  A R E  M A N I C  R H Y T H M S  O F  T 
H E  P A S T 
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Not all of these alternative versions of history promulgate the violent nature of the 

resistance movement. Decisively, through the country’s graffiti, young people 
certainly incorporate the blood and suffering of the resistance, but negotiate this 

history through an active engagement with alternative dialogues that focus and 
comment upon identity, geo-political themes, loss, commemoration and of the future. 

 

As such, young people’s deployment of graffiti in East Timor remediates tension in 

the nation-building process, bridging necessary narratives “between different 
generations for the transmission of ethical and cultural values and for the social 

cohesion of the country.”210  

 
Before I demonstrate these narratives of graffiti, I’d like to propose a lineage of 

practice that locates, beyond the historical context, how graffiti in contemporary East 
Timor might have emerged from the ripple of silence and hidden markings of 

existence in East Timor.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
210 Marisa Ramos Gonçalves, “Beyond the Visible: Perceptions of Human Rights in Timor-Leste Street Art,” in 
Peskiza Foun konaba/ Novas Investigações sobre/New research on/Penelitian baru mengenai Timor-Leste, eds. 
Michael Leach et al, (Melbourne: Swinburne Press, 2012): 79. 
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       Lyrical Lineage. 
 
Be silent 
mountains 
valleys and springs 
rivers and streams 
stony ways 
and grassy reaches, 
be silent. 
 
Be silent  
birds of the air 

and waves of the sea 
winds that blow 
on sands that flow 
in lands that no-one owns, 
be silent. 
 
Be silent 
canes and bamboos 
bushes and eucalyptus 
palms and grasses 
endless verdure 
of tiny Timor, 
be silent. 
 
Be silent 
your silence, our silence 

FOR ONE MINUTE 
It is a time for silence 
for the silenced time 
for the life times lost 
the lives given 

FOR THE HOMELAND 
FOR THE NATION 

FOR THE PEOPLE 
FOR OUR 

LIBERATION 
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BE SILENT - ONE MINUTE OF SILENCE… 
-Francisco Borja Da Costa, One Minute of Silence. 

 
In tracing the lineage of East Timor’s graffiti, it’s the ripple of silence and hidden 
markings of existence that demonstrate the roots of its origins.   

 

Dating back some 35,000 years, representations of life were scribed into caves found 
in the eastern most point of the country, Tutuala, grown out of Austronesian painting 

traditions, offering geological and geographical premise to the relationship between 

art, topography, and language groups in the region.211 
 

The marks and depictions of life found in these caves evidence East Timorese 

existence and integration with the land in addition to the advancement of what 
Sandra Pannell and Sue O’Connor term “hidden histories”.  

 
East Timor is also a land of hidden histories, where silence, denial, and 

complicity have blanketed the often violent experiences of enforced 

occupation…Caves and former stone-walled village sites feature as focal 
points in this landscape of struggle.212 

 
If, as Scott suggests, “ideological resistance can grow best when it is shielded from 

direct surveillance,”213 then these hidden refuges of articulating existence amidst 

landscapes of struggle become pronounced sites reflecting the “important material 
and political recolonization of traditional spaces” 214 as part of the country’s resistance 

struggles. 

 

An important element in the development and success of the independence 
movement was its material and political recolonization of traditional spaces. 

The command of the forests and mountains by Falintil guerillas signalled a 
reclamation of local culture, discursively focused as it is upon caves, ancestral 

villages, and other places within this geography.215 

                                                
211 Sue O’Connor, “Nine New Painted Rock Art Sites from East Timor in the Context of the Western Pacific Region,” 
Asian Perspectives, 42:1 (2003): 96. 
212 Sandra Pannell and Sue O’Connor, “Toward a Cultural Topography of Cave Use in East Timor: A Preliminary 
Study,” Asian Perspectives, 44:1 (2005): 200.   
213 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, xii. 
214 Pannell and O’Connor, “Toward a Cultural Topography of Cave Use in East Timor,” 198. 
215 ibid,198. 
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In elaborating upon this theme, graffiti in East Timor demonstrates a salient impulse 
that reflects this recolonization of space that, from its application in caves, emerges 

in the country’s historically significant prison, Dili’s Comarca Balide Prison, showing 
us ways East Timorese make cultured space. 

 
Tantamount to preserving the memory of human rights abuses during the country’s 

resistance are 65 preserved examples of graffiti found in Dili’s Comarca Balide 
Prison, a former prison during Indonesia’s occupation and now the home to the 

national headquarters of East Timor’s Commission for Reception, Truth and 

Reconciliation (Comissão de Acolhimento, Verdade e Reconciliação de Timor-Leste, 
or CAVR).  

 
The walls that blocked the freedom of its prisoners became their last medium for 

expression, cataloguing an intensely personalized lived present of suffering.216  
 

One innovative method of preserving the memory of human rights abuses (in 
Dili’s Comarca Balide Prison) is through the conservation of prisoner graffiti. 

Most graffiti are in Portuguese, and many express the simple remembrances 

of prisoners... The power of these graffiti lies in the fact that they are intensely 
personalised artefacts of a lived present of suffering, rather than abstract, 

general or reconstructed memories of the past.217 

 
Whilst the country’s contemporary graffiti expression, conversely, demonstrates 

abstract, general and reconstructed memories of the past by virtue of the fact that it 

demonstrates significant commemorative sentiment, the act of writing graffiti in prison 
has contemporary relevance to the work that spread through the country’s streets as 

a demonstration of what Scott sees as “sequestered social site(s) at which such 
resistance can be nurtured and given meaning,”218 to better understand the reference 

points of resistance that can be found in the country’s contemporary graffiti.  

 

                                                
216 Michael Leach, “Difficult Memories: The Independence Struggle as Cultural Heritage in East Timor,” in Places of 
Pain and Shame; Dealing with ‘Difficult Heritage’  ed. William Logan and  Keir Reeves. (New York: Routledge, 2009), 
150-151. 
217 ibid, 150. 
218 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 20. 
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Furthermore, the context of heritage binds the writing from the prison’s walls to the 

scrawls, scratches, murals and musings that comprise East Timor’s graffiti, where 
graffiti is: 

 

Always relevant because it provides at the very least a snapshot of current 

opinions and attitudes, of stored feelings and concerns from the past, and of 
fears and hopes for the future.219  

 

Alfe Perreira affirms graffiti’s relevance to current opinions and attitudes as an act 

deployed:  
 

When we have something to say and we want to make it public. We use 

graffiti to make a public statement. For example, when I painted on the 
Australian Embassy, this was about responding to an issue in my country in a 

public way so that people could read it and know that people - artists - were 
concerned about what was happening in our country.220   

 

This pedagogical impulse demonstrates graffiti’s “distinction of being the most 
inclusive and accessible medium in our urban neighbourhoods. As such…a force for 

good in many ways.”221 
 

Rendered in this way, graffiti draws upon traditions from East Timorese poetry that 

simultaneously expressed “Timorese nationalist sentiments…helping both to teach 
the population and to read, whilst also raising a national consciousness that would 

ensure support for Timor’s claim to independence.”222 
 

Whilst poetry grafted the poetics of the resistance into the imagination of East 

Timor’s people, the social benefit of the country’s graffiti, drawn from a similar 
impulse to utilize art for building awareness, presents a contemporary visualization of 

the poetics of historical, contemporary and collective concern in the country’s publics.  
 

                                                
219 Dr Jose Ramos-Horta in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 4. 
220 Alfe Perreira, in conversation with Chris Parkinson, 7 October, 2016. 
221 Dr Jose Ramos-Horta in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 4.  
222 Anthony Soares, “The Poets Fight Back: East Timorese Poetry as Counterdiscourse to Colonial and Postcolonial 
Identities,” Romance Studies, 24:1 (2016): 139. 
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As a contemporary cultural production in East Timor, graffiti bears witness to a 

complex history, resonating the concerns of identity and nationalism that were 
advanced through cultural production during the resistance. It deepens 

understanding of the aspiration and contest that furnish this identity in current day 
East Timor through circulating popular and historical narratives, expressing the 

sentiment of an era in the lives of its population.223  

 

In the next section, I will detail how graffiti in East Timor visualises essential aspects 
of the nation-building process, beginning with addressing the lyrical proximity of 

poetry and graffiti in East Timor, drawn from the Maubere. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
223 Abe Barreto Soares in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 182. 
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Los Palos, East Timor, April 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
 
 
        R E S O N A N C E. 
 
 
“Mark-making is an attribute of man, innate in our being and 

quite probably organically connected to the genesis of our 

consciousness. That is, our compulsion to make our marks 

defines us and is at once idiomatic of culture and inherent in 

all cultures.”224 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

96, 106, 159. 
 

 
 

                                                
224 Carlo McCormick. “Re:Marks.” NUART Festival, Sep 2012, 
http://nuartfestival.no/nuart-plus/re-marks 
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3.4  P I E C E S   O F   W A L L 
 

The role of a writer is to collect the fossils of reality scattered around, then ornament 
them on the wall of our history.  

- Abe Baretto Soares, Poetry for Nation Building. 
 

 

To begin demonstrating how East Timor’s graffiti contributes to the cultural 
expression of East Timor’s growth into nationhood from conflict I outlined a historical 

and lyrical lineage that locates the roots of the form to a specific cultural practice and 
historical context in East Timor. 

 

This demonstration traces graffiti back to acts of cultural production that resonate 
clandestine expressions rooted in historical cycles of expressing resistance, trauma 

and recuperation in the country. 
 

In moving beyond this outline, the following analysis demonstrates how graffiti’s 
narrative capacity deepens an understanding of East Timor’s publics and 

contemporary nationalism through publishing emergent and alternative visions of 

identity, history, memory and aspiration.  
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Areia Branca, Dili, East Timor, February 2013. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

       A S P I R A T I O N. 

 
 
“Are you a journalist?” 
“Not really.” 
“Are you studying?” 
“No.” 
“What do you do?” 
“I’m photographing the walls in your country and the way they 
change.” 
“Why?” 
“Because I think it helps a wider movement towards understanding.” 
“Photographing us won’t bring peace. Justice might.”225 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

113, 145 (Fig. 45), 154. 
 

 
 
 

                                                
225 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 168. 
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3.4.1 I D E N T I T I E S 

 

       Historical. 

 

 
Fig.29. Comoro, Dili, East Timor, March 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.226 

 

A significant cultural and linguistic act of defiance towards the end of Portugal’s 

colonial rule of East Timor embedded an important cultural trope in the country’s 

formulation, and imagination, of its identity.  

 

The term Maubere underwent changes of meaning and contextual revision through 

re-appropriation. In 1973, Fretilin leaders represented the East Timorese as the 

Maubere people, transforming a common masculine name used by the country’s 

Mambai ethnic group into a “trope for the imagined nation.”227  

 

During testimony to the Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation in East 

Timor (Port: Comissão de Acolhimento, Verdade e Reconciliação de Timor Leste or 

CAVR) at the National Public Hearing on The Internal Political Conflict of 1974-76, Dr 

Jose-Ramos Horta says: 

                                                
226 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 72. 
227 Traube, “Unpaid Wages: Local Narratives and the Imagination of the Nation,” 9.  
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I wrote an article in a journal in Timor [Seara], not in 1975 or in 1974, but in 

1973...When we began ASDT, in a meeting of ASDT/ Fretilin I explained that 
all political parties needed an image. That if we wanted to convince the 

electorate we could not do this with complicated philosophy...So I said it 
would be good if we could identify Fretilin with Maubere like a slogan, a 

symbol of Fretilin’s identity. It is clear that 90% of Timorese are barefoot, no 
papers, but they all called themselves Maubere...It is important [to 

understand] that there was no other philosophy to this term, it was a party 
identity.228  

 

Maubere had been used as a “term of contempt for backward, illiterate and poor 

mountain people under Portuguese rule.”229 In 1973, as Ramos-Horta’s testimony 

demonstrates, its reappropriation by the Fretilin party created a “a populist catch cry 

and term of national pride.”230  

 

This act hooks James C. Scott’s theory of the hidden transcript to the use of 

Maubere demonstrating the way that, 

 

Whenever, at the beginning of a social movement, a particular slogan seems 

to be on everyone's lips and to capture the mood, its power is likely to come 

from the fact that it condenses some of the most deeply felt sentiments of 

the hidden transcript.231 

 

This “deconstruction of colonial naming and reconstruction of it in an emancipatory 

way”232 is common in postcolonial societies, where, in the history of colonized 

nations, literature and letters have operated in a framework of resistance. In taking 

one example of this resistance, Said Graiouid articulates the phenomenon nicely as 

it pertains to Morocco. Graiouid says: 

 

                                                
228 The Timor-Leste Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation (CAVR), Chega! The Final Report of the 
Timor-Leste Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation, 169.  
229 Michael Leach, “Valorising the Resistance: National Identity and Collective Memory in East Timor’s Constitution, 
Social Alternatives, 21:3 (2002): 43. 
230 ibid, 44. 
231 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 226. 
232 Roger Dalea and Susan Robertson, “Interview with Boaventura de Sousa Santos,” Globalisation, Societies and 
Education 2:2 (2004): 159. 
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Literature has served in the struggle for liberation and independence, the 

construction of national culture, the cementing of imagined bonds among the 

nation’s individuals and communities and the expansion of the boundaries of 

the nation beyond the country’s geographical territoriality.233  

 

The re-appropriation of Maubere, politically, distinguished symbolic categorisations  

“between the East Timorese as 'insiders' and the colonial governments as 

'outsiders.'”234  

 

The symbol of the subsistence villager tending to a future fertilised by the blood and 

suffering of colonisation demonstrated how “'words' and 'terminologies' are 

essential tools in the social reconstruction of context,”235 by transfiguring said 

symbol to resonate in Fretilin folklore and, further, permeate the national psyche of 

the resistance to Indonesian occupation and beyond. 

 

No other Tetum word has spread more rapidly, undeniably due to its past 

and current employment by the resistance, both internally and externally, 

above all beyond the borders of Maubere Timor.236  

 

Figure. 29 depicts a visualisation of the country’s Maubere identity, revealing the 

ongoing currency and valorisation of the resistance in contemporary East Timor and 

of the enduring significance of the Maubere identity to both the nation and the 

armed forces of the Fretilin party, Falantil. As Xanana Gusmão expressed in a letter 

to youth and students in East Timor and Indonesia on May 20, 1996, 

 

This Maubere consciousness, the historical identity, proper and genuinely 

Maubere, does not bow before massacres, persecution, banishment or 

toruture. It is for this identity that the struggle is affirmed, with blood and 

death…This is a sacred patrimony, a sacred heritage that our ancestors were 

able to bequeath and leave to us: the consciousness that we are a people 

and that we are making our own history!237 

 
                                                
233 Said Graiouid. “We Have Not Buried The Simple Past: The Public Sphere And Post-Colonial Literature In 
Morocco,” Journal of African Cultural Studies, 20:2 (2008): 145.  
234 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 274. 
235 ibid, 33. 
236 Soares, “The Poets Fight Back,” 138. 
237 Sara Niner, To Resist is to Win: The Autoiography of Xanana Gusmão, (Melbourne: Aurora Books, 2000), 103. 
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Decisively, artists have rendered this historical representation of the Maubere with a 

woman in the image, carrying the East Timorese flag. 

 

Regrettably, the voice of women is almost absent from this thesis. As the historical 

lineage of this chapter implies, the role of women in the country’s resistance, and in 

contemporary standing, is perpetually overlooked.  

 

This reality has presented both challenges in research and in artistic practice. The 

social and structural components of such a marginalisation, within the context of 

this work, are sadly reflected.  

 

Women accounted for 60 per cent of resistance cadres throughout the resistance, 

yet their representation in official accounts of the resistance and in contemporary 

valorisation and research remains underrepresented.238  

 

Women important to the early struggle seem like ghosts: they appear in 
documents and occasionally in photos but mostly they are invisible in the 

telling of East Timorese history. Most of the writing on East Timor has been 

fully focussed on the men, the leaders and the fighters.239  

 

In the afterglow of independence, the Maubere identity has remained a 

predominately male-centric concern celebrating a predominately male-centric 

narrative of national identity synonymous with blood and suffering, structurally 

bound to the common occurrence of post-war societies privileging a militarized 

masculinity.240 

  

Furthermore, of course, is that East Timor’s graffiti (in a similar reflection of the art 

form’s global practice,) is overwhelmingly male-dominated.  

 

The gesture of equality and reverence implied by this graffito, then, presents the 

important aspect of graffiti’s contribution towards transfiguring popular historical 

narratives in the postcolonial nation-building context of East Timor.  As Bexley and 

                                                
238 Ann Wigglesworth, “Dreaming of a Different Life: Steps towards Democracy and Equality in Timor-Leste,” Ellipsis, 
10 (2012): 43. 
239 Sara Niner, “Hakat Klot, Narrow Steps: Negotiating Gender In Post-Conflict Timor-Leste,” International Feminist 
Journal of Politics, 13:3 (2011): 419.  
240 ibid, 413. 
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Tchailoro suggest, “memory, however, and the contestation of memory, is one way 

that Timorese are shaping the post-colonial nation-building project.”241  
 

Imagine, as Teresa Cunha does, what the converse understanding of blood-shed 

upon soil might do to a national identity if the blood were the “blood of births that 

herald descent and life…beyond the suffering and pain provoked by remembering 

only the structural violence of assassination…?”242 

 

The Maubere identity represented in this graffito is one shared by men and women, 

as opposed to being a male-dominated construct. Through it, more emancipatory 

understandings of both the self and the nation’s history are revealed in a way that 

demonstrates graffiti’s importance as a cultural site for negotiating local identity,243 

and, importantly, inserting a revised narrative of that construction into the public 

eye. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
241 Bexley and Tchailoro, “Consuming Youth: Timorese in the Resistance Against Indonesian Occupation,” 406. 
242 Teresa Cunha, “The ‘Herstory’ of Bi-Murak,” in Women and the Politics of Gender in Post-Conflict Timor Leste: 
Between Heaven and Earth Niner, ed. Sara Niner (London and New York: Routledge, 2017), 61.  
243 Chmielewska. “Graffiti and Place,” 148. 
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       Stereotypes. 
 

 
Fig.30. Comoro, Dili, East Timor, March 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.244 

 
The terms firaku and kaladi are geographically constructed terms representing 
stereotypes of division between eastern and western East Timorese. 

 

The most commonly held view among the East Timorese is that the 
stereotypes were initially used by the Portuguese to refer to the attitudes of 

the eastern and western East Timorese. Thus, both terms might have their 
derivations in Portuguese words calado (lit., silent, quiet) and vira o cu (lit., to 

turn their backsides [to the speaker]).  
The Portuguese used the word calado to refer to the people from the west 

because of their slow, quiet, taciturn attitudes. In contrast, the eastern people 
are associated with the term vira o cu because of their temperamental attitude 

and stubbornness.245 
 

                                                
244 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 181. 
245 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 269. 
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The mosaic of ethnic and linguistic entities that make up East Timor are often times 

whittled down to these binaries, reflecting a broad custom of representation active in 
the country.  

 
This custom of articulating dual categories is not limited to the description of 

people but also events and geographical representations. The East Timorese 
have traditionally categorised their island in binary terms.246  

 
For East Timorese, firaku and kaladi symbolize and separate the districts kissed by 

either the rising (lorosae) or setting (loromonu) sun; the east, from the west. 
 

Kaladi (Western) districts  Firaku (Eastern) districts  

Aileu 
Ainaro 

Bobonaro 
Dili 

Ermera 
Liquiça 

Oecussi 
Same 

Suai 

 

Baucau  
Lospalos 

Manatuto 
Viqueque 

 

 
The above graffito, Figure 30. No East / No West visually challenges this division, 

showing one way that graffiti constructively and critically tackled these stereotypes 
during the conflicts of 2006.  

 

Using the country’s walls to proclaim and propagate unity, graffiti addressed these 
stereotypes by questioning their historical and contemporary power.  

 
Artists directly countered the east / west stereotype through proclamations of unity, 

calling for “One People, One Nation,” “No East No West,” “One Mother” and “We are 
One,” encouraging East Timorese to rethink the binaries of geographic division to 

                                                
246 ibid, 275. 
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counteract “the daily discourse of the Lorosae-Loromono divisions that tended to be 

emphasized in the media and more broadly in society.”247  
 

 

 
WE ARE ONE 
Fig. 31. Bemori, Dili, East Timor, August 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson.248 

 

The violence and upheaval that featured in East Timor through 2006 - 2007 - that has 

been addressed in the historical lineage of this chapter - received lengthy 
international analysis also. 

 
This international analysis overwhelmingly understood the conflict as one that “clearly 

demonstrated the difficulty of sustaining a unified vision of national identity among the 
ethnically and linguistically diverse populations of East Timor.”249  

 
Analysis has, however, failed to explore how graffiti intervened in this conflict. During 

this period, graffiti generated a counter-narrative of these binaries (Fig. 31), 

presenting an important counter-discourse to the political and social reality that 
exemplifies what Michael Leach found in a study into East Timorese tertiary student 

                                                
247 Wigglesworth, “The Growth of Civil Society in Timor- Leste: Three Moments of Activism,” 64 - 65.  
248 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 177. 
249 Michael Leach, “Surveying East Timorese Tertiary Student Attitudes to National Identity: 2002–2007,” South East 
Asia Research, 16:3 (2008): 408. 
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attitudes to identity as “the dissonance between popular and official narratives of 

national identity.” 250  
 

The tension in this peaceful aspiration is captured here by Alfe Perreira. 
 

In the middle of the crisis in 2006 I was scared. We’d paint One Mother, and 
you were scared. If you painted No East and No West, afterwards someone 

from the East or the West would hang around, you were scared to paint such 
a message, but you really wanted to paint this strong message like No East 

No West, so you just went ahead and painted it. The feeling, though, amongst 
everyone, was fear.251 

 

The foundations of these East/West stereotypes that elicited the fear that Alfe refers 
to here can be traced to competition and control for market spaces in the 1940’s and 

1950’s in Dili, which saw the construction of the firaku and kaladi identities.252   
 

As East Timorese continued to move from regional areas into the city, the urban 
clustering of ethnicities became a pronounced feature of Dili’s growth as internal 

migratory patterns “tended to associate themselves with either group, depending on 
the geographical area - Ioromonu or lorosae - from which they originated.”253  

 
 

                                                
250Michael Leach, “Surveying East Timorese Tertiary Student Attitudes to National Identity,” 408.   
251 Alfe Perreira in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 124.  
252 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 268.  
253 ibid, 275. 
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WE ARE ONE 
Fig.32. Palapaso, Dili, East Timor, August, 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 

As postcolonial and post-conflict Dili began integrating into the world economy, the 

tension arising from Dili as the geographical and social centre of the state-building 
process grew, “mediating between forces of external and internal integration to build 

prosperity, citizenship and security across the nation-state.”254  
 

During the 2006 crisis, the challenge and tension of the firaku-kaladi identities 
emerged as they were used instrumentally as potent tools of political and social 

representation. These identities were “activated at different times and in different 
forms”255 highlighting the absence of unifying approaches to reconciliation that 

blighted the creation of a sense of citizenship256 amidst the nation building process.  
 

The counter-narrative demonstrated by graffiti highlights the capacity of subversive, 

subaltern activities to generate alternative and emancipatory ways of knowing and 
understanding what it meant to be East Timorese (Fig. 32).  

                                                
254  Moxham and Carapic, “Unravelling Dili,” 3128. 
255  Scambary, “Anatomy of a Conflict,” 266.  
256 Wigglesworth, “The Growth of Civil Society in Timor- Leste,” 70. 
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You paint so that you can try and shift the people’s suffering and their 
thoughts. You paint the walls like this, so you can open up the minds of 

people, as well as the youth who enjoy conflict; you can open up their minds 
as well. Through this time when we have been beating one another, insulting 

one another, friends, through art, we can change. It’s best that we find one 
another through peace.257 

 
As Dionísio Babo Soares’s detailed study into East Timorese identity observes, for 

“political activists and actors, recounting the past is a way to reclaim history. Local 
exegeses explain that history is worth remembering in order to establish a future.”258  

The historical understanding that is remembered through the expressions of words 

advancing national unity demonstrated in the country’s graffiti in this period can be 
linked back to a time in East Timorese history referred to as the beilala period.259  

 
Such perceptions are also reflected in the way political actors interpret their 

cause. Their readings of political phenomena are made in such a way that 
they correspond to the 'power' of the past, as recited in narratives and folk-

stories.260      
 

As some graffiti artists demonstrated in their relentless pursuit of peaceful expression 
during the crisis, the aspiration towards peace and unity through their work held a 

central focus, where the two are understood to be inextricably connected.261  These 

expressions advocate for a future orientation towards peace but, importantly, rely 
upon a historical narrative of unity to anchor themselves to.  

 
In this way, the graffiti representing and questioning these stereotypical aspects of 

East Timorese identity works as a call to unity and a contemporary allegory of the 
historical values that have been drawn upon to shape East Timorese identity, 

reflecting a conception of the nation in a process of becoming.  
                                                
257 Ermen Perriera in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 180.  
258 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 88.  
259 “In local exegeses, life in the beiala period is portrayed as peaceful, calm and governed by the ukun (lit., rule, 
regulate) and bandu (lit., forbidden) or customary law. Emphasis is placed on the point in the time of the ancestors' 
life that was peaceful and bountiful. There was no shortage of food and the people lived a good life. This is the kind of 
life later interrupted by the invasion of outsiders. In public conversations, people refer back to the period of beiala as 
the time of rai diak (lit., earth/soil good) or peaceful times without making a reference to the opposite period, rai a'at 
(lit., bad earth/soil) or bad times.” (Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 89). 
260 ibid, 89.  
261 Arthur, “Writing National Identity on the Wall,” 16.  
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It was not just internal stereotypes, however, that the country’s graffiti reflected in this 
period. Graffiti linked local challenges and struggles to broader contexts, creating 

other representations of subaltern solidarity that made “symbolic connection[s] 
between the East Timorese struggle for independence and other, internationally 

known, revolutionary movements.”262 
 

 
Fig.33. Suai, East Timor, December 2007. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 

I like Che Guevera because I have heard the stories. I’ve read a little about 

his war. His war was like the war in Timor. His thoughts about politics was for 
the people. His state was a good state.263 

 
A particular expression of masculinity typified aspects of East Timor’s graffiti that 

drew attention to stereotypes perceived as having the ‘same fate’ to the East 
Timorese struggle, a perception that “remain(s) central to the construction of national 

identity and indeed their (East Timorese) definition of nacionalismo.”264 

 

                                                
262 Catherine Arthur, “Painting Their Past: The Gerac ̧a ̃o Foun, Street Art and Representing Notions of East  
Timorese-ness,”Journal of Social Issues in Southeast Asia, 31:1 (2016): 86.   
263 Galday Caminha in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 18. 
264 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 22. 
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Graffiti’s capacity to present “explicit statements of ideological affiliation,”265 can be 

found through the use of the image - particularly the iconic Albert Korda photo -  of 
Che Guevara (Fig. 33). In Guevara, a  “virtual link between a mental image of Che 

Guevara that somehow contaminates those who have similar ideals and are willing to 
act on those notions in terms of sovereignty or independence.”266  

 

The former armed resistance leader of East Timor, Kay Rala Xanana Gusma ̃o’s 
standing as one of the most celebrated heroes in East Timor endures. Aesthetic 

connections of his representation to that of Guevara were developed through the 
country’s pro-independence cause.267 

 
Of course the political and ideological parallel between the two is noteworthy; 

Guevara’s image in landscapes of struggle and resistance is common, echoing male 

power systems, struggles and identity formation268 that occur in conflict and post-
conflict societies.  

 
In acknowledging the presence of Che Guevara on the country’s walls in 

contemporary East Timor, Catherine Arthur elaborates: 
 

Through the representation of figures associated with revolutionary ideals and 
the heroes of the East Timorese struggle, members of the Gerac ̧a ̃o Foun 

have demonstrated a belief in the common cause of independence and 
democratic values and a desire for inclusion in the liberated nation.  

 

In developing this representation of Guevara, Paul Ricoeur proposes that ideology’s 
initial function is to “perpetuate a founding act in the mode of representation.”269 He 

defines ideology as the 
 

Sphere of representations, ideas and conceptions versus the sphere of actual 
production, as the imaginary versus the real, as the way individuals may 

                                                
265 David Hanauer,  “Silence, Voice and Erasure: Psychological Embodiment in Graffiti at the Site of Prime Minister 
Rabin’s Assassination,” The Arts in Psychotherapy, 31 (2004): 30. 
266 Carolina-Maria Cambre, The Semiotics of Che Guevara: Affective Gateways. (London and New York: Bloomsbury, 
2015), 114. 
267 Henri Myrttinen,  “Masculinities, Violence and Power in Timor-Leste,” Lustopie, XII:1-2 (2005): 240. 
268 Naomi Cahn and Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, “Gender, Masculinities and Transition in Conflicted Societies,” New England 
Law Review 44:1 (2009/2010): 6. 
269 Paul Ricoeur, From Text to Action: Essays in Hermeneutics, II, trans. Kathleen Blamey and John B. Thompson 
(Evanston: Northwest University Press, 1991), 251. 
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appear in their own or other people’s imagination versus the way they actually 

are.270  
 

Ricoeur proposes the importance of the stereotype (particularly the heroic) in the 
construction of national identity, suggesting that it is through an “idealized image that 

a group represents its own existence and that it is this image that in turn, reinforces 
the interpretive code.”271  

 
Ricoeur’s ‘interpretive code’ is thus manifest in Guevara’s ideological and 

representational function through graffiti, but also in the intersection with the hidden 
transcript through what Carolina-Maria Cambre refers to as a “semiotic of 

resistance”. 

 
 

 
Fig.34. Baucau, East Timor, September 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
The image of Guevara was embodied during the resistance in the way that Gusma ̃o 

and other resistance fighters “adopted similar hairstyles and apparel to the icons as 
                                                
270 ibid, 251.  
271 ibid, 250. 
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symbols of rebellion against Indonesian military power” that, additionally, aligned 

itself with a “Latino-style paternalism”272in the country (Fig. 34). 
 

The effect of this, suggests Cambre, develops a process of masking as survival, 
where:  

Those who understand the process of masking as survival under colonization 
and the place of the trickster who practices subjectivity as masquerade... are 

those who have developed skills of semiotics as resistance and a 
consciousness that can identify oppositional expressions of resistance.273 

 
The role of the trickster plays out as a nuanced form of subversion that demonstrates 

resistance to domination in Scott’s hidden transcript.  Says Scott: 

 
The trickster is unable, in principle, to win any direct confrontation as he is 

smaller and weaker than his antagonists. Only by knowing the habits of his 
enemies, by deceiving them, by taking advantage of their greed, size, 

gullibility, or haste does he manage to escape their clutches and win 
victories.”274 

 
In the way that East Timor’s resistance appropriated Guevara as a mask to deceive 

the Indonesian occupation -“the image (prototype) is an agent motivating the fighters 
(index) to take on its qualities both visible and virtual in a cause–effect relationship”275 

- a legacy of resistance that is built upon a subversive and clandestine semiotics is 

also revealed through the deployment of the Guevara image, demonstrating how the 
clandestine and the practices of the hidden transcript enter the popular imagination in 

a representational manner, illustrated across the country’s walls. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

                                                
272 Niner, “Hakat Klot, Narrow Steps: Negotiating Gender In Post-Conflict Timor-Leste,” 430. 
273Carolina-Maria Cambre, The Semiotics of Che Guevara: Affective Gateways. (London and New York: Bloomsbury, 
2015), 120. 
274 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 162. 
275 Cambre, The Semiotics of Che Guevara: Affective Gateways, 117. 
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3.4.2  I N S C R I P T I O N S 
 
And thus the city is an oeuvre, closer to a work of art than to a simple material product. 

  
- Henri Lefebvre, Writing on Cities. 

 
       Public | Private. 
 
My preceding analysis of identity was presented by directly addressing images that 

demonstrate claims that, through graffiti, a contemporary allegory of the historical 

values that have been drawn upon to shape East Timorese identity emerges. 
 

I want to use the heading of Inscriptions to move from a direct analysis of images to 
offer a rendering of varied images and contexts that juxtapose and supplement some 

proposals and observations on the public, the private and commemoration as they 
relate to graffiti in East Timor. By applying this narrative technique, as opposed to a 

direct analysis of images, my point is to reflect the claim by John Lennon that:  
 

Writing on walls offers a disembodied protest that interjects itself into daily 
life; the paint on surfaces speaks, and if we stop and pause for a few seconds 

in front of them, we are partaking in the conversation.276 

 

                                                
276 Lennon, “Writing with a Global Accent,” 59. 
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Fig.35. Bemori, Dili, East Timor, February 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson.277 

 
Welcome to the conversation, then (Fig. 35). 

 
East Timor’s walls are a discursive space of historical, cultural and communal 

memory. The walls speak back, “restructuring a spatial order which can likewise be 
considered as highly discursive.”278  

 

In 1999, after the successful vote for independence, rampant militia enacted a 
scorched earth policy upon East Timor with the complicit participation of the 

Indonesian military.279 This destruction is an important contextual landscape for the 
location of East Timor’s graffiti.  

 
The militias wrecked East Timor in a very distinctive way. The country was 

burned, not bombed. From the street, whether in Dili or the smaller provincial 
towns, concrete slabs of foundations are still visible, as are the side and often 

                                                
277 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 28. 
278 Sonja Neef, “Killing Kool: The Graffiti Museum,” Art History, 30:3 (2007): 426.  
279 “The scale and thoroughness of the destruction of East Timor... has demonstrated a new level of open 
participation of the military in the implementation of what was previously a more veiled operation. In the guise of a 
backlash against the vote for independence, what has actually happened is nothing less than a systematic 
implementation of a scorched earth policy in East Timor, under the direction of the Indonesian military.” (United 
Nations, Report of the Security Council Mission to Jakarta and Dili, 8 to 12 September 1999, 9). 
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the front and back walls of buildings - but no windows, doors, or roofs. The 

houses are hollow, scorched clean of paint, wiring, or fixtures of any kind. In 
some neighborhoods, the dwellings are intact; in others, every house has 

been gutted.280  
 

This destruction is enduring and is an accompanying presence during a visit to the 
country. As a result, the walls have an active biographical and cultural function in the 

physical and psychological reality of East Timor as part of a series, or levels, of 
‘immanent’ cultural heritage predicated on sites of shared suffering that offer insight 

into the historical narratives of a site. Michael Leach reveals this when he observes 
that: 

 

The final level, and in some ways the most important, is the unintentional or 
‘immanent’ cultural heritage landscape – consisting of the unrestored 

wreckage of houses and buildings burned or damaged by departing TNI and 
their militia in 1999.281 

 
Inscribed into this broader historical and heritage reality, graffiti negotiates a cultural 

and historical juxtaposition that reconfigures the resonance of this destruction; it adds 
to the possibility of it as not just a vestige, but as an active substrate for memory 

retrieval. Resulting from this interface, the singular story is diminished, embedding a 
further narrative upon these surfaces that draws upon an “alternative archeology, or 

alternative geography” of East Timor, “creating a documentation of interstitial places, 

the social meaning of which is confined to certain (often excluded) groups in 
society.”282 

 
 

                                                
280 James Traub, Inventing East Timor. Foreign Affairs, 79:4 (2000): 78. 
281 Leach, “Difficult Memories,” 156.   
282 John Schofield, “‘Theo Loves Doris’: Wild-signs in Landscape and Heritage Context,” in Wild Signs: Graffiti in 
Archeology and History, eds. Jeff Oliver and Tim Neal, (Oxford: British Archaeological Reports, 2010), 78. 
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Ainaro, East Timor, January 2002. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
 
       S P A C E. 
 
“If we identify urbanity as entailing, principally, 
heterogeneous existence, we can say that the destruction of 
urban life is the destruction of heterogeneity. The 
destruction of the built environment that constitutes the 
material substrate of urban existence is, therefore, the 
destruction of the conditions of possibility of heterogeneity. 
What is at stake in urbicide is thus the conditions of 
possibility of heterogeneity. Urbicide, then, is the 
destruction of buildings not for what they individually 
represent (military target, cultural heritage, conceptual 
metaphor) but as that which is the condition of possibility of 
heterogeneous existence.”283  
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

22, 26, 34 (Fig. 4), 68, 82, 96, 99, 113, 135 (Fig. 36&37), 136 (Fig. 38), 
137 (Fig. 39), 138 (Fig. 40), 141 (Fig. 42), 149 (Fig. 47), 150 (Fig. 48), 

152, 154, 159. 
 

                                                
283 Martin Coward, Urbicide: The Politics of Urban Destruction. (London and New York: 
Routledge, 2008), 39. 
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Fig.36. Oecussi, East Timor, August 2006.                          Fig.37. Suai, East Timor, December 2007. Image: 
Image: Chris Parkinson.    Chris Parkinson. 
 

In this way, graffiti deepens and innovates new knowledge from peripheral contexts. 

It validates the expressions of marginalized actors in geo-political contexts of 
postcolonialism, conflict, reconstruction and social relationships by revealing a 

hidden power structure inherent in silences, where meaning exists in the “interstices, 

in the rhythms and silences and partners in conversation.”284  
 

Part of this conversation is the city’s surfaces themselves. They are palimpsests that 
reinscribe new stories upon the formality and function of original buildings (Fig. 36) 

and their pock-marked, gouged and singed history. They invite a deeper 
contemplation of the interstitial space through the recognition of their nature as 

“seismographic acts of recording the emotion contained in a particular gesture.”285  
 

In this interstice, emotions that nestle both inside and outside the building, enacted 
by people’s direct hand upon them, multiply the building’s narrative (Fig. 37). John 

Lennon elaborates upon this idea when he suggests that  

                                                
284 Alison Phipps, “Other Worlds are Possible: An Interview with Boaventura de Sousa Santos,” Language and 
Intercultural Communication, 7:1 (2007): 93.  
285 Ella Chmielewska, “Writing on the Ruins or Graffiti as a Design Gesture: On the Paradoxes of Lettering Place and 
History,” Edinburgh Architecture Research, 31:11 (2008): 11. 
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Just as bullets and blood become part of the materiality of the walls during 

conflict, changing those walls and infusing them with a new ideological 
identity and physical form, graffiti transforms the essential structures of a city, 

reconstituting the architecture to create for viewers a subjective perceptual 
relationship with the environment.286  

 
Powerful examples of East Timor’s graffiti occur in private (Fig. 38), where images 

upon walls remediate historical destruction. As preceding accounts note, the 

Indonesian backed scorched earth policy very literally removed the doorways and 
roofs that delineate private space from public space. This structural destruction 

allowed offstage voices to spool into public focus, whilst reanimating the distinction 
between public and private life.  

 

 
Fig.38. Taibessi, Dili, East Timor, July 2007. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 

Here, conceptual elaborations of the reading of James C Scott’s hidden transcripts 
are presented as those that occur "offstage," beyond direct observation by 

                                                
286 John Lennon, “Writing with a Global Accent:  Cairo and the Roots/Routes of Conflict Graffiti,” in Understanding 
Graffiti: Multidisciplinary Studies From Prehistory To The Present, ed. Troy Lovata and Elizabeth Olton, (Walnut 
Creek, CA: Left Coast Press, 2015): 63 - 64. 
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powerholders (Fig. 39), “elaborated among a restricted public that excludes-that is 

hidden from-certain specified others.”287 
 

 

 
Fig.39. Atauro, Dili, East Timor, April 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.288 

 
 
Rendered in such a way, the inscriptions within these destroyed contexts speak to 

the way East Timorese employ graffiti to resist domination by marking-out cultured 
spaces from destruction. As was demonstrated in the Lineage of Silences backdrop 

to this analysis, the East Timorese use traditional spaces in times of struggle to 
recolonise them. Graffiti’s expression operates under a similar rubric here. It’s a form 

of cultural production that recolonises the destruction of the Indonesian occupation, 
retrieving life through visual narratives that outline thoughts and sentiment in a cycle 

of resistance and recuperation wedded to domination where the concealed acts of 
defying the past’s transgressions have developed a dissonant political culture outside 

the intimidating gaze of power.289 Angie Bexley and Nuno Tchailoro echo this 

sentiment when they assert that, 
 

                                                
287 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 14. 
288 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 65. 
289 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 18. 
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Finding one’s voice in the making of one’s history, the remaking of a world, 

though, is also a matter of being able to recontextualise the narratives of 
devastation and generate new contexts through which everyday life may 

become possible.290 (Fig. 40). 

 

 

 
Fig.40. Formosa, Dili, East Timor, May 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.291 

 

       Commemoration. 
 

Graffiti addressing the uneasy relationship between memory and loss moved from 
being limited to these interstitial spaces, however.  

 
People want to express their anger and frustration. It’s great, because this is 

a therapy. This is a catharsis. The ones that express anger also have the 
space, because human emotions are real. Human emotions need space to be 

expressed. Human emotions need to be conveyed. Bad and good is part of 
us, so why deny it? Why become blind towards the reality? The idea of the 

darkness and the light go hand in hand in our life.292 

                                                
290 Bexley and Tchailoro, “Consuming Youth,” 406. 
291 Parkinson, Peac of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 74. 
292 Abe Baretto Soares in Parkinson, Peace of Wall, 110. 
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John Stanmeyer,The 
Killing of 
Bernadinho Guterres, 26 August, 1999.294  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

142 (Fig. 43). 
 

                                                
293 “Shadows, Dreams, Shapes: The Lulik Reality,” Pedro Rosa Mendes and Wolf Boewig, 
2009, 6, http://www.wolfboewig.de/shadows_dreams_shapes_the_lulik_reality.html 
294 https://www.worldpressphoto.org/collection/photo/2000/spot-news/john-stanmeyer/101 

                                   M E M O R Y. 
 
 
“In a country that has suffered genocide,  
memory is infinitely superior to loss.” 293 
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Fig.41. Audian, Dili, East Timor, June 2007. Image: Chris Parkinson.295 

 

Examples of skulls, devils and grim reapers appear in vast quantities on the country’s 
walls, reflecting a customary practice of strong interactions with the past.296 As Abe 

Baretto Soares’ quote identifies, these images are cathartic, simultaneously operating 
as an “articulation of the past and its importance in achieving freedom”297 and an act 

of memorialisation (Fig. 41). 
 

Skulls and visual renderings of the spiritual domain elevate walls into a stratosphere 
of deeper contemplation and engagement. They signify graffiti’s broader contribution 

to nationhood through “combining the action of remembering and presenting 

messages about the past through symbols and signs (which) helps convey the sense 
of nationhood among the people.”298  

 
The integration of these signs and symbols that imply the violent events of the 

country’s history speak to a broader importance of the spiritual within East Timorese 
society which shapes events and how they are comprehended. 

 
While the spiritual realm is a distinct mythological location inhabited by 

ancestors and spirits, it is fundamentally intertwined with the tangible world.  

                                                
295 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 111. 
296 Goncalves, “Beyond the Visible,” 74. 
297 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 119. 
298 Ibid, 34.   
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There must be a harmonious balance and order between the two worlds, 

achievable by the ‘right flow of values’.299 
 

The country’s walls, then, channel these flows of values, drawing the mythological 
location of ancestors and spirits into dialogue with the tangible world (Fig. 42), 

“writing and drawing on the wall’s outside and cultivating it with symbols… 
occupy(ing) the public space as their private domains.”300  

 

 
 Fig.42. Caicoli, Dili, East Timor, April 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 
 
 

Dionísio Babo Soares proposes that “drawing together experiences in the past and 

then presenting them through symbolic representations is indeed one of the common 
characteristics of what the Timorese call cultura (culture).”301 Graffiti depicting these 

skulls, then, form a critical part of East Timor’s cultural negotiation allowing the 
population means of processing, reconciling and commemorating history and, thus, 

playing the important social function of embodying psychological content.302 As 
Hanauer elaborates, “The importance of graffiti and the main reason for its prevalent 

                                                
299 Trinidade and Castro, ““Rethinking Timorese Identity as a Peacebuilding Strategy,” 17. 
300 Neef, “Killing Kool: The Graffiti Museum,” 426. 
301 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 33.  
302 David Hanauer,  “Silence, Voice and Erasure: Psychological Embodiment in Graffiti at the Site of Prime Minister 
Rabin’s Assassination,” The Arts in Psychotherapy, 31 (2004): 33. 
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presence resides in its use as a psychological tool directed at negotiating the 

personal and social spheres.”303  

 
On the 26th of August in 1999, Joaquim Bernardino Guterres was shot dead by 

Indonesian police in the Dili suburb of Kuluhun. His death was photographed by 
American photographer John Stanmeyer.  

 

On the Kuluhun bridge near the location of his execution sits the following graffito 

(Fig. 43) - dated - delivering a visual link between Guterres’s death and its public 
commemoration.  

 
 

 Fig. 43. Kuluhun, Dili, East Timor, May 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.304 
 
Each year, the Guterres family and the local community use this graffito to begin a 

trail of candles that wind their way across the street to the site of his execution. The 
skull, here, stands as an integral part of the processing, reconciliation and 

commemoration of history. In this example, it demonstrates another way that the 
East Timorese employ graffiti to recolonise emotional and physical spaces of 

                                                
303 ibid, 30. 
304 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 115. 
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devastation, signifying an important therapeutic function that echoes the argument 

presented by David Haneuer that “graffiti offers interesting therapeutic options for 
individuals and societies during and following periods of trauma,”305 whilst affirming, 

also, the act of graffiti as a method to culture space. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

                                                
305 Hanauer,  “Silence, Voice and Erasure,” 29.  
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3.4.3 T E R R I T O R I E S 
 
       Temporal. 
I have thus far demonstrated how the private and public settings of the locations of 
East Timor’s graffiti are used to recolonise discursive spaces of historical, cultural 

and communal memory. In doing so, a temporal focus on the past has been 
employed. The graffiti in the country was dynamic, however, inscribing places with a 

sense of temporal inclusivity that spoke not just of memory and history, but of the 
present. This dynamic is wedded to cultural understandings of time (Fig. 44) as it 

relates to the nation, as Babo Soares suggests: 
 

Recognising the past (uluk) and connecting it to the present (ohin), apart from 

acknowledging the influence of the notion of 'continuity' and 'dual binaries', is 
also essential in reconstructing the idea of nation.306 

 
 

 
Fig. 44. Comoro, Dili, East Timor, March 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.307 

 
 

                                                
306 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 34. 
307 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 163. 
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Fig.45. Farol, Dili, East Timor, February 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
The symbols of peace (Fig. 45), depictions of unity, messages of development and 

hopes of harmony that flooded East Timor’s walls operate as a tool for the country’s 
Geração Foun to gain recognition in the present amidst the din of the country’s 

resistance history, not just inscribing the vestige of its history.   

 
Peaceful proclamations oftentimes sculpted indigenous and rural life with modern 

democratic values and symbols (such as the symbolic representation of the dove - 
above - seen here carrying the traditional East Timorese drum, the babadok) 

developing and delivering a rendering of graffiti in the country consistent with Lyman 
Chaffe’s research suggesting graffiti functions as a:  

 
Decentralized, democratic form in which there is universal access, and the 

real control over messages comes from the social producers. It is a 

barometer that registers the spectrum of thinking, especially during 
democratic openings.308  

 
East Timor’s graffiti critically engaged with a redefined contemporary and creative 

construct of resistance through its capacity to convey a message of peaceful 

                                                
308 Chaffee, Political Protest and Street Art, 4. 
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resistance. The graffiti demonstrated a “shared vision which lay at the heart of the 

social imaginary from which the state draws it’s legitimacy including a commitment to 
the resistance struggle,” 309 yet simultaneously challenges the foundations of the 

resistance narrative. 
 

This is a form of resistance. Art is a revolution of mind. Art is revolutionary. Art 
provokes people to think. Art provokes change. Some people think that a 

revolution always has something to do with bloodshed. I think people have 
this narrow perspective. A narrow understanding of what the whole idea of 

revolution is. Revolution of mind and revolution of conscience. And graffiti falls 
into this kind of category.310   

 

These public proclamations do not represent the whole story, but they do enable a 

deeper insight into the dynamic pluralities of East Timor’s nation building and the 
interrelationship of the past and the present. In using public spaces for diverse 

temporal expressions, East Timor’s graffiti demonstrates how young people in East 
Timor wrestle with temporal and contextual obstacles to inclusion in hegemonic 

publics, highlighting the way graffiti manifests re-imagined publics out of uncertainty 
or reaction to these temporal and contextual obstacles.  

 

“Why,” Santos asks,  

 

Is the immanence of the present less brilliant than the transcendence of the 

future? The future is a luxury that only those with a more or less secure 
present can afford.311 

 

Through East Timor’s graffiti, we sense the process of understanding the present for 
the chord it strikes with Jill Bennett’s argument for practical aesthetics that suggests 

of a disposition towards expression that focuses on being ‘in’ rather than ‘about’ an 
event,312 “an aesthetic continuum connected to the practices of everyday life.”313 

 
 

                                                
309 Henri Myrttinen, “Resistance, Symbolism and the Language of Stateness in Timor-Leste,” 209. 
310 Abe Baretto Soares in Parkinson, Peace of Wall, 35. 
311 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 239. 
312 Jill Bennett, Practical Aesthetics: Events, Affects and Art after 9/11 (London: I.B. Tauris, 2012), 36. 
313Ibid, 3. 
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Fig.46. Los Palos, East Timor, March 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson.314 
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       Geographical. 
Graffiti in East Timor oftentimes appeared as a jumbled profusion of images and text 
across spaces, marking out territories in the public realm that forged new forms of 

public discourse and new places and ways of organising and assembling. Henri 
Myrttinen elaborates upon this in the context of East Timor when he observes that 

 
The state has representative buildings in the shape of ministries, 

governmental palaces and administrative posts, many of the larger non-state 
groups have established nation-wide networks of ‘coordination posts’ where 

members meet, distinguishable by the respective flags, signs or logos of the 
groups.315 

  

These sites enabled young people to carve out a space for themselves that fostered 
the promotion of their own identity based on the nexus between local and global 

practices, echoing Santos’s reflection that 
 

As global capitalism and its satellite forms of oppression and domination 
expanded, more and more diversified landscapes of peoples, cultures, 

repertoires of memory and aspiration, symbolic universes, modes of livelihood 
and styles of life, conceptions of time and space were dialectically included in 

the conversation of humankind through untold suffering and exclusion.316 
 

 

                                                
315 Myrttinen, “Resistance, Symbolism and the Language of Stateness in Timor-Leste,” 210. 
316 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 45 - 46. 
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Fig.47. Kampung Arlor, Dili, East Timor, April 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson.317 

 
These observations are not unique to East Timor. They shed light upon the way 

young people visualise their complicated location in postcolonial and post-conflict 

contexts of the global South where “the very act of integrating into the world economy 
creates urban clustering.”318  

 

This clustering creates territories predicated upon the reading and writing of graffiti. 

As John Lennon suggests, “reading graffiti creates a ‘territory’, a controlling of a 
place that is not fixed but is constantly being made and unmade, reterritorialised and 

deterritorialised.”319 

 

The graffiti creating these clustered geographical territories in East Timor - from 
inscriptions within destroyed contexts of the private realm (Fig. 47) to the 

commemorative functioning of public skulls and the employment of peaceful public 

proclamations alongside markings of territory - demonstrate the inseparable and 
unending process of history in the making of the present, the public and space, 

echoing the findings of Ferrell and Weide’s Spot Theory that the city is reimagined as 

                                                
317 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 86. 
318 Moxham, “State-Making and the Post-Conflict City,” 4. 
319 Lennon, “Assembling a Revolution: Graffiti, Cairo and the Arab Spring,” 246.  
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a series of spatial opportunities, where “graffiti writers change the urban landscape 

with new cultural significance as they navigate it.”320  
 

If we are to agree that space only becomes cultured if it possesses signs, to 

elaborate might be to suggest that “space which possesses no signs, remains 
wild."321 These clustered territories of East Timor’s graffiti are further evidence, then, 

of a timeless capacity of East Timorese to distinguish cultured spaces in their lives to 
stave off the wildness of a future without anchor (Fig. 48). As Soares suggests,   

 

The present is seen as a continuation of the past, as having some roots in the 
past. The future might not happen as it is supposed to (la la'o tuir lolos) 

should one disregard the past. The sequence of events in life is part of 
tradition. A society without hun (‘roots’, 'origins' 'past'  'history'), and without 

rohan, ('future', 'end', 'tips'), does not have an identity and therefore, may be 
said to live an animal life.322  

 

 
Fig.48. Los Palos, East Timor, March 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson.323 

 

                                                
320 Jeff Ferrell and Robert D. Weide, “Spot Theory,” City, 1:1-2 (2010): 51. 
321 Peter Wendl, “The Mythological City.” First published in Derive, 42 (2011). This version, Eurozine. 
http://www.eurozine.com/articles/2011-07-25-wendl-en.html. 
322 Babo Soares, “Branching From the Trunk,” 38. 
323 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 10-11. 
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A range of actors and a range of positions negotiate this dialogue between temporal 

and geographical territories, revealing what Hanauer sees as an “asynchronic 
activity” where “graffiti written by different actors with different political orientations 

produces a range of positions.”324  
 

Ley and Cybriwsky’s 1974 study, Urban Graffiti as Territorial Markers, demonstrates 
something of a behavioural primitive associated with space. Vitally reflecting these 

findings, graffiti represents a performative contest of East Timor’s contemporary 
spaces, where territories mediated by marks visualise concentrations of the nonlocal, 

the strange, the mixed, and the public, demonstrating graffiti’s capacity to “engage 
most palpably the tumult of citizenship”325 where the walls are a behavioural 

manifesto that advances primal urges of security and status. “Establishing the 

territory generates security; maintaining or embellishing it guarantees status.”  
 

For a generation besieged by disenfranchisement and  “disillusioned by the mass 

unemployment, high urbanization, weak governance and limited social service 
provision in a context of deep social tension,”326 graffiti is an important mechanism for 

the country’s Geração Foun to elaborate an “alternative spatial epistemology,”327 that 
affords them some control over the meaning and message of their contemporary 

urban environment which is, evidently, complex laden (Fig. 49).  

 

 
 

 

                                                
324 David Hanauer, “The Discursive Construction of the Separation Wall at Abu Dis: Graffiti as Political Discourse,” 
Journal of Language and Politics, 10:3 (2011): 316. 
325 Holston and Appadurai, Cities and Citizenship, 188. 
326 Arnold, “Who is my Friend, Who is my Enemy?” 389. 
327Ferrell and Weide, “Spot Theory,” 60. 
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Fig.49. Caicoli, Dili, East Timor, November 2006. Image: Chris Parkinson.328 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
328 Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 13. 
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CHAPTER 4:     CLOSING RE:MARKS. 
 

This thesis has investigated the specific conflicts and contexts that produced East 
Timor’s fledgling graffiti movement between 2004-2008. 

 
In it, I have demonstrated the links and differences between graffiti’s local lineage in 

East Timor and its globally contextualised backdrop. I have drawn attention to 
particular aspects of the art work that demonstrate how graffiti contributed to the 

cultural expression of East Timor’s growth into nationhood from conflict and, further, 
how graffiti negotiates critical components of East Timorese identity and critical 

legacies of East Timorese history.  

 
Through it, graffiti has been presented as a contact zone of translation, capable of 

adding to “political articulation beyond the confines of a given locale or culture,”329 
whilst also servicing a methodological approach to exploring politics, identity and 

nation-building in East Timor. Through graffiti, artists and young people have been 
able to question what being East Timorese means in the contemporary nation, 

compelling the centre to begin acknowledging itself in dialogue with the margins.  
 

In this way, graffiti in East Timor embodies what Bhabha sees as the “in-between”330 
- a minority position within a minority position - thus making graffiti a moment of 

transition, a process of making other, a translation. 

 

This thesis could service, then, increased dialogue on a vision of contemporary East 

Timor that acknowledges the multitude of voices that characterise the country’s 

creative expression - gleaned through graffiti - presenting legitimate claims for the 
recognition of graffiti as a component of the country’s cultural identity. As such, this 

thesis advocates for a heightened attention to creativity in East Timor as a 

fundamental aspect of its developing contemporary identity that mediates the 
country’s policy on culture to “place culture in a central stage in the process of 

asserting the East Timorese state.”331 

 

                                                
329 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 214. 
330 Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 229. 
331 Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste State Secretariat and the National Directorate of Culture, National Cultural 
Policy, 5. 
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Bairo Central, Dili, East Timor, April 2008. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
 
       D R E A M S 
 
“My dream about art is for tomorrow. Through art you can find 
peace. For everyone.”332 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

68, 72 (Fig. 23), 75. 
 

                                                
332 Etson Caminha, in Parkinson, Peace of Wall: Street Art from East Timor, 190. 
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East Timor’s graffiti is a public and private marking of time and of events. It is one 

form of creative expression, amidst many in the country, that “changes the 
weapons”333 that East Timorese have traditionally armed themselves with to 

negotiate heightened states of tension. It is a discursive representation of culture, 
revealing layers of complicated and integrated meanings in community, resistance 

and tradition. Its inscriptions commemorate the past and visualise the competing 
futures of the country. It both indexes history and inscribes the future.334  

  
Through the analysis of graffiti presented in this thesis paired with the overall practice 

of the Animatism artist collective, it has been explicitly demonstrated how 

contemporary East Timorese artists embody multiple artistic practices and deploy 
them in response to particular contexts. Graffiti in East Timor demonstrates a case 

study, then, for the participatory qualities of graffiti; it compels a deeper 

contemplation of the urban, creativity and the human condition whilst servicing the 
“democratization of access and participation in a range of ‘publics’.”335  

 

Intrinsically bound to a self-image of the nation, East Timor’s graffiti presents a 

snapshot of creative resistance enacted by a cohort of multi-disciplined artists and a 
broad demographic of young people, utilising the public domain to impart their 

commentary, experience, vision and aspiration for the new nation.  
 

The reading and writing publics of East Timor are not cognizant with the Eurocentric 
ideal of the public sphere, predicated on a bourgeois reading and writing public.336 

 
Santos asks that we reconsider such a historical construction of the public sphere.  

 
Both capitalism and colonialism converted such a localism into a global 

aspiration and a universal theoretical concept, at the same time that an 

abyssal divide between metropolitan and colonial societies made public 

sphere unthinkable in colonial societies and transformed such denial of 
universality into the vindication of the universal idea.337  

                                                
333 “I think it’s the time to change the weapon. Like before you use machete or a stone or something to express. But 
now we are getting independence we don’t need more of that stuff,” in “Animatism: Artistic Action in East Timor,” 
Vimeo video, 3:10, posted by “Chris Phillips,” June 30, 2014, https://vimeo.com/99583684 
334 Peteet, “The Writing on the Walls: The Graffiti of the Intifada,” 141.  
335 Carrington, “I Write Therefore I am,” 421. 
336 Habermas, 88. 
337 ibid, 62. 
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East Timor’s graffiti presents one way that this historical construction of the public 
sphere can be re-imagined as a construct that compels the centre to consider where 

and how meaning and knowledge is derived from the periphery and, importantly, 
diversifies the spaces that history is written upon, who it is written by and, therefore, 

how it is transmitted and who is reading it. 

 

Significantly, graffiti in this context demonstrates that the periphery has something to 
say and do. 

 
Youth have a lot of questions, but few answers. They do not know what to do. 

They have no direction. There is little information for them to make good 
decisions. They are tired. They feel that they are just getting older and their 

opportunities are getting fewer. They feel there is no future. They are sick and 
tired and suffering from having their education stopped. With art, and through 

art, youth have something to do. And they have something to say. It is our 

voice.338 

 

Does graffiti in East Timor, however, service Sassen’s view of the Global Street? 
Through the fact that graffiti in East Timor represents the stories that East Timorese 

tell themselves above and beyond the stories they seek to transnationally transmit for 
inclusion in broader global publics, it can be concluded that East Timor’s graffiti is 

more concerned with the public as a domain of the varied aesthetic expressions that 
combine to characterise events339 as opposed to an occupation with public 

proclamations interfacing with the changing contexts of global publics. I venture, 
then, that an understanding of practical aesthetics affords graffiti, in East Timor at 

least, with a more nuanced understanding of its location vis-à-vis Sassen’s 
proposition of the Global Street.  

 

As Bennett challenges,  
 

                                                
338 Alfe Perreira, in conversation with Chris Parkinson, April 2007. 
339 Bennett, Practical Aesthetics, 9. 
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Practical aesthetics is that which seeks to understand the contemporary and 

thus asserts that events shape ways of seeing and doing and that we must 
reorganise studies accordingly.340  

 
Graffiti in East Timor thus acts within a framework of what Santos refers to as the 

sociology of emergences, an “inquiry into the alternatives that are contained in the 
horizon of concrete possibilities”341and in accordance with Scott’s notion of the 

hidden transcript, creates “privileged sites for nonhegemonic, contrapuntal, dissident, 
subversive discourse.”342 

 

More than just a narrative of art and personal expression, East Timor’s graffiti 

provides methodological promise to the understanding of citizenship, democracy and 
the public sphere in a context punctuated by colonialism and conflict. The quest for 

understanding identity and nationalism fought for from the debris of these 
circumstances is also revealed. 

 

It delivers a discursive and aesthetic rendering of the events that shaped and shifted 
East Timor, visually marking key motivations, misconceptions, milestones and 

misdeeds that littered the contexts of historical and contemporary conflict and crisis 
in the country. Through operating as a form of contentious politics and activism for 

those whose lack of inclusion in mainstream narratives and institutionalised forms of 

political participation, graffiti in East Timor encouraged East Timor’s public to re-
imagine how the expression of the margins might manifest as a frontier. 

 
Etson Caminha’s voice closed Peace of Wall and, in concluding this thesis, it’s only 

fitting that he should do the same again.  
 

You see something and you don’t know how to say it. Or you don’t like the 
work. But who can you talk with? You can’t talk with the President. You can’t 

go to their house or to Parliament to go like ‘I don’t like this because it says 
corruption in our country…’ Let’s do it with your painting. Let’s speak with your 

                                                
340 ibid, 27. 
341 Santos, Epistemologies of the South, 184. 
342 Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance, 25. 
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painting. Do it with the brush and talk with them…It’s all about expression. It’s 

really powerful.343 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                
343 “Animatism: Artistic Action in East Timor,” Vimeo video, 3:10, posted by “Chris Phillips,” June 30, 2014, 
https://vimeo.com/99583684 
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Bairo Pite, Dili, East Timor, February 2005. Image: Chris Parkinson. 

 
 
 
        M A R G I N S. 
 
“From this angle, graffiti might teach a child something about 
spatial potential, about the ways a margin can become a 
frontier.344 Under oblivious eyes, the invisible autographed the 
world.”345 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEE ALSO 

96, 106, 113. 
 

                                                
344 Lori Nandrea, “Graffiti Taught Me Everything I know About Space: Urban Fronts and 
Borders”, Antipode, 31:1, (1999): 112. 
345 Johnathan Lethem, The Fortress of Solitude. (United Kingdom: Faber and Faber, 
2005), 93. 
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